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Author of several hundred stories, a half dozen movies, and ten books
. LETTER from Aron Mathieu this
morning.
Aron’s always good for a_
chuckle and this time is no exception.

ary

Y,

Y.

Witness this:
oe
oe
article from you for our October issue,
which gives you two days to write this
piece, a day to cool it, another day to reread it and throw it away, and then a
full day to write a good one.
“More than anything else, I would like
our readers to be able to have a personal
talk with you, about what you are doing,
and how you are doing it. I’d like you to
tell them what you think about writing,
the little difficulties you encounter, the
bigger problems that beset you, the way
you solve them; the way you live, how
you work, what goes on with you. It
should be a living, breathing piece of
writing, raw, human, but leave out the
hag songlittlea if need _ — end
Se
genuwyneee
Gruber note. ee
The length is as
she blows.”

So help me,

that’s what Aron

wrote

if he has nerve enough to print his letter,
then I’ve got nerve enough to publish the
answer.
. .. I’ll give you a week with Gruber and
at least seventy-five percent of it will be the
A fiction writer should be allowed
truth.
twenty-five percent latitude.

Monday: | get up around eight o’clock
on Mondays, because that’s the day I always
go downtown. I dress hurriedly and drive
down to the postoffice for the mail.
’
There are three mystery novels to review
for the Chicago Daily News, for which I do
a weekly column of mystery reviews. There’s
?
Publisher's Weelle.
den back wad
& COpy =
oy _ valid
- p> oe vs ne
journal to which I subscribe ; three bills, and
a post card from a woman in New Jersey,
who read one of my stories. There’s a letter
from Steve Fisher, who is knocking them
dead in Hollywood; another from George
Shaftel, telling of signing his first book conand _ tract.
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I drive to the station to catch the 9:06
train to New York and bump into Captain
Shaw, former editor of Black Mask, Haven't
seen him in some time. Have a grand session
in the smoker with the captain, with him
talking about Dashiell
Hammett,
Raoul
Whitfield, Fred Nebel and Carroll John Daly.
He tells me Ray Holland is resigning from
Field G Stream, after 20 years, to write.
At the Grand Central in New York, Shaw
goes one way and I go another. I hurry
down to the editorial rooms of the New York
World-Telegram, where I have a date to be
interviewed by Allen Keller, staff writer. A
half hour is spent there and I get my picture
snapped.
The prints are ready before I
leave and I am chagrined to discover that I
am becoming a fat guy.
From the World-Telegram I ride uptown
to the offices of Short Stories in Radio City,
as nice an editorial office as you will find in
New York. I have a business discussion with
Dorothy MclIlwraith and tell her I am half
finished with the novel I am doing for her
and will bring it in the following Monday.
She knows very well, from past experience,
that I won’t have the story in for two weeks,
but doesn’t call me a liar.
Pete Kuhlhoff comes in. Pete is one of the
best artists in the business and a shark on
guns. Also he is the biggest guy you ever saw
in your life, standing six feet eight inches.
We chin about guns and Pete tells me that
Navy Colts were rifled before the Civil War,
which I hadn’t known before.
After Pete leaves I step in to see Bill
Delaney, publisher of Short Stories, and we
wind up by going out to lunch at one of the
Radio City restaurants.
We engage in a
serious sociological discussion. Bill tells me
how he cleaned out his entire Marine company in France playing blackjack and I retaliate by relating the time I made 17 passes
with the dice when I was in the army.
After lunch, I go down to Farrar & Rinehart’s office and tell John Farrar about an
idea I’ve got for my next novel. He tells me
it’s swell, knowing damn well that the story
I'll finally bring in will be entirely different.
I run into Phil Hodge, the sales manager,
and tell him a couple of gags I hope to use in
a story. He doesn’t laugh at them, which discourages me. In the corridor I waylay Stan-
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ley Rinehart and spring the same gags on
him. He doesn’t laugh either, so in desperation I go and trap Mark Saxton, advertising
manager, who laughs.
When I leave Farrar @ Rinehart I go
down to Street & Smith’s office and receive
the disconcerting information that The National Magazine is no more. I had sold them
several stories.
While searching for John Nanovic’s office
I run into Bill DeGrouchy, who tells me his
wife liked “The Hungry Dog,” and I ask
him why he doesn’t read it himself.
I get lost among rolls of paper, stockrooms, etc. But I finally locate John Nanovic’s lair. Just outside the door I encounter
“Mo” Jones and exchange insults with him.
John’s office has been moved
again.
(Editor’s offices move continuously at Street
& Smith’s, the idea perhaps being that if an
author can find an editor’s office he must be
a smart guy and therefore worthy of writing
for the magazine.)
John has letters on his desk from Ted
Tinsley, Lester Dent and Walter Gibson. He
tells me what each is doing and I tell him
what Steve Fisher wrote me. I pull out two
snapshots of our baby and John retaliates
with a fistful of his own. His is twice as old
as mine, so he always has the edge.
I leave Street G Smith and take a taxi to
Grand Central. I find I have twenty minutes
until my train leaves, so stop in at the
Doubleday Doran book store, where they do
very well with my books. I am merely trying
to kill time until train time, but wind up
buying a copy of “Whistle Stop” and a book
on,Death Valley.
I rush to the train, buying a copy of the
World-Telegram, the fournal-American and
Life, timed to last me to Scarsdale, thirtyeight minutes from Grand Central.
I stop at the postoffice again on my way
home and find a letter from Swanie (H. N.
Swanson, my Hollywood agent). Home, I
fool around with the baby, who has just
started to walk at the age of 11 months, have
dinner and take the family for a drive. We
return in time to get all the war news on the
radio. The baby goes to bed and I start
reading “Whistle Stop.” I read until nine
o’clock, when the wife asks me if I’m going
to do any work or not.
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So it’s come at last.
The noiseless typewriter is on the bridge
table in the living room and the regular in
the office on the sun porch. I decided that I
want to work on the sun porch, but want the
Noiseless. In exchanging them I knock some
magazines and hooks to the floor and discover my account book. I decide to figure up
my income so far this year and estimate my
probable income for the year. This is interesting and I kill a pleasant hour.
I’m faced with the typewriter and a nice
clean sheet of paper. I look at the paper and
put my fingers on the keys and I try to concentrate and the words will not come. This
is exquisite agony.
How many thousand
times have I suffered from it. I’ve heard of
writers who love to write, who are unhappy
every moment they’re away from the typewriter, but I’m not one of the blessed.
I have to force myself to sit down at the
typewriter and sometimes I have to leave it
again after an hour or two without writing a
line. Yet I’m a fast writer once I get the
first paragraph down and am greatly exhilarated after writing a few pages. I have had
two or three weeks go by without writing a
word and during that time am tortured every
waking moment.
But the thoughts aren’t
there and the words simply will not come.
I hear about writers who keep notebooks
and plot files. I have never in the years

since I started writing kept a notebook or
a plot file. I have never had one plot ahead.
I finish a story and start from absolute
scratch on the next one. Sometimes I think
I will never get another plot ... yet eventually it comes and eventually I get started
writing and the story gets finished. I have
written as much as 12,000 words in a single
day. My production in a year usually runs
pretty close to 600,000 words. The biggest
month of writing I ever had was June, 1940.
I wrote “The Talking Clock,’ a mystery,
during the first sixteen days of that month,
then without a day’s pause swung into
“Outlaw,” an historical western, and wrote
that in exactly fourteen days. Two complete
novels in a single month—120,000 words.
And then I couldn’t write a blessed word
for five weeks.
I get my plots the hard way. I waste days
“thinking,” but when everything else fails I
sit down with a pencil and paper, scribble
and scribble and jot down words and cross
them out and finally get something that suggests an idea and worry and fret over it until
it crystallizes. And then I’m off.
. . . It is now twelve o’clock and the wife
has gone to bed. I find the manuscript on
which I am supposed to work, but come
across a copy of Erle Stanley Gardner’s new
book, “The Case of the Turning Tide.” It’s
a humdinger. I finish it at 2:30 and sneak
upstairs to bed.
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Tuesday: This is the day I’m really going to do some work. I get up at nine-thirty
and dash down to the postoffice. On Tuesdays and Fridays I get the clippings from the
clipping bureau. There are nineteen reviews
of “The Hungry Dog,’ my latest mystery
novel. Every one of them is good and I am
greatly pleased.

am interrupted by a telephone call from John
Farrar, who asks if I have a long novelette
that might go into their Third Mystery Book,
which is a collection of mystery stories that
they publish once a year. Of course I have
many novelettes that have been published in
magazines and say I will see if there is anything suitable.

There is a letter from Ellery Queen asking
if I have any “favorite” short stories that
might go into an anthology they are compiling. (I say “they” because Ellery Queen
is the pen-name of Frederic Dannay and
Manfred Lee.) A letter from Bill Duchaine,
with whom I worked on trade journals, back
in 1927. Bill is now editor of the Escanaba,
Mich., Daily Press. On the side he is pressagenting the Nahma summer school for
writers and artists. In other seasons he promotes log-rolling and smelt runs. He does
all these things merely for the good of his
community; gets no pay. He was always
doing something like this when I worked with
him—Lord, it’s fourteen years ago. He was
manager of the world’s champion log-roller,
hunted jobs for friends, etc. They’ll probably
give Bill a medal some day. Without Bill’s
coaching I never would have been able to
hold down that first trade journal job.

I start looking over the magazines and
work up a fine rage. When I first started to
write I sold all rights to stories. In recent
years I discovered that some publishers will
willingly release subsidiary rights other than
“first magazine,” but some won’t. I’ve even
had publishers resell stories to newspapers.
A couple of my best stories I can’t get a release on so have to pass them up for this
Mystery Book.

I have breakfast and retire to my office to
work. I come across “Whistle Stop” and read
a chapter in it, becoming even more annoyed
than the night before. The book is all about
a dirty family in a small town which goes in
for incest and such.
There isn’t a decent
character in the book. Yet this is supposed
to be a great book. If that’s LITERATURE
they can keep L.
The telephone rings and it is Fanny Ellsworth. She calls me a bum and what-not.
I have been doing a serial for Ranch Romances since before Christmas. A couple of
weeks ago I said I would have it in this week.
I now tell Fanny I am working like a dog
and will have it finished next Monday.
I throw “Whistle Stop” across the room
and begin searching for the Ranch Romances
story. I find it, but at the same time I come
across a pack of cards and for fifteen minutes
I practice palming and one-handed cutting,
learned from Walt Gibson, The Shadow. I

Yet, I stop to think, when I first sold these
stories I was glad to sell them under any
conditions,
The doorbell rings and it is the special
delivery man bringing me a package containing the galley proofs of “The Navy Colt,”
my next mystery novel (to be published in
October; run, don’t walk, to your nearest
bookstore).
I am supposed to read these
galley proofs, a chore I dislike very much.
But I sit down and read about thirty sheets
and first thing you know I am dozing. That
won’t do, so I put the galleys aside and again
tackle the Ranch Romances serial. I read
what has been written so far and it doesn’t
sound so bad, but I can’t start writing now,
because it is lunch time. I can’t work immediately after lunch, so I sit down and get
interested in a mystery novel, “Rattle His
Bones,” by Julian Shore, a very swell job.
I read until it is time to get the mail at two
o'clock. At the same time I buy the WorldTelegram and discover they have printed the
interview, so I buy nine extra copies, closing
out the dealer.
In the mail is a letter from a reader of the
Writer’s Dicest, asking me for a complete
bibliography on Tom Smith, the old-time
Abilene marshal.
To compile such a list
would only take thirty or forty hours. However, when I get home I look over my shelves
of Americana and find a couple of books
which contain mention of Smith. The collection of western Americana is my hobby
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and has cost me a pretty penny. Many of
the books are quite rare.
Five o’clock comes and I am still lost in
these books. At six dinner is announced and
afterward I listen to the radio and continue
with the frontier books. Along about nine I
realize that if I am going to do any work I
had better get at it, so reluctantly I put the
books away. I sit down at the typewriter and
spend a wretched hour trying to get into the
mood to write. Around ten o'clock I finally
get going and write 3,000 words without
pause. It is now midnight and I read proofs
on “The Navy Colt” for fifteen or twenty
minutes, then get back to the typewriter. By
two o'clock I have done 6,500 words. I go
over what I have written and feel very sorry
for myself.
Wednesday: Since I did a good night’s
work I sleep late this morning. It is almost
ten o’clock when I get up and dash down to
the postoffice for the mail.
There is only one fat letter, but it contains
the most fascinating enclosures
— royalty
statements on all my books. I only get these
twice a year, but if my publishers knew how
eager I am for them, I’m sure they’d send
them to me every week.
Royalty statements are generally sent out
on May | and November 1, but they cover
six-months periods, ending January 1 and
July 1. I have received my statement two
months earlier than I’ supposed to get them,
but my curiosity had been too great and I
asked for them a week ago.
There is a sheet for each book: “The
French Key,” “The Laughing Fox,’ “The
Talking Clock,’ “The Hungry Dog” and
“Simon Lash: Private Detective.” Each contains complete details, so many copies sold up
to January 1, so many between January and
July. The figures are broken down, American, Canadian and foreign sales. Listed also
are the second serial rights sales.
The statement for “The French Key” is
especially interesting. This book was published February 1, 1940. They say a mystery
novel almost always dies within three or four
months, but the previous statement which I
dug from the files shows that “The French
Key” instead of dying by July, 1940, had
sold 240 copies between then and January 1,

"The moon, set in a sapphire studded sky, glared
malevolently down upon the scene as ‘Louie The Dip’
stole from his hiding place and silently, furtively
stalked his preyl"

1940. And now the sale has picked up: 379
copies have been sold during the period between January 1, 1941, and July 1, 1941.
The statement also shows the proceeds
from the advance paid by Robert Hale, Ltd.,
who published the book recently in England.
It is broken down into pounds and shillings,
which I do not understand, except that 40%
is deducted as British Income Tax. When
you stop to consider what England is going
through it is amazing that they are able to
publish and sell books and pay money to
authors in the United States.
“The French Key” has earned me, to date,
six cents a word. And the end is not yet.
I get out my clip book of reviews on “The
French Key’ and there are 174 reviews, of
which six are unfavorable, all coming from
one little syndicate of some guy up in Wisconsin who sells his reviews to Prairie du Sac,
Deerfield, Mazomaniac. I look up the population of these three towns and find it totals
less than 2,000 for all three, but I still sit
there and hate this one guy’s guts. Then I
wonder wouldn’t it be funnier than all hell if
he was right, and all the other reviewers
wrong. I think of the fantasy incident in the
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Ginger Rogers movie
“Jom, Dick and
Harry,’ in which Ginger appears in three
fantasy sequences of about five minutes each
as she returns home from her date with each
of her three fellows and imagines herself
married to each.
I decide to use this idea
for something sometime, and worry it around
for a half hour.
I read the rest of “Rattle His Bones” and
make a note to review it with a four-gun
rating, the highest given to the mysteries in
the Chicago Daily News.
After dinner the wife and I go to the
movies.
Thursday: I read another mystery novel
today, an advance copy sent me by Reynal @
Hitchcock, and go overboard on this one.
It’s “The Silver Fackass,” by Charles K.
Boston, a new writer, but I think it’s the best
mystery novel I’ve read this year. It’s to be
published early in October.
I do no writing today.
Friday: A busy day. The morning mail
contains letters from Erle Stanley Gardner,
Howard Haycraft and Otto Eisenschiml, the
Lincoln authority, with whom I am fighting,
by mail, the Civil War in Missouri.
Howard Haycraft is the author of the recently published “Murder for Pleasure,” an
exhaustive study of the mystery novel, past
and present. Anyone who writes mysteries
or contemplates doing so, or who even reads
them, will benefit from reading “Murder for
Pleasure.” I recommend it heartily.
I decide to go downtown today and deliver the proofs of “The Navy Colt” to
Farrar & Rinehart. In the office they show
me the book jacket and I like it very much
Leaving the office of F @& R, I walk uptown to Fifth Avenue and stop in at Scribner’s Book Store, where I chew the rag with
Nicholas Wreden, a genuine mystery fan.
I walk across the street to the main Brentano store. I am talking to Bill O’Gorman,
who always pushes my mysteries, when
Lynne Overman, the movie star, comes in,
on vacation from Hollywood, and starts looking over the mysteries.
Lynne is one of my favorite actors; I got
to know him pretty well when I worked at
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Paramount Studios, three years ago, and he
played the lead in “Death of a Champion,”
one of my Black Mask stories.
Lynne Overman is quite a mystery reader
and buys four books and I give him a copy
of “The Hungry Dog.” He insists on buying
a copy of “Digging for Mrs. Miller,’ which
he has read and likes extremely well, and
presents it to me.
Speaking of movie actors, some of them
are pretty regular guys. The first time I
met Overman he was in makeup for his swell
role in “Union Pacific ;’ he had sprained his
knee, but, not to hold up the shooting, he
was going through with it, although he was
in exquisite pain during most of it... . You’d
never know it, from the picture.
Some more reading this evening ; no work.
Saturday: This is the day I do the reviews for the Chicago Daily News so they
will get them on Monday.
I have read
enough books, but can’t remember the exact
titles, so have to search for the books in the
library upstairs.
The shelves have overflowed long ago and there are stacks and
stacks of books piled up on the floor. Somebody has mixed them up and I have a hard
time finding the ones I want to review.
I write the reviews in time for the afternoon mail and at the postoffice discover
something that sets me up for the rest of the
day: a check, covering an article that
Esquire has bought. The check is for $150
and is in payment of a 2,000-word article I
wrote one evening and had almost forgotten.
Sunday: Sunday is always a dull day. I
read and take rides in the car.
I’ve read everything I can find around the
house; stall as much as I can and, at last,
about eight o’clock in the evening, I get at
the typewriter. At nine I stop and listen to
Walter Winchell, then get back to the typewriter and knock off some 8,000 words before going to bed, finishing the week with less
than 15,000 words, written in two evenings.
Some weeks I rip off 30,000 words.
One
glorious week I wrote 45,000 words but
didn’t write a line for three weeks afterward.
I go to bed early because I want to lie
quietly and think myself to sleep over a
serious problem novel that I’ve never written.
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Homeward,
By CLYDE

LIVED in northwestern Missouri on
the farm where I was born. I had
always lived there.
Every day I saw the same pastures and
hills and trees. Every day the same neighbors
stopped in to use the woodsaw or turn their
horses out on pasture or go to the spring for
water. Every summer there was the same
sweltering heat, and in the fall I cut wood
for the inevitably bitter winter months to
come. As soon as I could save enough from
my writing, I was going away.
I filled a dozen pencil-tablets with stories,
and in each story I traveled. Along with my
characters, I performed engineering feats in
the Andes or returned to The States deeply
tanned after a year in Borneo. I cruised to
Hawaii or hid myself away in mysterious
mansions vaguely located on the Carolina
coast.
One day I rolled my best manuscript carefully into a mailing-tube and sent it out to
Pictorial Review. It was the story of a booted
and bandannaed female pirate, scourge of
Tahiti and points west. Pictorial Review was
an important magazine and should pry well,
I thought. Probably as much as a hundred
dollars a story. With my first check, I would
travel.
Nearly a month went by. One morning
the mailing-tube turned up in the family
mail-box. I still remember the rattle it made
in the box when I swung the wheel around.
I was crushed
— not just because my story
had been returned, but because of the rejection slip enclosed.
“All material should be typewritzen and
double-spaced. . . .” I had no typewriter.
For a while I gave up all hope of being a
writer, but it wasn’t long before I dug my
tablets and pencils out of the drawer where
I had buried them. I thought of a wonderful new plot. Two sailors shipwrecked on a
desert island. There was my twist
— two

Author
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sailors instead of one.
Writing was my escape. Escape from heat
and cold and dust and monotony.
The day came when the carrot-haired girl
sitting in front of me reported to my teacher
that I was writing a story instead of studying my arithmetic.
I stayed after school that evening, and
the teacher asked to see what I nad been
writing. I produced the wadded-up sheets
of paper.
She smoothed them out on her
desk and read the story.
“Is that what you want to be?—a writer?”
she asked.
“Yes,” I said, “but I can’t.”
“Why not?” she asked, and I told her.
“T haven’t any typewriter.”
She considered for a while, then she said,
“T have a typewriter. I don’t need it now.”
I began to hope again. Teacher was going
to let me borrow her typewriter!
But Teacher had a bargain to make. If I
tended the furnace and took care of all the
janitor-work during that term of school, the
typewriter was mine.
The hods of coal weighed nothirg at all
that winter, and at the end of the schoolterm, Teacher delivered my _ tvpewriter.
Most of the paint had rusted off the frame
and the space-bar dipped at one end, but it
was beautiful. Thanks to the care and oil I
lavished on it, it could turn out a creditable
looking manuscript even today.
I had my typewriter. I was launched.
A spring and summer of rejection-slips,
and I knew I was too young, I wasn’t ready.
There was bad luck at home, and I left
school—only temporarily, of course. Next
year I'd go back. Ultimately there’d be four
years of journalism at State University. If
there was anything to study and practice
and education, some day I’d be a writer.
Sometimes at night, classrooms and rows of
seats still crop out in what I’m dreaming,
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and I wonder what a course in journalism
would be like. I never went back to school.
In spare time I kept on writing.

and still smolders—down the road. I didn’t
think much of it, and without any particular
hope, I entered it in a Macfadden contest.

From the Encyclopedia Brittanica I took
notes on the flora and fauna of far-flung
corners. I drummed up correspondence with
people in Java, South Africa, and Egypt,
with an idea of learning facts about strange,
native customs. (And I learned a good many,
although, to me, the strangest facts were that
my South African friend drove a Ford and
my Javanese correspondent had a burning
ambition to visit Hollywood for a glimpse of
Ginger Rogers.)
My work was improving, I thought. I
started sending out stories again. I seized
on every small grain of encouragement. If
an editor wrote, “Try again,” on the margin
of a rejection slip, it was an occasion that
called for beer and a half-holiday.
It was a year or two before my morale
began to call for something more than personal rejections. One New Year’s morning
I made a resolution. Either I sold this year
or I was through.
I tightened my belt and waded in. I typed
a motto in capitals and hung it over my
typewriter: “Genius is the art of apply'ng
the seat of one’s pants to the seat of one’s
chair.” I made a pretty grim business of ‘t,
but at last I was approaching writing as a
business. In April my first story sold.
It was a short story to The Munsey Company. I bought six copies of the magazine
that carried it. Some of those copies still
fall out at me from behind picture-frames
and other unexpected places.
Other stories sold, but in the weeks that
went by between sales, my checks melted
away. Something was still wrong, and there
was no getting away from the feeling that
my backgrounds and characters didn’t ring
true. I might get by writing about places
and the kind of people I’d never seen, but
of all my stories about cafe society and the
castes of India and the north woods, nine
out of ten found a permanent resting-place
in the big bottom drawer of my desk.

I was right in thinking it wouldn’t win a
prize, but it was accepted and puid for at
their regular rate. It was the largest check
I’d ever seen. Now I could go away.

One day I wrote the story of a triangle
that for some time had been smoldering—

I littered the house with travel-folders.
The southwest looked promising.
It was
February, and the snow was blowing. In
the southwest it would be warm. And I was
reasonably certain that a personal acquaintance with mountains and palm trees and
deserts and Indians was all I needed to build
scattered sales into steady ones.
There’d be writers’
one of them.

clubs, too.

I’d join

On the day I landed in the southwestern
city I’d chosen, I found a room in a private
home. I was comfortable there, I liked the
climate and the people and the surroundings,
but when I tried to get them down on paper,
they never quite came to life.
That, I told myself, was because 1 had to
condition myself to the change. So I didn’t
worry about writing for a while. I didn’t,
that is, till my savings ran low. Then I took
to shutting myself up in my room and working twelve to fourteen hours a day; but my
southwestern settings and characters wouldn’t
jell, and story after story bounced back.
I looked for the writers’ clubs I had
heard were scattered thickly all over the
southwest. They must have been there, but
I never could find them.
In the city there was a writer whose work
I had always admired. He was a critic, as
well, and at one time I had studied with him
and written nearly a dozen stories under his
direction. His letters of instruction were always friendly; to his criticisms he’d added
personal notes on his own problems and
his work.
When I first landed in town, I had written
to him.
Sometime when he wasn’t too
rushed, I said, I would consider it a privilege
to meet him in person. He answered that
he remembered me and would try tc make it
around to see me as soon as a press of work
eased up.
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After several months, I’d nearly ‘orgotten
his letter.
One morning I got up, and there was a
sledge-hammer pounding in my head and
everything in the room was fuzzy. I'd
climbed a mountain the day before ; maybe
I’d got a touch of sun.
By afternoon I felt worse. That was the
afternoon the famous author-critie called on
me. With the walls circling around me in
a pea-green fog, I tried to carry on a conversation. Within ten minutes there was a
let-me-out-of-here look on the writer’s face
I said, “I’m glad you stopped in. I’ve
been wishing I had someone to talk shop
with.”
He said, “It’s always seemed to me that a
writer should be too busy writing to have
time for shop-talk.”
He left. I was closing the door efter him,
when the floor tilted up and hit me.
It was scarlet fever. Instead of shipping
me off to the pest-house, the landlady took
care of me and brought me magazines and,
later, baked potatoes.
One evening, a long time afterward, I
wobbled out of my room and up the street.
All around me were mountains. There was
a stretch of desert in the distance. I stood
under a palm tree in a field where Indians
were playing baseball and yelling, “Come on,
Fats! Knock the cover off it!”
And all at once I wondered what I was
doing there, fifteen hundred miles from
home. All I could see was Missouri. It was
spring-plowing time and the grass on Rabbit
Hill was getting green and the timbers were
leafing out.
On the way back to my room, I was still
seeing Missouri, and I was turning over in
my mind the story of a young couple having
their difficulties on a Missouri farm,
I went back. Everything was the same,
yet I seemed to see it for the first time.
In my old room, I could work without
driving and badgering myself. I began my
Missouri story. There was no stopping to
check my facts, no long pauses while I
leafed through reference books to make sure
my descriptions of plant-life or costumes
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“You writers have got to stop listing the Post Office
as a dependent!"
were accurate, and so the writing went
quickly.
By the time it was finished, it had run
even beyond novelette length, and I had
written my first novel.
It was accepted last winter and published
this spring. My best friends tell me it isn’t
The Great American Novel, and it hasn’t
appeared on any best-seller lists, but it is
selling, and my publishers have asked for
more. And there are dozens more waiting to
be written—stories that were here all the
time.
There’s something I heard an old exprospector say that sums it all up. We were
climbing down a mountainside and above
and below was the monotony of rubble and
naked rocks. I remarked that I had looked
on more inspiring landscapes. An hour later
from a mile or so away, I looked back on
the same mountain. The rocks formed one
of the grandest patterns of light and shade
and shifting color I had ever seen.
“That’s the way with a lot of things,” my
friend said. “Close up, you didn’t get the
right idea of what they’re like. You have
to stand off a ways.”
I’ve often thought since that if T hadn’t
“stood off a ways,” I probably would never
have recognized as story material the setting
and characters I knew best. I’ve “stood off
a ways” from the southwest. This week my
agent forwarded me a check. One of my
southwestern stories sold!
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WANTED
By DARRELL

HUFF

HERE’S a fellow over in Elgin, Illidemand, “and report promptly, why don’t
nois, who buys thirty or forty manuyou get good manuscripts? Are you trying
scripts a week. He pays as high as_
to kid me?”
three cents a word and he sends out the
And the answer is, we do get good manuchecks just as fast as he can get his hands
scripts. But we don’t get thirty or forty
onto good manuscripts.
good ones a week.
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We get some fine stories from W. T.
Me
CY
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fellow can’t get enough good manuscripts
Person. We’re proud to publish the stories
each week. He can’t even get enough fairly
we buy from him. Norman Carlisle, too.
good ones.
And a lot of others. But by the time we’ve
I’m the man with a long face, and I work
sadly mailed back the obviously unfit stories
for David C. Cook
—the illiterate ones,
Publishing
Com;
the model
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pany, as editor of
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is profoundly grateful to Editor Huff and the
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The Boys’ World,
scores of other editors who, in the past twentyYou interrupt
The Girls?’ Comone years, have permitted us to publish the sort
again.
Fixing me
:
of practical articles, full of liftable instruction,
with
eadie
Gus
panion and Dew
that aid and encourage our readers to write
"
as
pei ye,
Drops. The first of
what sells.
you say,
‘‘Well,
three short stories
each week, and an assortment of articles and
photographs. The second has the same requirements, except that it takes only two
stories.
The Girls’ Companion uses either three
short stories or two shorts and a serial in
each issue; and it, too, needs articles and
picture stories. Dew Drops needs one story
and several short articles each week.

I need your help
badly, and I am happy to answer.
Let’s start with fiction requirements (since
that is the biggest problem)
for Young
People’s Weekly.
The managing editor of Young People’s
Weekly is Miss Florence Palmer. For each
issue she uses two short short stories of 1400
words and one longer story of 2500 to 3000.
Now Miss Palmer isn’t going to be im-

Of course, the David C. Cook publications
constitute only a small part of the field.
Most of the denominations have their own
groups of publications, all published weekly
and all regular markets for a host of manuscripts.

pressed by your tale of young love. She
knows Collier's is already in that field and
doing it pretty well. What she searches
through the mail for is the yarn with a
character building angle or the story that
illustrates a Bible truth in the setting and
lancuage of 1941.
“Ha!” you sneer. “Generalities.”
Well, let’s dream up an example. Better,

At this point you may be inclined to interrupt me and get in an edgewise word. “If
you people at Cook’s pay good rates,” you
20
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let’s pick out one of the better stories that
sold to Young People’s Weekly this year.
It is a 2500-worder from the August 17
issue. The author is M. Mowery and the
title, “Come In, Necessity.”
We open with a fellow named Pete Conlay
and a lady lawyer, Nancy Treveatt.
In
order to inherit some oil land Pete must
farm a pretty poor patch of land for a year,
and make it pay. The lady lawyer, who is
young and attractive (of course), is named
administratrix. It is her job to check up on
Pete and his bookkeeping at intervals.
Pete resents her from the beginning. When
a storm ruins his attempt to truck farm the
patch of land, Nancy shows up with her
fountain pen loaded in advance with red ink.
Pete doesn’t care much for that either.
In fact, he is so annoyed that he determines to show her. He starts raising ducks.
Turtles kill them.
Comes the end of Pete’s trial period. He
shows up with a neat profit from pig raising.
His third venture has succeeded.
That’s all there is to the story. Of course,
it is neatly tricked up here and there and
moves along smoothly. It fulfills our principal requirements: It is good reading; it
| is constructive in that it teaches persistence
and faith to overcome obstacles; and it is
wholesome and adapted to its age group.
“Come In Necessity” also provides a pretty
fair illustration of how the love element
can be handled in a Sunday school paper
story. Through most of the story Nancy remains in the background while Pete fights
| his battles. But she comes in often enough to
give the story variety, dialog and a human
element to the conflict.
And the romantic finale is handled by
substituting a clear hint of future romance
for any actual love making. Like this:
“Here I brought you something.” Pete
took a package from under his hat and
held it out to her awkwardly. “Sure
go on and open it and see if you like
it.”
Nan did.
“A purse! Such a lovely big one,
Pete.”
She unsnapped the flap and zipped
open the compartments. Like an un-
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suspecting little fly, she walked right
into his trap. She saw the goldstamped
words and read them aloud:
“Guaranteed Real Pig Skin.”
“Proves you can make a purse out
of a sow’s ear,” Pete remarked offhand.
Nan laughed, but there was a little
catch at the end of it.
“Why Nan girl, what’s wrong? Tell
me all about it.”
“Nothing, Pete. It’s—the purse is
beautiful. But good-by gifts always make
me weepy. Pete I think I’m going to
cry.”
“Good-by!”
‘Pete
unforrowed
his
brows, and a huge grin spread over
his tanned face. “But I’m not leaving.
I’m sticking!”
TORIES
for Young People’s Weekly
should be aimed at readers of both sexes
from fifteen to twenty-five years old. This
means that characters should usually be at
least college age, and preferably older.
“Young adults” describes them best.
Farm settings are good, because we have
a high rural readership. Stories with a vocational guidance value are good, and the
vocations need not be the white-collar jobs
that require college training.
Foreign settings are acceptable, even welcome, but principal characters usually should
be Americans or Canadians.
There are a few specific tabus, but don’t
let them frighten you into making your
story too obviously preachy, or soft, sissy
or wishy-washy.
Generally speaking, characters in Sunday-school stories do not smoke, drink, play
cards, attend movies or similar entertainments, or swear. The exception is, of course.
the story in which drinking is a part of the
theme, that is, an anti-alcohol story.
Now, to be specific again, here are some
examples of what is meant by wishy-washy
plots, the kind that are submitted to all
Sunday-school publications and hastily rejected by most:
A young woman gives up a good position for one bringing her much less money
so that she will have more time for the
Christian Endeavor Society, Ladies’ Aid
and Choir.
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A quiet young woman dreads the coming
of a cousin to her home because she is afraid
the cousin will be noisy and won't like her
The visitor, however, in her first words dispels all these fears neatly. Within half an
hour she is spreading sunshine all over the
place by nursing a sick woman whom she has
never seen before.
A poor boy has no suit for graduation.
One of his classmates asks him what he
is going to do about it and he replies,
“The Lord will provide.’”’ A _ professor
overhears him, and admiring his trusting
nature, supplies the clothes.
A beautiful young violinist discovers a
genius in the person of a little Hungarian
street girl. She educates her and the child
immediately becomes famous.
Grandma Bascom sits on the front
porch, rocking away and telling a group
of breathless children what good neighbors she had and how they helped her
out when the auction sale of her things
was going on. “I guess the way to have
good neighbors is to be one yourself,”
she admits in closing.
I didn’t sit here at the typewriter and
make up these heart-rending tales for your
benefit. Each of them were submitted to us
at some time in the past, and they all exemplify dozens of others of like nature that
have been read and rejected. Rejected not
because their creators couldn’t write, but
because they were convinced that Sundayschool papers insisted on gentleness and
suffering.
It isn’t that these stories fail to point a
moral or that they point the wrong one.
They just lack action, life, reality.
ICTION
needs of The Boy’s World
parallel those of Young People’s Weekly.
The purpose, tabus, length requirements, etc.,
are the same.
But the audience is a bunch of boys of
high school age.
Characters should be
younger, but can range from about seventeen years up to the early twenties. Voca
tional settings are good here, too, and of
course the school sport yarn is perennial.
Most needed and hardest to get, Kenneth Wilson, managing editor of The Boy’s
World, would tell you are yarns with some
humor in them. Stories with an unexpected
twist are at a premium, too, and these two
characteristics may be combined.
H. G. (Hank) Felsen mixed them well in
“Terror of the Team,” a short-short for the
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November Y, 1941 issue. It is a consistently
ridiculous story which winds up with the hero
being sent into the football game by mistake
—a serious mistake since the hero is a
scrubby little guy whom the coach had
chased off the squad long before. The score
is six to nothing when our hero goes in,
and his own team is the one with the six.
To complete the reversal of juvenile story
formula the hero manages to get tossed
around until the other team has scored a
touchdown too—and the game ends with
a six-to-six tie. The tale winds up:
That’s what happened the first year
I went out for football. This is my
fourth year at school. Now when I
go on the field the coach doesn’t come
over and tell me to go away. He won’t
even speak to me. He sends over an
assistant to throw me out.
I wouldn’t like to speak for Sundayschool papers in general, but in our publications there is a marked trend toward more
religion in stories. While some tales content
themselves with merely being wholesome
reading, most must have a real character
building value. And more and more of them
have a religious emphasis.
Here again a story by Hank Felsen (he’s
a member of our staff so his stories reflect
closely what the editors want to buy from
outside writers) will be our demonstrator.
It is “The Builders,’ and it will serve to
show how a single story can combine the
religious element with the educational values
inherent in a well-handled foreign setting.
At the same time it is a good, readable yarn.
The opening gives the setting, introduces
the characters and hints at the conflict:
“Oiga, oiga.... 3°
The soft exclamations passed through
the group of white-clad listeners like
a gentle wind. Fifty or sixty Honduran
natives squatted in a compact group
under the trees, listening to the speaker.
As he paused in his rapid flow of Spanish, their voiced agreement was audible.
“What are they saying, Roberto?”
Richard Barton whispered into the ear
of the young Central American who
sat at his side.
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Roberto groped for the right words.
“The translation is ‘Hear, hear,’ but
it really means something like ‘O. K..,’
or ‘that’s right.’ ”
“You mean they’re going to help
build the church you’re planning?”
Roberto smiled. “Si—yes. My people
are very serious. They are willing to
do much for what they believe, and
they know that a church will do a
great deal for them. Especially for the
younger people.”
Richard looked closely at Roberto,
noting a certain bitterness in his tone.
“Been having trouble?”
“Si. It is not easy to work here. There
is still much superstition and _backwardness. It is not always easy to overcome.”
The story goes on to develop the need of a
church, what it would mean to the natives.
(Note that by implication this reminds the
young reader that his church is important
to him.) The conflict with the superstitious,
anti-church element is further planted, until
that group sets fire to the church. Richard,
Roberto and a handful of loyal natives set
to work to put out the fire by throwing
dirt on it. They are getting exactly nowhere
—when a sudden tropic rain strikes and
drowns the fire. The church is badly damaged but far from ruined.
And then the religious teaching element
of the story shows up, making itself crystal
clear without the prea hiness so offensive
to teen-age boys. The story concludes:
... Roberto turned to Richard.
“They think my God has shown
to be angry with them. They are so
superstitious. I am trying to explain
that the rain had nothing to do with
their action, but they think it was a
sign. I can’t tell them my God doesn‘t
work in such ways.”
“Are you sure he doesn’t?” Richard
asked quietly.
They sat a moment in silence then
Richard suddenly clapped Roberto on
the back and pointed toward the charred ruins.
Roberto turned and gasped at what
he saw. A group of natives who had

helped build the church had arrived
on the scene. Slowly they walked to
the ruins, seeing what had happened
to that which they had worked so
hard to build. And—without a word,
but with patience and strength, they
began sorting through the debris for
good material, and without a word
they began the task of rebuilding.
“See,” said Richard softly. “You belong here.”
Roberto turned, his voice breaking
with emotion and pride. “My people,”
he said. “My people.”
Needs of The Girls’ Companion can be
pretty accurately deduced from the preceding paragraphs.
The most profitable
stunt for a writer is to get a good character,
or set of characters started. Then if the writer can keep his production at a consistent
quality level and the readers learn to like
his characters, he finds himself with a series,
a dependable source of income.
Stories for The Girls’ Companion should
emphasize girl characters, but boys play
minor roles. No love-making. Vocational
backgrounds are liked by Managing Editor
Frances Dolfin.
Dew
Drops and its companion paper,
Little Learner's Paper are rather specialized
markets. Most writers in other fields would
find quite a bit of study and practice necessary before hitting this market regularly.
The readers are childern from about three
to eight, most of whom do not read the
stories, of course, but listen to them read
aloud.
Stories of cruelty—to animals, children,
even to insects—are not wanted. We leave
the harrowing of children’s feeling to radio
programs. Stories should lightly point a
moral of good behavior. If they give instruction in, for example, the workings of
a locomotive or a post office, so much the
better.
Managing editor of both these papers
is Miss Mary Lou Taber.
ND so we come to non-fiction requirements. Young People’s Weekly is interested in people. The most desirable articles
for this publication are on young people
who have done something of special inter-
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est. If the achievement is in churchwork,
so much the better. With each article there
should be one good action picture which
|
wno tne
indicates at a glance aot
article is
she—does.
about and what he—or
A second need is for picture articles. These
can be on any topic of special interest to
young people. Camps, recreation, activities
of church groups, personalities are all good
subjects. The article should consist of about
six pictures and their captions and perhaps
a 400-word article.
Short articles (300 to 500 words) are
also used, as insets on pages that otherwise
would appear dull. Ideas for series of related articles are welcomed.
The Boys’ World has a page in each issue
devoted to the activities of boys who have
done something interesting. These vary in
length from 200 to 300 words and preferably should be accompanied by one photograph.
The Boys’ World also uses picture stories
of four or five photographs and a few hundred words of text. Typical subjects are a
day in the life of a farm boy, sports techniques, boy’s clubs, a personality story on
a youthful photographer.
The Girls’ Companion also is interested
in personalities, told either in picture or
text form.
Since the easiest thing to sell us in the
non-fiction line is the picture story, and
since it usually is the most profitable for
the writer, it should be worth a few column
inches of space to trace the birth and early
life of a picture story. We’ll take The Girls’
Companion for our example, but the points
brought out will apply equally to the other
papers.
Josephine Doakes is a writer and she
lives in Columbia, Missouri. Molly, the girl
next door, is a high school senior who has
learned the use of a camera. As picturetaker for her high school annual she has
developed this ski’l and an interest in it to
the point where she is working part time in
a photographer’s studio.
Now, there obviously is a good personality
story in Molly, a clever girl who knows
where she is going. The fact that there is
a good vocational slant helps, too. The
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story of Molly may be helpful to any girl
who has considered
photography
as a
career.
Our writer, Josephine, talks to Molly,
learns a little about her. She queries a Sunday-school paper for girls—it may be the
Girls’ Companion or it may be one of our
competitors. Her query is a script describing
five or more logical pictures and _ briefly
telling about the girl.
The editor promptly O. K.’s these five
pictures:
1. Molly at work in the darkroom making
enlargements.
2. Molly photographing the members of
her Sunday-school class on the church
steps (remember, the readers are churchgoers and this is one element in Molly’s
life which should not be neglected).
3. Molly and her parents in conference
over Molly’s future education.
4. Molly refinishing furniture—or whatever her additional hobby may be.
5. Close-up of Molly with the camera
poised.
Josephine Doakes than takes the pictures
if she can. If she’s no photographer she gets
Molly’s help, hires a photographer, or arranges to split the proceeds with one.
The pictures then go to the magazine,
each in the form of a 5 by 7 or 8 by 10 inch
glossy print, properly captioned and accompanied by a 300-word article.
That’s all there is to the story, except that
Josephine Doakes gets her check. Promptly.
The editors at Cook’s all know they are
dependent upon their writers and artists for
the production of a successful and attractive
magazine. So queries are always welcomed,
sample copies are cheerfully sent.
But in querying, asking for copies, or submitting manuscript it is smart to show that
you know what it’s all about by following
a few rules. I’d like to have a day’s vacation
for every time WRITER’s DicesT has reminded you of them; but these rules still are
ignored by the majority of our unsuccessful
contributors.
1. Address your manuscript or query to a
specific publication. The shotgun technique
doesn’t work.
(Continued on page 64)
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SCIENCE-FICTION
SIMPLIFIED
By ROSS

ROCKLYNNE

A specialist in science fiction and the country's steadiest seller to this
wide market

NCE, before you put words together,
you took an alarm clock apart and
learned that slow-moving big wheels
cause fast-moving little wheels. You tinkered
with your father’s car. You completed a circuit and knew something about electricity.
You know that water must reach the
“boiling point” before there is the desired
chemical change in your potatoes. Ycu know
the water has to be pumped to your home
because this planet’s gravity has a neld on it
and insists that water seek the lowest level.
Those things, and a hundred thousand
more, you have proved by experiment, and
duly recorded in the notebook of your brain.
Which means simply that you have a
background for further scientific research.
You can write science-fiction if you want
to.
Now let’s decide if you want to write stf
(a commonly accepted abbreviation). I venture to say that you do. I can think of few
branches of fiction which offer the stimulation and vital interest inherent in this brand
of writing. The opportunities for mental
gymnastics, for real creation, for godhood,
are unequalled. Are you displeased with
world conditions? Very well, you can create
your own civilizations! The future is yours
to do with as you please, as is the past.
Do you think the human race is an eyesore on the face of the planet? Destroy it,
just as completely as you wish.
Do you long for the Golden Age? If you
have studied anthropology, sociolugy, economics, and have found no use for them in
your writing, here’s your opportunity to
build a culture which strikes you as worthwhile.
25

Do you want to play God? Wonderful.
You can make or destroy suns or planets
with ease.
Have you pioneering instincts in your
veins? The planet Mars is virgin, unclaimed
territory.
So in stf you are a dictator, a god, or a
demon.
Pick your classification and the
readers will gladly abide with you.
But most important to the writer, naturally, the stf field is an open market.
Editors are looking for new blood, for fresh
viewpoints, even to the extent of asking their
own readers to write up their pet ideas—
which dozens of readers are doing with
great success. There is plenty of room for
new writers.
So I think the writer would enjoy writing
stf, and I think he can, because he has a
general scientific education, and because—
Because science-fiction stories are, after all,
just stories with a science motif or background. They are western, detective, love,
adventure or sport stories laid anywhere,
anywhen. They are stories wherein for a
horse (western, sport) or an automobile
(detective, adventure) you use a stratosphere
liner, a moving roadway, a rocket ship, or
an eight-legged thoat of the planet Mars.
Why should they be any different? When
you wrote westerns, you had to find out
about horses. When you write stf, you will
simply have to find out about rocket ships.
Research, as in all other story-types, is the
answer; and you will learn nuch, perhaps
all you need for a foundation, from the
science-fiction magazines themselves.
And now let’s touch on Plausibility.
Is plausibility more difficult than in other
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story-types? Hardly. The only difference is
that the imagination is used almost exclusively, with the qualification that there
should be a fairly logical 2xtension of our
present knowledge. You can take the facts
about Pluto—which, I assure you, are few
and not agreed upon at all—and make of
Pluto just about what you want to. You can
make it the size of Earth, with Earth’s
gravity, with Earth’s atmospher>. Since it
is so far from the Sun, you can say it is
heated from the interior by -adioactive
metals. Or you can make it so cold the
atmosphere had congealed into “snow” ; the
gravity attraction so little you can make a
broad jump of a hundred fest.
Stick to facts, and reject or keep theories
or hypotheses as you see fit. And when the
facts get too much in the way of the story
you want to tell, distort the facts to your
own ends, making a sincere attempt to account for the distortions. You know, and so
does the reader, that the story is the thing.
Suppose you have your heart set on your
cave-man Alley-Ooping around on the neck
of a dinosaur? Yet it is a “fact” that the
great reptilian rulers of Earth died out millions of years before man appeared. Is your
story shot to pieces? Shucks, no! Handle it
this way:
The professor rubbed his cheek
doubtfully. “I wouldn’t have believed it,” he muttered. “So cave
men and dinosaurs were contemporary, after all! Yet, why not?
We’ve
unearthed a few bones,
showed they were laid down in a
definite geologic age.
But what
about the bones we didn’t discover?”
So you
are facts
discovered
and void.
try to tell
unless you

have your conclusion: that there
present-day scientists have not
which render other “facts” null
The rule is that you shouldn’t
the readers two and two is five
admit you know better.

That writers must believe in their stories
is an interminably repeated injunction. When
the stf author deals with im possvbilities, it will
be hard for him to hold onto reality because
he has gone beyond his own imagination. He
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will not believe in his story. Here’s a suggestion for getting around that large stumbling block.
The scientific kernel of one of my yarns
was developed from Archimedes’ statement,
paraphrased, “If I had a lever long enough,
and a fulcrum on which to rest it, I could
move the Earth.” Being cosmic minded, I
chose the Sun as my fulcrum point, and
made my lever a rigid beam of force. I was
on safe ground. Then I made some calculations; and discovered the length of my lever
would have to be——
A mere matter of ninety-three billion
miles!
I knew that was an impossibility. I knew
nobody would believe me for a minute, because I couldn’t believe in it myself. I got
around to writing the story because I recognized an important principle.
Stf readers like to toy with gigantic concepts. A million miles, or even a hundred,
is beyond the imagination. They literally
beat it down to their own size. They make
a toy model in their heads which eliminates
all concept of immense distances and sizes.
It was in that mood I wrote and sold the
story. I took a crow-bar and levered a mansized rock out of my back-yard garden.
Later, I wrote about a five-mile siphon; a
thousand-mile mirror; a 1,600-mile pendulum; a two-mile man. I played with toy
models.
Frequently, feeling unsure of myself, I
have directly appealed to the reader to
consider my mighty operations as something
they could bring about themselves by buying
the appropriate materials at the toy-counter
of the five-and-ten. From my story about
a gigantic mirror:
And Colbie, looking at it, knew
that he would always think of it
with more affection than fear. He
would always think of it as a child’s
colossal toy. It had so many amusing characteristics that he half-way
felt it'd be a pleasure to go zooming
down its infinitely smooth surface
once again.
And, in a story wherein Earth and Moon
had to undergo some pretty violent readjustments:
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They talked of Earth and Moon
as if they were toys, to be played
with as one would play with toys.
The solar system, remember, is not visible
through a telescope, but is something you see
when you go to the planetarium.
After some experience in reading stf, a
person can leaf through a story and pick
out, automatically, those conversational paragraphs known as the Scientific Explanation.
Generally, they are lengthy, and explain
some invention or discovery on which the
story is built. But not too lengthy. Short
explanations are the order of the day, although, some years ago, during that period
which stf fans nostalgically refer to as “the
good old days,” explanation was often 30%
of the wordage. Hugo Gernsback, who started the first stf magazine in 1926 (Amazing
Stories) referred to his stories as “sugarcoated pills”—meaning that instruction came
first and entertainment afterward. That concept has been inverted. So, although there
are magazines and stories which are notable
exceptions, the rule is to weave the explanation into the story as much as possible, and
to keep it short.
Yet, I suspect that authors new to the
field will feel that the injection of those
explanations is a difficulty.
Suppose your story is based on an invention. You know what it will do, but
not how it will do it. Yet, you must explain. How will you convince your reader
that you are not short-changing him, that
you really would know how to build such a
machine if you were not too busy turning
out literature for the masses? Well, here
are some methods, neatly bundled up in
classified packages, with examples real or
imaginary. And bear in mind that I picked
them because they were short, and do not
mean that the Explanations you will use
cannot be three, five, and even ten times
as long:
1.

From “The Vanishing Diamonds,” by Charles
R. Tanner.
“Now, here’s my little trick, Clement,”
began the Professor, leading me to the far
end of the bench. “The system I use is
based in the relative lengths of red and
blue light waves, see?”

2.
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He began an explanation, but for once I
was inattentive. My eyes were roving around
the laboratory, trying to puzzle out the meaning of this thing and that, only vaguely aware
that Stillwell was talking to me.
“The prombalsis of the octocenter is as
didalous as the cronal nerves are coiscent,”
the professor began. “But the fact remains
that the unconscious is a receptor of all
primal memories of uncounted generations
of ancestors. My machine merely makes use
of that factor, and
His monologue was rudely interrupted by
a scream. Ralph impelled himself into action.
Layman’s interpretation. The real explanation takes place outside the story. The layman, when accosted by hero, gives his interpretation, which might begin thus:
“I don’t recall everything he said—it was
‘way over my head. But I do remember that
he talked about the different planes of probability. His process was a sort of selector and
classifier of probabilities, etc.”
Unexplainable. “Lord of the Silent Death,”
Robert Moore Williams.
The instrument that came out of the box
from the tomb of the forgotten Sumerian
King is now in Washington, in the secret
vaults of the War Department. The experts
are studying it, trying to fathom how it
works.

In suchwise are the majority of Scientific
Explanations injected in stories, with appropriate, as nearly authentic-sounding descriptions of the machines as can be given.
The rule to remember is that the reader
is given (1) some real, meaty facts; (2)
some hints; (3) some speculative data; (4)
and a conclusion. No more is asked, no
more is wanted. And remember, too, that
the more factual, the more soundly speculative your explanation, the longer you can
make it, because it makes fascinating reading
for the stf hounds. And conversely.
Spot your explanations throughout the
story, if necessary, building toward the climax where the situation is saved by a logical
outcome of the truths and half-truths on
which the story is built.
The Scientific Explanation leads us directly toward the kernel of the stf story, the
Idea. Are they hard to find? Naturally.
But no harder than ideas for detectives,
westerns, et al. Textbooks of the high-school
variety are your gold-mines; secondarily
come
newspapers,
magazines,
and your
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science-minded friends; lastly, bottomless
well of your own mind, which still retains
memories of the kinetic energy your car had
before it tangled with that telephone pole.
The first stf story I wrote came from a
newspaper clipping. The next, from day
dreaming, out of thin air. Others from
textbooks. One, because it is simple and to
the point, is worth noting.
The simple principle was that of surface
tension. Molecules on the surface of water
attract each other more forcefully than those
below, forming a thin film on which a razor
blade or needle will “float.” What kind
of a story could I make with that?
I went back to the toy principle again
I imagined the phenomenon a million times
increased in strength. Looking for motives,
I drew forth the fact that the planet Mars
is almost waterless. Presto, a Martian comes
to Earth, asking Terrestrials to sell Martians
water. The Terrestrials (Martians aren’t always villians, you know)
won’t cooperate.
Our Martian operates a mechanism which
makes that film on the surface of water a
million times tougher, all over the Earth;
so tough it can’t be penetrated.
Result:
Thirst. The story was called The Tantalus
Death.
Another idea came from Darwin’s Origin
Of Species. A parrot was found in the
jungle which retained in its speech the only
remnants of a language of an extinct tribe.
I wrote a story about a Last Man, upon
whose back rode a Talking Crow.
Alien
beings, coming to Earth, mistake the Last
Man for a beast of burden, the Talking Crow
for the intelligent creature. In the course of
events, just when the Last Man is about to
discover the Last Woman, and so start the
race anew, he is slain by the alien beings
because in a fit of anger he threw a stone
at the Talking Crow (the last intelligent
being, supposedly.) Morbid? Readers rather
liked “Quietus.”
Be economical with your ideas, too. Don’t
use them just once. I used the “Water For
Man,’ theme
three times, the ‘“hol'ow
planet” idea twice—once from the mistaken
idea that objects would gravitate to the
center, the other from the true angle that
they wouldn’t ;“The Immortal” idea twice-

DIGEST
once that lack of gravity would give you
life eternal, the other that it would kill you
deader than dead.
[he principle of Economy can be extended to civilizations. If you map an intriguing
future in one story, don’t hesitate to use it
in another. In fact, although there is no
hard and fast rule, editors like their writers
to stick to their own authentic-sounding prehistory. The same goes for characters, if they
click. One of the popular character series
is Nelson S. Bond’s Lancelot Biggs yarns.
Hok of Atlantis, by Manly Wade Wellman,
and Adam Link, by Eando Binder, are other
examples.
And, to wind this article up, if you ever
run out of plots or ideas, remember that you
can always use this one: Man Goes To Mars.
So there you are. You have the whole
wide world; all fifteen planets of the solar
system (who said there were only nine?);
past, present, future ; the uncounted “Worlds
of if; and the lands under the Earth to
set your story in.
And here is a list of the magazines in
which you can place your creations :
Amazing Stories, 608 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III. Raymond A. Palmer,
Editor. Issued monthly. 1,000-40,000 words.
lc and up, acc.
Fantastic Adventures, same as above.
Astounding Science-Fiction, 79-89 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. C. John W. Campbell, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly. 1,000-60,000. Ic and
up, acc,
Cosmic Stories, 19 E. 48th Street, N. Y. C.
Donald A. Wollheim, Editor. Temporarily
suspended. Yc.
Stirring Science Stories, same as above.
Astonishing Stories, 210 E. 43rd St., N.
Y. C.. Al Norton, Editor. Issued quarterly.
Up to 8,000 words. Yc and up, acc.
Super Science Stories, same as above.
5,000-15,000-30-000 words. Y2c and up, acc.
Thrilling Wonder Stories, 10 East Fortieth
St., N. Y. C. Leo Margulies, Editorial Director. Bi-monthly. Shorts, 5,000-6,000, Ic.
25,000 word lead novel by arrangement with
author.
Startling Stories, same as above. 45,000
word lead novel by arrangement with author,
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shorts selected from files of T. W.
Captain Future, same as above.
Planet Stories, 461 Eighth Avenue, N.
Y. C. Al Norton, Editor. Issued quarterly.
terly. Up to 20,000 words. Ic, acc.
Weird Tales, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.C.
Dorothy MclIlwraith, Editor. Shorts, 5,000-
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The following is a chart which includes,
either by implication or direct notation, all
plots and ideas that have ever been used in
science-fiction.
Stories can and have been written which
include several of the classifications.
From time to time I have inserted the
names of books or long magazines stories
which you may or may not know, but
which aptly illustrates the heading or classification with which they are included.

in
rn

I. Interplanetary or interstellar stories:
1. On a planet different from Earth (‘After
Worlds Collide,’ Balmer and Wylie).
2. On a space-ship (or in a space-suit) between
the planets or stars (“A Trip Around The
Moon,” Jules Verne).
3. An extra-terrestrial being or beings on the
planet Earth (The War Of The Worlds,”
H. G. Wells).

ds.

ith
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II. Time travel :
1. Backward (past).
a. By means of an invention or time-traveling machine.
b. By sending the mind into the mind of
a person who lives in the past (“The Star
Rover,” Jack London).
nm. Forward (future).
a. By suspended animation (When The Sleeper Wakes,” Wells).
b. II, 1a.
ce. 1; tb.
3. Sideways (simultaneous lines of probability
the worlds of “‘if’”).
Se

. Dimensional

travel:

1. “Into” the fourth, fifth, sixth, nth, red,
green, striped, speckled, etc., dimension.
2. A being or beings “from” a dimension
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6,000; novelettes, 10,000-12,000, Ic.
Future Fiction Combined With Science
Fiction, 60 Hudson St., N. Y. C. Bi-monthly.
Up to 15,000 words.
Uses reprint novel.
Yc on pub.
Science Fiction Quarterly, same as above,
published quarterly.

AND

IDEA

SOURCES

a. For purposes of Invasion (“The Incredible
Invasion,’ Murray Leinster).
b. On a peaceful mission.
c. By accident.
7, Micro-cosmic

stories:

1. The atom
a. The man or men or beasts from the atom.
b. The man or men who go into the atom
(“The Girl In The Golden Atom,” by Ray
Cummings).
2. Reduction to small size (the man who fought
a fly, a disease germ, etc.).
V. Micro-cosmic stories (our universe is but
a molecule in a greater universe) :
1. The man who broke through the shell of
our universe-molecule.
2. The man who grew until he was bigger than
the whole universe.
3. The invaders or visitors from the microuniverse (Reduction to small size).
. Monster

stories

(abnormalities) :

1. Biological
a. “Frankenstein,’ Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.
b. “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” Stevenson.
The giant guinea pig, germ, insect, man:
the giant, unkillable, ever-growing amoeba
or protoplasm; etc.
The planet that lived (after eating up
everybody).
2. Botanical
a. The intelligent, inimical (or lovable) giant
plant or fungi, etc.
3. Mechanical (robots)
a. enslaving man.
b. killing man off (R.U.R., Karl Capek).
Automatically running a civilization after the
inhabitants have died off.
4. Non-organic
a. creatures of living energy.
b. intelligent creatures of inorganic crystals
c. creatures of pure thought energy.
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Plot and Idea Sources
Complete record of stf stories

VII. Lost or strange civilizations or places:
1. Mu (Lemuria).
2. Atlantis.
3 . Sub-oceanic (“Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea,” Jules Verne).
4. In caves (“Caves of Ocean,” Ralph Milne
Farley).
5. “At The Earth’s Core,’ by Edgar Rice
Burroughs, (the Earth is hollow
6. “Lost Horizon,” by James Hilton.
7. In the mysterious stratosphere.
VIII. “World doom” stories:
1. A colliding planet or star or asteroid or
meteor, etc. (“When Worlds Collide,’ Balmer and Wylie).
2. Planet-wide disease epidemic instigated by
a. The men from Mars.
b. The germs on the meteor
c. A power-mad scientist.
d. An experiment gone wrong
3. War-ravaged civilization.
a. The last man or group of humans
b. The last stronghold.
4. Invention out of control.
a. The exploding atom which explodes those
near it, which explode those near it,
which . .
b. The expanding atom which grows and
grows, meantime gobbling up the world.
c. The catalyst, accidentally dropped in the
ocean, which changes water to gold
d. Robots conquer man.
5. Insect menace.
6. Invaders from space, etc
7. Ad infinitum.

(Con't)

IX. The Future:
1. Sociological (prophecy-type—predicts trends,
fads, styles, inventions, cultures, political setups, whole civilizations logically arising from
the present) (“Jf This Goes On—,” Robert
Heinlein).
2. War stories (‘‘Final Blackout,” L. Ron Hubbard).
}. Civilization destroyed, painfully rebuilding
itself (“Rebirth,’ Thomas Calvert McClary).
+. Humanity held in thralldom by a conquering
people.
5. The very far future, at “the end of time,”
when man is dying a natural death (“First
and Last Men,’ and “The Star Maker,” by
Olaf Stapleton).
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X. The Past (prehistoric)
1. The cave man: the Neanderthal “man ;” the
dawn man; the Cro-Magnon (“The Eternal
Lover,’ Edgar Rice Burroughs).
2. Ancient forgotten civilizations.
a. Further advanced scientifically, than the
present civilization of man
b. Barbaric.
XI. Psychological (“Lost Legion,” by Lyle
Monroe) :
1. Telepathy.
a. Thought reading and sending.
b. Control of another person or thing by
thought.
c. Invasion and control of one mind by
another mind.
2. Exploration of the unccnscious mind (we
retain in our minds ancestral instincts o1
memories clear down to the first amoeba or
first brain).
3. Flight of fancy or insanity brought on by
fear (“‘Fear,’ by L. Ron Hubbard).

Serial Rights to Mysteries
Good news has come to us about James Norman,
whose article, “Background for Adventure,” appeared in WriTER’s Dicest for September. In this
article, Norman mentioned his book, “Murder,
Chop Chop,” which is being brought out by Morrow and Company. News comes to us that Ken
White of Adventure purchased first North American serial rights to this book with a four-figure
check. Serialization will begin with the January
issue of Adventure. How many writers who sell
a mystery novel are overlooking the possibility of
pulp paper serialization?
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Sir:
Your effort to get me pardoned two or three
years back didn’t succeed, due to my having
written some articles about the Board of Pardons
and Paroles and His Hillbilly Excellency the Governor, now a Senator (thank God!), but I kept
plugging on the typewriter and earned enough
to finance an appeal to the higher court which
resulted in my release on habeas corpus on May
18 at precisely 4:55 p. m. I served thirteen years
eleven months one day six hours twenty-five
minutes. I’m not using any commas; there weren't
any pauses. I did every damned minute of it...
I earned a little over $4,000 writing after a lady
visitor handed me a WrRiTER’s Dicest through the
bars in 1927. I left prison with only $1.45. Thirteen applications to the Board of Pardons and
Paroles, seven expeditions to the Governor (financed by me), and eight writs of habeas corpus
came rather high. Not only that, it takes money
to live in prison. More than you might suspect.
On my release I looked a strange world in
the face, and it frowned. But a smile curved two
days later when Mr. Corona of Macfadden presented me with a check for $123.90. I bought
this little sweetheart I’m writing on, some clothes,
and sat me down to Make a Name. I popped out
three trues to Harry Keller, Horace Brown, and
George Scullin. Back they came! Mr. Brown
wanted a revision. Mr. Keller wanted a story. Mr.
Scullin wanted a better address—the yarn to him
came back because I'd sent it to the wrong address.
I was broke, so I went down to the docks and
caught me a ship—a tanker—to earn a few dollars
on which to found a brilliant (?) career. I wanted
to get used to a changed world, too.
The first port was Baltimore. I saw my first
strip tease there. I’d always hazily imagined those
Gals had as much modesty as Eve; but nary a
fig leaf. It left me cold. I’ve seen much better acts
in hotel rooms when shy little girls made me
turn out the light and ran up my temperature in
the shadows. Next, I went to New York. I didn’t
look up any of the editors because I’d made a
grave mistake aboard ship concerning the strength
of a flush (Ace high) against a one card draw.
That sailor filled his hand and emptied my pocket.
So I just walked around New York and gawked—
but it was wonderful. Neon lights got in my blood,
and my heart sang “This Is Lovely.”
The sea itself is so beautiful it hurts. The propellor throws up a chatoyant ribbon in changing
greens and biues; the moon burns yellow and red
in the smothering sea; flying fish glide in low
flight past the bow at night, and rains hiss along
the glassy carpet and cool the fever in one’s
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cheeks when watching a ship pass in the night
from the fo’cs’le head. Porpoises leap high against
the prow and thunder back into the sea, but when
they tire of their sport, the foaming arcs rustle like
silk. One thinks of lace on a wedding gown. The
phosphorus blinks like jewels in the lace. I found
a bar room filled with curios from all parts of
the world. I made notes and wrote a feature
article which sold to the Houston Chronicle for
$20. I promptly popped out another on prison
life, and placed it for $25.
While crossing the street the other night, a
lady knocked me flat with her none-too-gentle
bumper. I turned to laugh it off, and she turned
out to be a nurse who had worked for my dad
when he was a surgeon. I told her my story, and
she gave me a room in her home until things look
up. Next day I lined up with a radio advertising
man to do fifteen minute plays on crime, and I’m
writing my second one now. He Iikes hell out of
them. The police department is going to endorse
the program.
Good luck,
Tuomas F. WHITESIDE,
6400 Frisco, Houston, Texas.
Radio Scripts
Sir:
We are in the market for original radio serials
and program ideas. Serials may be dramatic, comedy, or a combination of both. Program ideas may
be of the quiz, audience participation or listeners
participation variety—anything, so long as it is
new, has appeal and is adaptable for commercial
use.
Serials and program ideas must be timed to run
from five to 30 minutes in length. In preparing
program ideas, writers should submit detailed
synopsis or show as briefly and as clearly as possible. Serials should be accompanied by a short,
over-all synopsis, the first three scripts and the
synopses of at least three more.
We are not a literary agency. No charge of
any kind is made. If material shows promise, we
will work with writer; otherwise it will be shipped
back. We are especially interested in developing
unrecognized talent. All accepted material will
be produced and the writer paid accordingly.
All scripts should be addressed to Program
Director, Gotham Radio Productions, 545 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. Authors must enclose
return postage.
Davip T. GoLpEN
Gotham Radio Productions.
545 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C

Catholic

Market

By EDOARDO
AVE you a manuscript with a Catholic slant?
There are a number of excellent
paying markets for it, provided, of course,
that you give this market the same study and
care you would give to any other group. As
in other publishing fields, new Catholic
magazines pop up, older ones sometimes die
out, and needs of others change, as also
change their rate of pay.
Catholic magazines may be said to fall
into two broad classifications, each of them
offering markets for the free-lance writer.
There are magazines whose material is chiefly
religious and whose stories and articles are
intended both to entertain and to teach. Th
other group differs little from the better
popular reviews and carries writing of a general nature. Good, clean stories are much in
demand as are articles either on Catholic
subjects or on general subjects treated from
a Catholic viewpoint. Poets will find much
solace in the Catholic field for many poems
are purchased and good rates paid ; however,
most of the poetry is religious only.
In general, writers wishing to make this
group should avoid even a word or sentence
which might conceivably be offensive to faith
or morals. For example, any story based on
divorce, no matter if good enough to make
Harper’s, would meet with a prompt rejection from even the smallest Catholic magazine. And editors will promptly spot a story
which is made “religious” by pumping a
religious sequence here and there; a good
clean story will need no alterations to make
this group whilea religious story should follow such a trend throughout.
Writers should request a sample copy of a
magazine before submission of material.
Most editors would probably be only too glad
to mail a copy to a would-be contributor if
it would mean looking through fewer manuscripts totally unrelated to their particular
needs
32
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MAROLLO
America, 329 W. 108th St., New York, N. Y.
Weekly. The Jesuit review generally regarded as
a foremost spokesman of informed Catholic opinion. “Subjects treated by us deal with the economic and international aspects of a rapidly
changing culture and civilization. Topics of interest to Catholics, factual, up-to-date, but do not
use historical material.
We prefer articles of
about 2,000 words. Payment is made upon publication.”
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Ave Maria, Notre Dame, Ind. Rev. Patrick J.
Carroll, C. S. C., editor. Weekly. An old and
well known family magazine designed to be read
by both grown-ups and children.
Articles and
stories of 2,500 to 3,000 words and serials with
each installment of same length. Also uses poetry.
Address your letter to either “Prose Editor” or
“Poetry Editor.” Payment on publication at rate
of $5.00 per page for prose; $2.00 to $5.00 for
short poems.
The Bengalese, Foreign Mission Seminary,
Brookland P. O., Washington, D. C. Monthly.
Stories, articles, and poetry—mission appeal.
The Catholic Boy, 25 Groveland Terrace, Minneapolis, Minn. John S. Gibbons, managing editor.
Monthly, from September through June.
Stories, 2,500 to 3,000 words. Articles, 1,500 to
2,500 words.
The Catholic Girl, 332 W. Main St., Belleville,
Til. A. B. Suess, editor. Monthly. Articles and
stories of interest to girls and young women.
The Catholic Mirror, 1387 Main St., Springfield, Mass. Michael J. Shea, editor. Monthly.
Stories, 2,000 word limit; articles, 1,500 words
limit.

TT

The Catholic Woman’s World, Monroe, Mich.
Monthly.
Short stories and serials, articles and
features of interest to the modern woman.
The Catholic World, 411 W. 59th St., New
York, N. Y. Rev. James M. Gillis, C. S. P., editor. Monthly. A general review with a very high
literary standard.
Short stories and articles on
world afftirs, and on artistic, literary, religious, and
scientific topics; also poetry. Pays on publication.
The Christian Family, 365 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill. Frederick M. Lynk, S. V. D., editor.
Monthly. A well illustrated family magazine with
sections devoted to home, Negro, and Chinese
missions. “Short stories of 1,000-2,000 words; a
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few juveniles; poems on religious subjects, home,
friendship, nature (we pay 10c a line); a few
articles, especially for our series of interesting
Catholics with picture of subject, living or dead
(1,000 words). For prose articles and stories we
pay an average of Ic per word. We try to report
within a week or two and pay on acceptance.”
Columbia, 45 Wall St., New Haven, Conn.
John B. Donahue, editor. Monthly; $1.00 for 2
years. Official magazine of the Knights of Columbus.
Stories, articles and poems, appealing
particularly to Knights and their families. High
rates shortly after acceptance.
The Commonweal, 386 Fourth Ave., New York,
N. Y. Philip Burnham and Edward Skillin, Jr.,
editors.
Weekly.
A_ representative organ of
Catholic opinion directed by laymen. Articles on
art, literature, science and current affiairs. Also
poetry.
The Crosier Missionary, Box 176, Hastings,
Nebr.
Monthly.
Short stories of about 2,000
words. Moderate rates on acceptance.
The Crusader’s Almanac, 1400 Quincy St., N.E.
Washington, D. C. Father Kevin Mooney, O.F.M.,
editor. Quarterly. A well known publication with
editions in English, Italian, Polish, and German.
“We prefer manuscripts of 1,000 words, but a
good story or article, however, could go to 1,500
or perhaps 2,000 words. We pay $8.00 a thousand words for manuscripts accepted.”
Extension, 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IIl.
Elieen O’Hauer, associate editor.
The national
Catholic monthly, printed on finest magazine paper,
well illustrated, modern in,every detail; very similar to the finest national women’s magazines. Very
high literary standard.
“We are interested in short fiction of from 2,500
to 5,000 words
— romance, mystery, adventure,
anything of general reader appeal. Cannot use
stories in which suicide, murder, birth control,
etc., are treated sympathetically or justified. Rates
from $35.00 to $100.00. Serialsk—not more than
six installments of not more than 5,000 words
each. Rates based on same scale as for short fiction. Poetry—8 to 30 lines; general subjects.
$4.00 to $15.00 per poem.
Articles of general
interest up to 4,000 words, and not less than
1,500 words.”
The Far East, St. Columbans, Neb. Rev Patrick O’Connor, editor. Monthly. Articles, nonpolitical, on Far Eastern lands; photos of Far East.
Poems (infrequently) if short, of good technique.
Short stories, 2,000 to 2,500 words, with Catholic
background. Far Eastern articles must be based on
first-hand knowledge. Good rates.
The Grail, St. Meinrad, Ind.
Rev. Jerome
Palmer, O. S. B., editor. Monthly.
“Catholic
religious articles of instruction and edification.
Short stories and short-short stories of a wholesome character, not necessarily religious. Articles
and stories limited to 2,500 words. No poetry.
Articles paid for according to merit. No scale per
ee word. All articles are either accepted or rejected
immediately upon receipt. Payment is made upon
acceptance. Pictures also used.”
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The Lamp, Ringgold St., Peekskill, N. Y. Very
Rev. Raphael Francis, S. A., editor. Monthly.
Published by the Franciscan Friars of the Atonement. Articles on “timely topics of Catholic interest”. Length, 2,000 words. Payment, Yec per
word, on acceptance. Also use poetry for which
varying rates are paid. Reports in three weeks.
The Lamp uses short stories but is overstocked at
present.
Light, 407 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Rev.
Edward Lodge Curran, editor. Monthly. Official
organ of the International Catholic Truth Society.
The Rev. Father Curran is also president-director
of the Auti-War Crusade. Uses short stories, articles, and some poetry. Good rates on publication.
Little Flower Magazine, 1125 S. Walker St.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Monthly.
Short stories
and articles of about 1,500 words and some poetry.
The Little Missionary, Techny, Ill. Rev. Chas.
G. Erb, editor. Monthly. A juvenile missionary
magazine with a very exacting standard. Do not
send this magazine anything unless you have carefully studied it first. ‘Our magazine is for the
most part staff-written ; we are not anxious to encourage writers to submit material; most of them
don’t have our angle.”
The Magnificat, 131 Laurel St., Manchester,
N. H. Sister M. Ignatia, editor. Monthly. Published by the Sisters of Mercy, an old and well
known literary review demanding high literary excellence in its published material.
Uses articles
and short stories with an average length of from
2,000 to 5,000 words.
Uses poetry. No paragraphs. “We ordinarily report in a month, pay on
acceptance. Rate depends on value of material to
us. The Magnificat is neved in need of matter but
always glad to read any good mss.—literary, historical, sociological, or short stories of outstanding merit.”
Messenger of the Precious Blood, Carthagena,
Ohio. Rev. Charles J. Davitt, C. PP. S., editor.
Monthly.
A family magazine issued by the
Fathers of the Precious Blood. Short stories and
articles of 2,000 to 2,500 words, and poetry. Yc
a word for prose, 25c a line for poetry. Pays on
publication.
Messenger of the Sacred Heart, 515 East Fordham Road, New York, N. Y. Rev. Stephen L.
J. O’Beirne, S. J., editor. The well known Jesuit
ham Road, New York, N. Y. Rev. Charles J.
Mullaly, S. J., editor. The well known Jesuit
family magazine having a large national circulation in Catholic homes and parochial schools.
Uses short stories of approximately 4,000 words
and poetry for which excellent rates are paid. But
evidently, readers of my first article in the May
issue of Writer’s Dicest did not believe me
when in referring to the Messenger, to Extension,
and to Columbia, I stated that “writers wishing
to make this group should remember that submitting any manuscript to them whose literary value
is not equal to that carried in the best general
reviews is simply wasting their own time and edi-
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tor’s as well.” Father Mullaly, the former editor,
writes me that my first article, “Caused me to be
flooded with a deluge of manuscripts from wouldbe writers and from non-Catholics who thought
they were making a story Catholic by having the
family ‘to go Mass in the afternoon,’ or some similar absurdity.” So take a hint, writers, and before
submitting any manuscript to the Messenger or to
any other publication, make sure you know your
subject.
Miraculous Medal Magazine, 100 E. Price St.,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. Rev. Joseph A.
Skelly, C. M., editor. Quarterly. Short stories,
poems, occasionally an article.
The Missionary, Apostolic Mission House,
Brookland Station, Washington, D. C. Rev. Richard Stearns Cartwright, C. S. P., editor. Monthly.
Religious short stories and articles of 3,000 or less,
Pays 2c a word on acceptance.
Our Lady’s Missionary, Altamont, N. Y. Rev.
Emile LaDouceur, M. S., editor.
Monthly.
A
family monthly published by the missionary
fathers of La Salette. ‘Short stories of a religious
nature.
Devotional articles, travel and missions,
problems of our times, liturgical arts and sciences,
and Catholic activities in general. Average length,
1,200 to 1,500 words. Terms usually agreed upon
with authors.
Rates according to quality and
volume.”
Our Sunday Visitor, Huntington, Ind. Most
Rev. J. F. Noll, D. D., editor; F. A. Fink, associate editor. The well known family weekly with a
new Youth section added. “Our Sunday Visitor
is now published in two sections, the regular apologetical section and the Youth section.
In the
former we like short articles of 500 to 1,000
words. These should be explanatory, in popular
fashion, of the teachings of the Catholic Church,
or comments on current events in the light of
Catholic teaching. In the Youth section we are
anxious to get articles written by and for our
young people. They need not be entirely religious, but must, of course, be of a tvpe which would
be suitable for a Catholic publication.
In this
Youth section we also publish fiction in the form
of short stories not to exceed 2,000 words. Our
rate of payment is one-half cent per word, payable upon publication.”
Preservation of the Faith, Silver Spring, Md.
Rev. Joachim V. Benson, M. S. SS. T., editor.
Bi-monthly.
A family type magazine but of a
high intellectual and literary standard.
“Well
written articles of current interest. Some stories
that bear on social questions.
2,000 to 3,000
words.
Short poetry.
New writers should send
for sample copy. Report made in three weeks.
Payment on publication according to merit.”
The Queen’s Work, 3742 W. Pine Blvd., St.
Louis, Mo. Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S. J., editor.
Monthly, except summer months. A national review for young men and women, now in a new
modernistic format.
“We use stories, youthful,
gay, no crime, divorce, suicide themes
— under
2,000 words.
Interviews with prominent Catholics—under 2,000 words, with pictures to illustrate.

Short biographical sketches of Catholics doing unusual work, 600 words, with one picture, Cartoons. We report in two or three weeks, pay on
acceptance, at one cent a word; $4.00 each for
finished cartoons.” (Mae Mosher, editorial secretary.)
The Rosary, 141 E. 65th St., New York, N. Y.
Rev. Dominic Dolan, O. P., editor.
Monthly.
Short stories and poems.
St. Anthony Messenger, 1615 Republic St., Cincinnati, Ohio. Rev. Hy Blocker, O. F. M., editor.
Monthly. A lavishly illustrated and thoroughly
modern Catholic family magazine. “I want live
human interest stories, preferably direct interviews,
dealing with the achievements, either unique or
noteworthy, of contemporary Catholic individuals
or groups whose accomplishments merit recognition
in a national magazine. Articles should averzge
2,500-3,000 words, never exceeding the latter figure. If possible, a varied selection of good, glossy
black and white photographs should accompany
such manuscripts; or, at the time the manuscript
is submitted, the author should assure me that
they can be obtained. Additional payment is always made for the photographs retained. Payment,
on acceptance, at 1¥%2c per word and up, depending upon the general excellence of the article.
“Short stories should be on modern themes,
slanted for a mature audience. Religious significance is not necessary for acceptance. Preference
is given to light romantic fiction. Irish dialect
stories, as well as those cluttered up with priests
or prayer, are not wanted; neither are serials or
stories not complete in a single installment. Length
should average 2,500-3,000 words. Payment, on
acceptance, 1% per word, and up.
“Poems not to exceed 20 lines in length, should
deal with simple, homely and inspiring themes.
Need not be directly religious. Payment, on acceptance, 25c per line and up, depending upon
the general quality of the work.
A report is
made on all manuscripts as soon as possible, always within three weeks.”
St. Francis Home Journal, 4121 Harewood Avenue, Washington, D. C. Monthly. Short stories,
articles and poems. Home themes preferred.
St. Joseph Magazine, St. Benedict, Ore. Rev.
Luke Eberle, O. S. B., editor. Monthly. A popular family magazine, large format, published by
the Benedictine fathers.
“We are in need of
feature articles about topics of current interest,
dealing preferably with Catholic topics. That is,
topics may be of almost any nature but dealt
with from a Catholic angle.
1,500 to 3,000
words. Payment on publication at one-half cent
to one cent a word. Photographs used only occasionally, but authors invited to submit them
if they have them on hand.
We have a large
number of stories on hand awaiting publication
but authors may submit any for consideration.
Payment on publication at one-fourth to one-half
cent a word. We publish little poetry and such
as we do is submitted gratis. We report within
(Continued on page 63)
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LETTER

BRADFIELD

OOD business in the machine shops is that magazine, stories are usually of the
crime-action type. He does not care for the
pushing the pulps this month. Ficwho-did-it, the heavily deductive, or the
tioneers, Inc., leads off with several
armchair sort of treatment. Put your characnew titles. Three of these are edited by
ters in action, and let the reader see them
Alden Norton. Counting in the nine titles
work out the solution. Story lengths in this
he was already managing copy on for Popular
pulp are more elastic. Novelettes run as high
Publications and Fictioneers, this makes Noras 18,000 words. Shorts run up to 7,500
ton one of the busiest of the pulp editors.
@ The first issue of Western Tales will be words. And if you can do a really good
on the stands October 10. This makes a short-short for this market, about 1,500 words
in length, there is a special inducement of a
feature of its fifteen stories and articles, so the
$25 rate. Occasional fact articles about true
big need is for shorts, up to 6,000 words.
and unusual crimes or methods of crime soluThese may be any Western background or
tion will also be used. These should be not
period. Both the Old and New West. The
over 5,000 words, with 4,000 words the premarket is also open for a few fact articles,
ferred average. Rates for fact and fiction,
not over 4,000 words. These may be about
except the special bonus on short-shorts, is a
some unusual incident or the dramatized achalf cent and up, on acceptance. Reports
count of one of the big figures in Western
are fairly rapid in this market. Address: 205
history. Payment is a half cent and up, on
East 42nd Street. (Fictioneer pulps may also
acceptance. The magazine is a bi-monthly.
be addressed at 310 East 43rd Street. It’s the
Address: 205 East 42nd Street.
same building.)
@ 10 Story Mystery is also due on October
10. This is the second of the new Fictioneers
"THE Red Circle group of pulps has added
titles, a bi-monthly. Each issue will use two
“a new title: All-Star Detective.
The
short novelettes, not over 10,000 words each,
and eight shorts. The editor wants stories as magazine will carry a lead novel of 25,000
much off-trail as possible, and not just the words; also novelettes and shorts of very
elastic word leneths, (Red Circle magazines
usual crime story. There should be undercurseldom ask for exact leneths.) For the new
rents of horror—more so than the average
writer, shorts are the best length on which to
detective tale. Stories should concern ordibreak in; between 5,000 and 6,000 words.
nary human beings at bay against mysterious
menaces. Woman interest is desirable in all But the editor places stress on the fact that
the stories. But there doesn’t need to be a all lengths are open to anyone; the lead
cop, to work out the solution. Here is a novel is not tied up with any contract. As in
Detective Short Stories of this same group,
wide-open market for shorts not over 6,000
the off-trail story is a good bet. The writing
words, and a good place for the new writer
stvle should be as adult and as nearly slickwho can handle a menacing atmosphere,
paper as possible, while sacrificing nothing to
along with action. Also, the editor can use
pulp-reader anpeal in plot and action. Stories
a few fact articles about unusual crimes and
their solutions. Payment is half a cent and
may be told in any person. There may be a
girl narrator: even a girl heroine. Payment
up, on acceptance. Address: 205 East 42nd
Street.
is half a cent per word, on acceptance.
Robert O. Erisman is editorial director. Ad@ Big Book Detective, the third of Norton’s
new titles, will appear October 24. This one
dress: 330 West 42nd Street. (All the Red
is a complement to New Detective. As in Circle pulps are, at present, bi-monthlies. )
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Cowboy Movie Thrillers is the latest addition to the Munsey list. The chief feature of
this magazine is fictionized versions of Western films. For this, the editor emphasized
that only people are welcome who have both
experience in writing Westerns and in doing
fictionizations. And they must be definitely
writers of men’s stuff. Each issue will also
carry about two short-shorts of 2,000-word
length. These are to be Western action
stories, told from the man’s point of view.
Romance, if any, must be secondary. Payment is at a cent a word, on acceptance.
Also, there is a limited market for articles and
features of about 2,000 words, on any special
interest pertaining to the West. Payment is
at a flat rate on non-fiction. Mary Gnaedinger edits this monthly. The first issue is
dated October. Address: 280 Broadway.
That new Hillman confession magazine is
titled Real Story. You should find it on the
newsstands now, as its first issue is scheduled
for September 27. A new feature has been
added: each issue will have a book-length
novel of 20,000 to 22,000 words, in addition
to the novelette previously mentioned. This
is an open market, and the editor will be
glad to consider synopses from experienced
confession writers. And for those who have
been submitting stories already, here is a
specially pointed and helpful suggestion from
the editor: “Too many stories start off with
good ideas, but have the climaxes forced.
Let the characters work out the solution, and
the story will become far more effective.”
Real Story is a monthly, edited by Mary
Rollins. Address: 1476 Broadway.
Air Fighters Comics is the latest addition
to the Hillman list. John H. Compton edits
this. There’s a market for plot ideas. Payment by arrangement. Address: 1476 Broadway.
Fawcett Publications have gone in for
comics in a big way. In addition to two
monthlies, Whiz and Master Comics, they
now have the monthly Captain Marvel Adventures, and four quarterlies: Wow Comics,
Bullet Man Comics, Minute Man Comics,
and Spy-Smasher Comics. All of these use
new material, and are in the market for
scripts written around the current characters,
and also for new character ideas. Mr. France
E. Herron is editor of the group. Address:

Dicss1
1501 Broadway. (There are also a number of
one-shots, for which no material is needed
now.)
The Funny Bone is Norman Anthony’s
new monthly, all good clean humor, with distribution restricted to professional men like
doctors, dentists, osteopaths, etc. It is highclass, New Yorker-ish type, but presents almost no market at all right now, what with a
lot of top-notchers signed up to write for it.
A lure to get you to the dentist, apparently.
What won’t they think up next! Address:
250 West 49th Street.
College Bazaar is a lovely merchandising
quarterly, little sister to Harper’s Bazaar. All
about what to wear—if you have that much
money. No author’s names clutter up staff
jobs.
Current History will be the active title in
the merger of this magazine with Events,
recently announced by Spencer Brodney,
editor of the latter. Requirements will continue about the same as they have been for
Events. Address: Scotch Plains, New Jersey.
With the January issues, two of Faweett’s
fan magazines will be merged, the new title
being Motion
Pictures, Combined
With
Screen Life. Larry Reid will continue as
editor. Miss Llewellyn Miller, formerly editor of Screen Life, will continue with the
company in another position. This company
also publishes Hollywood, edited by Joan
Vitsis, and Movie Story, edited by Dorothy
Hosking. Address: 1501 Broadway.
Film Fun (Dell), which has been practically a closed market, is now open for material. There’s a need for humorous stories up
to a top length of 1,500 words. These pay
good prices, about $50 apiece, but depending
on quality. Also, shorter material, around
200 to 300 words; gags, jokes, cartoons.
Prices are not definite—$1.50 probably for a
gag, and the rest to match. About $15 for
cartoons, Payment is on acceptance or shortly
after.
Charles Saxon, formerly associate
editor, is now editor. (Victor Bloom has gone
to Columbia Publications, where he is handling the comics.)
Address of Film Fun:
149 Madison Avenue.
Charles Saxon also broadcasts a need for
material for 1000 fokes, a quarterly. Payment is only fifty cents each, but more are
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OCTOBER,
used. Some of the special features, such as
quizzes, are open, too. But this magazine does
not buy cartoons, at present. Payment for
gags and features is on acceptance. Address:
149 Madison Avenue.
Dime Mystery is a bi-monthly now. Rogers
Terrill edits this. A market for off-trail stories
with color, glamor, intrigue, and menace.
Good place for those difficult “idea” stories.
Popular Publications, 205 East 42nd Street.
Fighting Aces and Battle Birds both need
stories badly right now. The editor, Alden
Norton, would like to see some new people
contributing, and new names on the contents
pages. Both magazines use stories of the old
and new world wars. Shorts of 5,000 words.
Novelettes of 10,000 to 12,000 in Fighting
Aces; 10,000 to 20,000 in Battle Birds. Payment a half a cent a word, on acceptance.
Address: 205 East 42nd Street.
Dare-Devil Aces and Dime Sports are now
bi-monthlies. Both need stories badly. Popular Publications, 205 East 42nd Street. Alden
Norton, editor.
Movie Western and Movie Love, formerly
put out by Albing Publications, are now listed
as Manhattan Fiction Publications, at 366
Broadway. There is very little outside market
here, on these bi-monthlies. What there is,
pays a half-cent on publication. Jerry Albert
edits the Western ; Leslie Perri, the love pulp.
Albing Publications, 19 East 48th Street,
has ceased publication. Magazines discontinued are Stirring Detective, Stirring Science
Stories, Cosmic Science Fiction,and Red Hood
Detective Stories. If any of these are revived,
the editor, Jerry Albert, says they would be
transferred to Manhattan Fiction Publications.
Street & Smith, 79 Seventh Avenue, have
recently discontinued two publications: National Magazine, which ran to only two
issues and was edited by Ruth Miller, and
The Wizard, formerly edited by Charles
Moran.
Mayor La Guardia has been bearing down
once more upon lurid magazines. One of the
cartoon and picture magazines has been ordered to cease publication by an order signed
in Supreme Court. Other magazines of similar nature are overhauling their editorial policies.
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The editors of Fawcett Publications wish
that cartoonists would note the very limited
market there now: Only a few cartoons of
the cops-and-robbers type for the three detective books, and a few on mechanical subjects for the back of the book in Mechanix
Illustrated, These pay $5 apiece.
Young America, the tabloid news weekly
distributed through schools, starts in the
school year with enough fiction on hand for
several months to come. At present the story
length is 1,200 words; payment $25 on acceptance. Morris Weeks, Jr., is fiction editor.
Non-fiction is entirely staff-prepared. Address :32 East 57th Street.
Arts & Decorations Combined With the
Spur offers only a highly limited market for
the outside writer. Illustrations are required,
and they must be of the highest quality.
Writing must be very compact, and yet
interesting to a “quality” audience. It is best
to query the editor, Henry S. Adams, before
submitting material. Payment is on publication, at arranged rates. Address: 116 East
16th Street.
Travel, the other McBride monthly magazine, does not want anything of the guidebook type; anything that would merely
duplicate the lures of the travel ads. Articles
about foreign places have, nowadays, significance for foreign events. Because of the
necessary limitations on travel, the editor is
interested in Americana.
Interesting and
obscure places in this country offer many opportunities for good write-ups, provided they
have some historical significance or importance. And it seems that the Middle West,
of all places, is the greatest unknown area in
the present-day American scene! Good photography is an absolute essential to all articles.
(Please don’t bother the editors with ordinary
snapshots. Take a careful look at the magazine, and see what they mean by good pictures.) It is a good plan to study the contents pages of the past two years, as this will
help you avoid duplication of subjects already covered. Lengths may be from 1,500
to 5,000 words. Payment is on publication;
a cent a word plus $3 to $5 apiece for pictures. Coburn Gilman is editor of Travel.
Address: 116 East 16th Street.
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For articles with a Jewish subject or slant,
consider Opinion. This is edited by Dr.
Stephen S, Wise. Articles run from 1,500 to
3,000 words. The magazine uses short-short
stories also, from 1,000 to 3,000 words; verse,
fillers, and occasionally an exceptionally good
serial in three or four parts. All writing must
be of high quality, in both style and thought.
Payment is about a cent a word, on publication. The magazine is a monthly. Address:
122 East 42nd Street.
Your Life is the major market of the
Kingsway Press, at 354 Fourth Avenue.
Douglas Lurton, editor, says that everything
in this monthly is original material except for
the book condensation. Past issues have included personality and first-person stories, in
which an individual tells how he has solved
some emotional problem, or worked out
through personal experience the solution of
a problem of life. The tendency of the magazine is toward more of this personal type of
article. Not necessarily of the confessional
type, but with the emphasis on the means of
problem solution. Neither is it necessary to
have a well-known “name.” Sometimes, as in
very personal problems, an article runs
anonymously. The unknown writer, also, is
welcome. The one qualification is that the
article be good. Fillers also are wanted.
These usually take the form of paragraphs
linked together by a related theme. Studying
the magazine intelligently will help you more
than mere words of advice, the editor believes. Reports are fast. Payment is at firstclass rates, on acceptance.
Your Personality uses some reprint material, and is a small market at best. But
material submitted to any of the magazines
is read with an eye to use in the one to which
it is best fitted.
Third of this group is Your Health. Both
professional and lay writers contribute to this
quarterly. Laymen must be careful to do
careful research on all material, and make
articles authoritative. But professional men
are inclined to too great technicality in their
writing. Editor Lurton suggests that here is
a very good and almost undeveloped field for
writers who have both scientific knowledge
and the ability of turning it into easily under-
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stood writing for the average reader. Firstclass rates, on acceptance. Douglas Lurton,
editor. Address: 354 Fourth Avenue.
MAXWELL HAMILTON, editor of Fawcett’s Mechanix Illustrated, says that
here is another field of writing which is wide
open to the man of special writing interests.
This magazine recently added 16 pages to
its make-up. With the January issue, another
16 pages is being added. And material submitted here is considered also for the large
number of annuals which the company publishes. Rates of payment are excellent, beginning at two cents minimum for feature
articles. But for excellent features, new and
interestingly written, rates may run considerably higher. Be sure to study the current
issues, and note the type of writing desired
in features. The days are gone forever when
writing on scientific and mechanical subjects
is allowed to be stuffy and dull. Readers
know what is going on, so don’t try to write
down to them. And don’t forget to put your
imagination to work, either. Features can be
dramatic, full of human interest and humor,
and still put across the facts. There’s a need
for personality stories, too, on inventors,
scientists, and others distinguished in industrial circles, with scientific basis in the stories,
and written in lively, popular vein. Features
on radio projects of the how-to-build type
are needed. Also, material is especially welcome for the new section called “The School
Shop.”
Art is important for all material in
Mechanix Illustrated— photographs, drawings, plans—or at least suggestions as to
where suitable art can be obtained. It is also
a good idea to query the editor about a subject, since this helps avoid duplications ; give
your idea in outline form. Features run from
1,500 to 2,000 words. News photographs of
inventions, gadgets, unusual machines, etc.,
bring $3 to $5 if suitable for use. Study the
magazine for material used in the various departments on hobbies and crafts, “Handikinks,” etc. Payment is prompt in this market. Address: 1501 Broadway.
Robert Farr is no longer editor of the
Fawcett annuals 150 Remodeling Hints,
(Continued on page 52)
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ARE

CALLING!
By ROBERT

HE major part of the writing profession does not know yet that a long new
corridor of editorial doors are being
opened for them.
I’m talking about the
comic magazines. Now hold on.

detective scribes did manage to ease in and
give out with such vastly superior material
that they struck a bonanza. Some of them
will call me nasty names for giving the deal
away. But it had to come out eventually.
All writers need competition. It makes us
write better stuff. Which in turn makes the
magazines better and builds up the market.
However, the few genuine writers and the
local reasonable facsimiles are not enough for
this giant field. This market must sooner or
later buy their material on the regular competitive free-lance basis, through mails from
writers all over the country. Some of the
publishers are already doing that.

A market of some twenty odd publishers
getting out over a hundred different magazines using nearly 2,000,000 words of copy
a month is big time. This new market needs
you and you need it—and that’s no popular
soft drink slogan.
The comics have been going through a similar metamorphosis to what the pulps did a
few years back. Only more swiftly. At first
comic book artists did their own stories and
anything went.
But the novelty of poor
stories told in picture form wore off for the
young (and many not so young) readers.
Publishers held war councils, made analysis
of their competitor’s products and came to
their senses. The whole field improved. It
was decided that good stories were a fine idea
for the comics and they must have some. The
question was, where would they come from?

ET me explain briefly how the comic
magazines work. A comic book is sixtyfour pages, usually comprising seven or eight
picture stories. Each of these stories features
one character, or hero, regularly every month.
But each issue, each story, is a different adventure of the character, complete unto itself.
A writer does a rough synopsis for a story
idea to fit the character he’s been assigned.
If the synopsis passes, he writes up a scenario
or working script which is in turn passed on
to the artist who draws it up in picture form.
Now to the root of the trouble. The same
writers have the same assignments month
after month. And too many of them. I,
personally, have written two whole comic
books in one month. That’s the equivalent of
50,000 words, not even counting the synopses.
I’m sure other comic writers have done the
same, or worse.

Professioinals in other writing fields were
loath to leave their lush literary pastures for a
new, untried and at the time, poorly paying
medium.
So entered a group of local
lads who were amateur writers but professional opportunists. They knew somewhat of
story structure from having failed in other
mediums like radio and playwriting. They
were accepted in desperation by comic book
editors. Their simply plotted stories were a
vast improvement over no stories at all. This
small clique have been carrying the burden
of supplying the enormous amount of material needed by the comics ever since. Which
is much too long.
i

A

few

legitimate

pulpsters

and

TURNER

It’s only natural that under such a grind
a writer will repeat himself, use cliché situations, bore even himself with the activities of
his assigned heroes. There is no reason why
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one writer should carry such a burden and is over. Comic book heroes have got to get
ruin the market.
some dimension. They’ve got to be humanized. A good comic story should have pulp
Several or more writers should submit
stuff — characterization, twists in plot, good
synopses on the same feature each issue. The
editor should buy the best one. He would be dialogue, a minor action climax every couple
of pages and a major one at the end. And
getting better stories because he was grabbing
we're going to have to look to the pulp
tne best of several brain children and because
the writers would put better stuff into their writers of the country to give us these things.
They must be broken into the field!”
stories knowing they were going to meet. competition. There’s no reason why this can’t
Fred practices what he preaches, too, as
be done. It is being done in the pulps under
much as he can at present with the small
similar circumstances. I mean with onegroup of writers he has to work with. In
character magazines like The Phantom, where
rare instances does he assign the same characa book-length story is done around the same
ter to the same writer every issue.
hero every month. Phantom stories are not
Harold Hersey, an old-timer in the pubalways done by the same writer month in
lishing game and well known to many of
and month out. Professionals submit synopses.
you, is now running a group of comic magaThe idea that looks best gets the assignment
zines. He, too, is putting the emphasis on
from Leo Margulies.
story.
The same idea could and must be done with
the comics. Most comic characters are not
Material for the comic books is bought in
complex and highly characterized individuals
three forms. In synopses—
both for new
like The Phantom.
Study of one or two
features and’ for new stories on characters
issues will give any observing writer all he currently appearing. Then they buy fully
needs to know about the powers and backworked out scripts. And short-short straight
ground of any character in the comic magafiction stories of about 1,500 words. One of
zines. He can then write a new adventure
these has to be used in every comic book
for him.
because of postal laws. I’ll deal with these
latter two forms in future articles. Right now
For the publisher this will mean going
through unsolicited material and using edi- the best bet for new writers crashing this field
torial discrimination. It will be worth it. It and most needed by editors are synopses.
has been worth it already to the enterprising
These synopses consist of from 500 to 1,500
publishers who have started it.
words, roughly written without any trimmings, fancy phrases or dialogue. Just give
Fred Gardener, Managing Editor of Magazine Publishers, Inc., puts out five of these your skeleton story, your p'ot outline. For
comics, and he’s been in all phases of the these you will be paid from $5.00 to $25.00,
publishing business for years. In his office depending on the merit of the idea.
the other day, Fred told me:
If there is time you might get the assign“Bob, comic book stories have got to change.
We’ve reached the stage where any kid reader
starts a story and knows just how it’s going
to go through. They’re familiar with every
situation because we’ve used them over and
over. And there goes your suspense.”
“Why,” Fred continues, mustache bristling,
“they even know what the dialogue will be.
Comic book heroes always say, ‘Oh, so you
want to play, eh?’ as he bats hell out of a
bunch of creeps. We can’t get away with
that stuff any more.
“The day of action for action’s sake alone
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ment to write up the working script. If not,
it will be turned over to a local writer,
familiar with the form. For scripts the payment is from $10.00 to $50.00, depending on
the length of the feature in comic book pages.
Payment on scripts is made by the comic
book page, at rates that average about $2.00
per page. The average comic script runs
from five to sixteen pages and in rare instances longer.
Because your readers will be kids, don’t
think you can get away with any moth-eaten,
obvious plotting in these snyopses. That’s
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the editors are getting now.
to get that kind of material
The current comic book
quite a good job along
want new, different twists

They don’t
through the
writers are
those lines.
and situa-

It would take several issues of nothing else
in the Dicest to tell you about all the different types of characters being used in the
comics. You don’t need to know them all.
Just pick out a few magazines and aim at
the types used therein. But just a word of
warning about the patriotic supermen you're
bound to run into. These are supermen
dressed in red, white and blue uniforms who
go about blasting spies and saboteurs in defense of America. In some instances these
star-spangled human dreadnoughts zoomed
right over to Hitler and Mussolini and tweaked
their dictatorial noses. That admirable but
futile action has already been done to death.
Though you may see it currenly featured,
lay off.
And if you pick one of these patriotic
gentlemen to write a new adventure for, be
different. Avoid spies stealing government
plans and blue-prints, kidnapping generals
and defense heads, or plotting to blow up
munitions plants and army bases. Get some
new angles.
Don’t be afraid to get human interest into
your comic yarns. Such as a kid who in
desperation to get a large sum of money for
an operation for his crippled sister, accepts
what looks to be a harmless job for some
foul-smelling characters of the underworld.
He then finds out that he’s got to do more
than he originally contracted for—some really
vile things. He tries to back out of the whole
thing. He can’t. He’s already in too deep.
The hero then pulls the kid out of the spot,
gives him a chance to vindicate himself.
Little sub-plots like that must be woven
carefully into the main story, not stick out
like a clog of ink on a typewriter key.
You don’t have to always involve kids in
your stories either. It helps if you can, but
don’t force it. It’s just the old idea of making
the hero sympathetic, giving him some other
motivation other than bringing crooks to
justice. You do this with other types of
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stories. Put it in your comic synopses. But
please omit orphans’ picnics, home for old
folks, etc. These have been reamed, steamed
and dry-cleaned in the comics.
If you want to take a crack at creating a
new comic book feature, hit some new angles
here also; not only in your story, but for the
character himself. Ill use a couple of new
ones I recently sold for examples—a patriotic
superman called The Flag, who was born
with a flag-like birthmark on his chest which
gives him super powers and who zooms
through the air, leaving red-white-and-blue
speedlines after him, and a superwoman who
is mistress over flames and calls herself Wildfire, and a taxi-driver who runs into adventures on the job; a swing band leader, etc.
However, most of the books have their
line-up of characters pretty well established.
Unless you’ve got a knockout, something
altogether off the much beaten track, not just
another variation of a character already in
use, you'll do best to start off with new ideas
for established features.
In case you might be self-conscious about
writing for the comics, fearful that it will
hurt your reputation or mar any other type
writing you’re engaged in, forget it.
I’ve sold some of my best pulp stories since
I’ve been writing comics. Men like Otto
Binder, well-known pseudo-science writer,
Robert Leslie Bellem, top-flight pulpeteer,
Robert Hyatt, Roy Horn, Henry Kuttner, are
writing for the comics. Jack Woodford once
told me that he considers the comics the best
training ground for television writing that an
author could find.
In my estimation it’s also good training for
motion picture writing. You think in scenes.
You picture your action and you can’t let
dialogue get long-winded and out of hand.
Writing for comics can easily take you into
much more profitable fields, the big-time
newspaper syndicates, the juvenile book trade,
radio and motion pictures, if you’ve got stuff.
To prove the point, there’s Superman, Blue
Beetle and Captain Marvel, comic characters
already in the movies, on the air and in
hundreds of newspapers.
Before

long

I won’t

be surprised

to see
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animated cartoon movies featuring comic
book characters. When motion picture producers get wise to this, they’ll pack kids and
grown-ups in on Saturday afternoons.
Rex, King of the Deep, a strip I write for
The Funnies, one of Dell’s Comics, and a
couple of other comic characters, have
already been put into full-length books by
Grosset & Dunlap, in a series called pictobooks, a new idea in juvenile novels with an
illustration on every page. Watch this idea
catch on.
There are of course a few small flies in all
this ointment. So far, you have to sell all
rights on your comic stuff, and you don’t get
by-lines, unless you force editors to oblige
you that way. And if you have a synopsis
rejected from one market, you have to retype it, substitute the name of a similar
character used in some other book and shoot
it there.
But perhaps as individual writers get along
in this field they can save some of their rights,
and perhaps the screen credit idea will some
day be used in the comics—story by so-and-so
from an idea by whozis.
Anyhow, here is the biggest market in one
field writers have ever had, the pay is at least
as good as in the pulps and if you show any
signs of producing the kind of stuff wanted,
reports and checks will come so fast you
won’t be able to believe it.
Market

List

The following publishing houses publish
one or ten comic books. Inquiries or manuscripts may be addressed to the “Editor of
the Comic Group” of the particular house,
Standard Magazine, Inc., 10 East 40 St., New
York, N. Y.; Parents Magazine 52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York, N. Y., uses fact material only in their
comics. Street and Smith, 79 Seventh Ave., New
York, N. Y. New Friday Publications, Inc., 114
East 32 St., New York, N. Y. Detective Comics,
Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. Fox
Publications, 247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Dynamic Publications, Inc. 163 West 23 St. New
York, N. Y. M. L. 7. Magazines, 60 Hudson St.,
New York, N. Y. Alfred Harvery, Publisher, 67
West 44 St., New York, N. Y. Fawcett Publications, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Hillman
Publishing Co. 1476 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Comic Corporation of America, 215 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y. Dell Publishing Co. 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y. Whitman Publishing Co.,
200 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Timely Publica-
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tions, Inc. 330 West 42 St., New York, N. Y.
Fiction House, 461 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.
Y. Quality Comic Group, 322 Main St., Stamford,
Conn.
What

People

Read

Little straws waft in news of what is to
come, and, if you haven’t heard it before,
Sex is the Big Thing in the lives of the
American Public. Next comes Love and Passion, and after that Self Improvement. Last
on the list is Ibsen’s plays.
How do we know?
The old trumpeteer, Haldeman-Julius, of
Girard, Kansas, who has sold two hundred
million “Little Blue Books” at five and ten
cents each, just sent us his new 1941 catalogue of 1,761 titles.
Presumably this master book salesman puts
on the first few pages of his catalogue the
titles of the things that sell best. And that’s
how we know sex, love and passion, and selfimprovement are, in the order named, what
every (good) American thinks about first.
We’re a little sad, like a soft autumn wind
that stirs the dried alfafa in the barn loft,
to know that “Doll’s House” is very last in
the index of what we think about.
After selling his several hundred million
Little Blue Books, Ha!deman-Julius knows
our tastes. Unhesitatingly he puts Havelock
Ellis’ “Love Rights of Women” first on his
list. In rapid order come “Facts About Sexual Rejuvenation,’ “Study of Woman,” and
“Why I Believe in Companionate Marriage.”
All these under the title of sex. His second
classification in the new catalogue is Love
and Passion, and there “Frenchwomen’s
Views of Life” leads the parade. But it isn’t
Joan of Arc he’s talking about. In the Self
Improvement list you discover that for five
cents you may learn “How To Get A Liberal
Education.”
Haldeman-Julius knows a great deal about
people, and their tastes in fiction. Some years
ago he put it all into one volume titled “My
First Hundred Million” which refers not to
the dollars he made, but to the books he has
sold. Tom Uzzell first introduced me to the
book, and if you ever see it around, give
it an hour.
—A. M. M.
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PRODUCED!
By DAVID

ARNOLD

, RE you a playwright with a newly completed play on your knee ready for
sale to a New York producer? Broadway producers, be advised, are of two kinds
| Active and Inactive. There is even a third
| kind, which I might call Inactive but Potential, and which, if you are an optimist, you
can try after you have tried all the rest. This
last-named classification includes the producer with a past record of good things done
but who, for a number of reasons, all of
which are financial, hasn’t been doing anything since Hector was a pup. He is a celebrated figure in the theatre of yesterday.
Knowing him is a privilege—but that won’t
get your play produced.
The persons qualified to produce your play
are those, in theory at least, who have signed
| the Minimum Basic Agreement of the Dram| atists’ Guild. Their names constitute a nice
roster, one of which is before me, as I write,
but those names as such, Brother—and Sister,
too!—don’t mean a thing. In theory again,
they are qualified to produce your play, but
one matter stands lacking of adjustment, and
| that is Money. The Inactive but Potential
| producer may, with a boom in the stock market, or a foot in the door of some favorably
disposed movie company, get backing for
| your play and so obtain its production, but
. the rank and file of the signers of the Mini| mum Basic Agreement, you may be sure,
never will.
An Active play producer, let us say, is one
who produces one or more plays a year.
George Abbott, Brock Pemberton, John Golden, Gutherie McClintic and Gilbert Miller
are not limited by anything except finding a
play that makes sufficiently strong enough
appeal to them to warrant the investment of
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twenty to forty thousand dollars. Or in other
words, they are in a position to produce anything they like, and that, for the lucky playwright, is a sweet position.
The whole
play-producing
scene
has
changed drastically within the past twenty
years. It was just twenty years ago that Lee
Shubert produced my own first play, and
that time the Shubert office was the biggest
_ play-production center in the world. It operated more theatres, employed more actors,
produced more plays than any other anywhere, and though the policy of the company was said to be never to put a play of its
own in any house of its own that it could
rent to someone else, and thereby transfer
the inevitable risk of play production to
__ other shoulders, still it had so many theatres
that many became empty and required tenancy, if large financial loss was not to result.
But the Shubert office is no longer a producing organization, save in a casual and
sporadic sense, for Lee Shubert, where he
once produced on his own, now prefers to
invest in the productions of others, particularly after he has seen what the others have
to offer. So, the Shubert office could not be
considered strong possibility for your new
play’s production. Yet, an accredited agent
who presented your play to the Shubert office
might, it is possible, get a production for it.
There would be no factor, such as lack of
capital, to prevent it.
The golden days of play production were
probably the first two decades of the present
century, when David Belasco, the Lieblers
and Klaw and Erlanger were in business, and
Cohan and Harris were an active play-producing firm, and the whole situation was
immensely simpler than it is now when every43
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thing has become unionized—and expensive
to operate. Philip Dunning, who wrote
Broadway, remarked to me recently that he
thought the plays of those days were a lot
easier to write than they are now. Whether
that’s so or not, I don’t know. I suspect
they’ve always been tolerably difficult; but
I do know they were a lot easier to get produced. Now, the play must not merely be
good. It must be exceptional. It must be
different in its idea and treatment, and particularly it must not bear the stigma of being
old-fashioned. It must be novel, bold, challenging and arresting, rich in human interest,
vital in theme, and powerful in its dramatic
conflict.
The reader may well think and say that
many plays are produced each season that
do not qualify in any such way as this, but
very very often there is a story behind the
event of such productions. The author of
such a play, if he has been working in Hollywood, may be backing it in part himself, or
it may have a role in it that has made a special appeal to some actor or actress with
influence. Or again, and of course as frequently happens, it may just be the result of
bad judgment on the part of the producer
and his advisers—for frequently they err in
this regard, and err royally.
The average play is produced on its merit,
and to get produced that merit must be distinct and unassailable. Novelty both in idea
and treatment ranks highest, I feel, in all the
factors that influence production, with human interest, humor, drama, acting opportunity and production opportunity following
in their proper order. It never must be just
another play of this or that type, for that is
deadly. There must be freshness of approach
to the subject matter and, above all, freshness of treatment, for these are the things
which make for novelty in the theatre, and
it is by your play’s novelty as a rule, or
obversely, by its avoidance of the usual and
commonplace, that it will make its bid for
production. Briefly, the producer is looking
for a play that is different, outstanding and
expertly executed, and if you’ve got that, it’s
probable you’ve got something that will go
to town in a great big way.
Having it, your next task is to determine
how best to market it. You should make an
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alphabetical list of New York’s Active play
producers, and try if you can to acquaint
yourself with the kind of plays they produce,
for—all else to the contrary notwithstanding
—those are the kind of plays they will probably continue to produce. George Abbott
likes fast-moving farces and comedies ; Guthrie McClintic likes plays with color and
thought in them as well as rugged drama;
John
Golden
likes human
interest and
humor; and Brock Pemberton likes all kinds
of plays, his extremely able lieutenant, Hamilton Brooks advises, but produces successfully as a rule marital comedies, This merely
means that if you have a serious play, you
would be more likely to find favor for it in
the McClintic office than in the Abbott
atelier.
Here, if anywhere, the accredited agent
can be an immense help to the playwright—
especially if the playwright lives far away
from New York. The agent, say what you
will, knows the markets, and often his very
sponsorship of the play will endow it with a
certain amountof prestige—in some quarters,
at least. But the good agent is a choosey fellow who is almost as hard to please as the
producer himself, and he may refuse to
handle the play you have written, or if he
takes it, he may be so indefinite and lukewarm about its chances and the places he
offers it, that you lose heart and feel you
could do a better job yourself. My own advice to the playwright is—If you believe in
yourself and are willing to keep on writing
plays regardless of whether you get them
produced or not, and are willing also to persevere with each play that you write until
you have covered all available markets, then
I feel you are qualified to handle your own
play yourself.
There are offices, to be sure, that will not
accept a play from an unknown playwright
unless it comes to them through an agent.
Reconcile yourself to scratching these offices
off your list and concentrate instead upon
the Active producers who are always hospitable to new authors’ work, such as Brock
Pemberton, John Golden, Guthrie McClintic,
William A. Brady, Arthur Hopkins, Dwight
Deere Wiman and Gilbert Miller. There are
others, too; but it is not a large list; in fact,
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Ocroser,
it is an extremely small one, for the theatre
of today has become a precious and tight
affair, where only the exceptional play, and
I speak advisedly, stands a possible chance
of production. But it’s a list large enough, I
believe, to offer the proving ground that your
play requires, for if it fails to get to first base
with any of these offices, it is unlikely and
extremely unlikely, that it will click successfully anywhere else.
That goes particularly for the movies.
There never was any greater delusion than
the one we sometimes hear, “Well, if I don’t
get it produced on Broadway, I'l! sell it to
the movies!” The truth is that if you don’t
get it produced on Broadway—the movies
won’t want it. So, it all adds up, in the playwright’s ledger, to doing the best possible
job he can for the Broadway stage and then
trying his best to sell it to the Broadway stage.
If he does that, he can write his own ticket
with Hollywood, for Hollywood is like a
woman who loves fame. Hollywood is a pushover for the famous, but it shuns the obscure.
If these names and addresses will be of
help to the tenacious and persevering playwright—God bless him, wherever he is, and
her, too!—then I gladly offer it, and in submitting plays to New York producers, I
would advise that you type on the title page
of your manuscript—“If Unavailable, please
return to author by express collect.” This
will advise the producer’s secretary or reader
or office assistant what to do with your script
in the event that particular office is not
interested.
Active Producers
William A. Brady, 137 West 48th Street,
N. Y.
Guthrie McClintic, 1270 Sixth Avenue, N. Y.
john Golden, St. James Theatre, West 44th
St., N. Y.
Gilbert Miller, Time-Life Bldg., N. Y.
Brock Pemberton, Little Theatre, West 44th
St., N. Y.
Arthur Hopkins, Plymouth Theatre, West
45th St., N. Y.
Dwight Deere Wiman, 137 West 48th St.,
nm. ¥.
George Abbott, 630 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
Richard Aldrich, 11 West 42nd Street, N. Y.
Lawrence Rivers, Inc. 19 West 44th Street,
N. Y.
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The play producers who are Active but
who insist upon their scripts, where the
author is not known to them personally, coming ONLY through an agent, are as follows:
Eddie Dowling, Herman Shumlin, Lee and
J. J. Shubert, Theatre Guild, Max Gordon,
Oscar Serlin and Richard Aldrich. There
may be more than this, for the list, I believe,
is all the time growing. There is a tendency
among play producers to follow the leader,
and it is possible the Theatre Guild set the
precedent for this destrictive condition.
Now, in the next bracket for consideration
are the names of play producers who are Inactive but Potential. They may be tried, by
the tenacious, after the first group of Active
producers is exhausted, and of course there
is always a chance, even though it be a long
one, that the particular producer to whom
your play is sent will, for some unknown reason, become all hot and bothered about it
and move heaven and earth to get it produced. It may have a curiously timely element that will bid for favor—not only with
the Inactive but Potential producer but with
his friends, many of whom may be in business
other than the theatre, and some of whom
may have money to invest in what they feel
has hit possibilities. Whether you are to take
the chance of investing time, express charges
and hope in such a cause is for you to say.
Inactive But Potential Producers
George Tyler, 214 W. 42nd St., New York
Blackwell & Curtis, 630 Fifth Ave., New York
Bela Blau, 2234 W. 44th St., New York
Bonfils & Somnes, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
Courtney Burr, 654 Madison Ave., New York
Finch-Carpenter, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York
Crosby Gaige, 630 Fifth Ave., New York
Hammerstein & DuFor, 150 W. 46th St., New York
Russell Janney, 56 W. 45th St., New York
Alfred De Liagre, 11 W. 42nd St., New York
Carly Wharton, 11 W. 42nd St., New York
Sidney Harmon, 246 W. 44th St., New York
Cherrill Crawford, 246 W. 44th St., New York
Norman Bel Geddes, Radio City, New York
This list does not pretend to be inclusive.
There are many names set down in the lists
of so-called theatrical managers and producers who, to my knowledge, never produced a play, and to my very certain belief,
never will produce one; and so I am trying
to spare the unknown playwright the expense
of sounding these unlikely depths.
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1F YOU CAN WRITE CORRECT
YOU CAN WRITE JUVENILES.

ENGLISH —

In the past three years | have sold some 3000-3500
stories . . articles
serials . . series. Now I'm
teaching It.
AND SELL WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Write for terms to:
WILL
HERMAN
766 HIPPODROME BLDG,
CLEVELAND, OHIO
SPECIAL TRAINING FORWRITERS _
Criticism, Ghosting, Revision, Sales Service. $1.00 per short
story under 6,000 words covers sales consideration. Brief
criticism if unacceptable, or detailed treatment recommended
at a separate charge, or write your problems enclosing
stamp. No folder.
Box 148
RICHARD
TOOKER
Phoenix, Ariz.
Express parcels or telegrams 741 E. Culver
My own work has sold to nearly 100 publications fast top slicks
through |pulps. Clients have made the Post among many others.
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Some names of young playwrights who
have been successful in recent years are
Joseph Choderov, who wrote “Kind Lady”;
Sidney Kingsley, author of “Men in White”
and “Dead End,’ and the much-discussed
William Soroyan, who wrote “The Time of
Your Life.’ Other playwrights to achieve
success were Irwin Shaw, the phenomenal
Lillian Hellman, who wrote “The Children’s
Hour” and “The Watch on the Rhine,” and
Joseph Kesselring, author of the popular
‘Arsenic and Old Lace.”
If we seek for a common denominator in
the work of these successful playwrights that,
in a word, has made them tick, we find it
perhaps in a peculiarly tense preoccupation
with their task, a relentless method of work
that makes for better and ever better craftsmanship, and a happy flair for choosing subject matter that is of timely and vital interest.

Humor Markets
By Don ULsH
HE results of War news on the radio
and in the newspapers are a flood of
war gags into every magazine. The editors
are being swamped with this type of maGt
SONG POEM WRITERS,
terial and the wise gag writer and artist are
4
Write for free inspiring booklet outlining opportunities for
laying off the war stuff for the general run
amateur songwriters. Remarkable changes in music industry give new writof magazines.
It’s true there are several
ers more chance than ever before.
small paying markets devoted to war and deALLIED
taiati
INC.
Dept. 14, 7608 Readin
Cincinnati, Ohio
fense gags but war material dies in an overbought market.
More “Ham and Eggs Markets.” Add to
Words or melodies. Avail yourself of the opportunities
on radio. Write for my OUTSTANDING, AMAZING
your list from September column:
OFFER now! One cent marvelously spent. My proposition speaks for itself and one on" can TRULY ab PREWholesalers Salesman, 330 West 42nd, New
CIATE. seals is believing.
LET ME CONVINCE
YOU NOW!
York City. McGraw Hill Publication for sales
RAY HISBELER
departments of electrical wholesalers.
Pays on
C-13, 2157 N. Avers Av
Bsc sol W.
publication.
Business Education World, 270 Madison Ave.,
WRITERS CIRCLE
New York City. Business gags. Pays on acceptLiterary
Revision
and
Typewriting
Department
open
to
all
writSe . noente are familiar with this HELPFUL SERVICE since
ance.
Our competent
professional
staffto publication
will revise atand SPECIAL
ype write RATES
manuField and Stream, 515 Madison Ave., New York
scripts
ready
for
submission
SOOKLENGTH
mMSS. WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. INQUIRIES
NVI
City.
Hunting and fishing material. Pays on acTYPING
accurately,
and thousand
PROFESenatraneinddlONLY:
sheeManuscripts
fai" be oie
carbon50 neatiy,
peswords30c
ceptance.
Above
tower rates.
WRITERS. CIRCLE, “wo, 30 Church St., New York City
Golfer and Sportsman, Hodgson Building, Minneapolis, Minn. General run of gags here in spite
of the name.
“WRITING AND SELLING FILLERS”
Flying and Popular Aviation, 608 South DearA complete one-lesson course in Fol’'o Form on Writing and
born, Chicago, Ill. Max Karant edits. Pays on
Selling short material, covering the subject from paragraph
to one thousand word articles. Includes large Market List
acceptance. Aviation stuff but never gruesome.
One Dollar Postpaid.
Free Literature
Popular Photography, 608 South Dearborn, ChiRICHARD PUBLISHING SERVICE
cago, Ill. Funny photography gags get five bucks
4340 Maple Avenue, Dept. D
Dalias, Texas
here on acceptance.
Writer’s Digest is your best intreduction when writing edvertisers.
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Hotel and Restaurant Management, 220 East
42nd, New York City. Ideas about the personnel
of hotels. Jerry Dahl edits.
Minicam Photography, 22 East 12th, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Prompt reports and prompt payment for
your photo gags here.
Golf, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City. Issued seven golfing months of the year. Pays on
publication.
Editor Lauterbach likes cute gals
mixed into your golf gags.
Department Store Economist, 1 Pershing Square,
New York City. Department store fun pays five
dollars.
Progressive Grocer, 161 6th Ave., New York
City. Miss A. Michaels edits your gags and reports promptly. Must be grocery store ideas preferably taking place in the stores.
Movie Radio Guide, 731 Plymouth Court, Chicago, Ill. Gordon Swarthout, editor. Movie and
theatrical gags are now being used in addition to
the radio slant. Prompt payment.
Radio Retailing, 330 West 42nd, New York
City. This one goes to radio stores and stresses
radio selling, so make your gage accordingly. Payment on publication.
American Aviation, Earle Building, Washington,
D. C. Buys a few aviation gags now and then.
Payment is five dollars on acceptance.
In our July issue we erred in commenting regarding Tel Mel Bernstein of 1457 Broadway, New
York City. Mr. Bernstein is not about to issue “a
mysterious cartoon magazine.” Inquiry reveals
that Mr. Bernstein is currently engaged in an enterprise, the details of which are communicated to
those artists whose drawings are ok’d and accepted.
Finished drawings in three colors, both poster paint
and water color, have been accepted and paid for
by Mr. Bernstein promptly upon acceptance.

Canadian
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Markets

One of the most active Canadian pulp
paper publishers is Superior Magazine Publishers, 104 Sherbourne Street, Toronto, Canada. Their string of magazines includes:
Kippy Stories, Paree, Lulu, Whiz-Bang,
Brevities.
Editor, William Brown-Forbes.
“Spicy, peppy fiction of any length. Also
jokes, gags, cartoons, spicy photos, and humorous poetry. Payment on arrangement.”
Private Detective, Surefire Detective. Editor, William Brown-Forbes. “Gang tales and
racket stories are especially welcome and
the length is from 3,500 to 12,000 words.
Few deductive stories; action demanded.
Report is made within four weeks, and payment is by arrangement.
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WE CAN

HELP YOU

WENTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in the judging of manuscripts as editors and author’s
agents; an intimate knowledge of present-day market conditions, gathered in the heart of publishing world; a personal acquaintance with practically
every editor of importance in the United States—
these should be of service to our clients, shouldn’t
they? We will give you intelligent, sympathetic
help and guidance, and you can count on us for
absolute straight-from-the-shoulder frankness. We
wants clients who have the will to go forward—we
want to help them to go forward. Jane Hardy was
formerly on the editorial staff of Macmillan Company. She is highly recommended by Harold S.
Latham, Ida Tarbell, Henry Goddard Leach,
Hamlin Garland and others.
Send for circular and for letters of recommendation from H. L. Mencken, John Farrar, William C.
Lengel, H. E. Maule, William Allen White, Marie
M. Meloney, H. C. Paxton, Fulton Oursler, Thayer
Hobson, Marjory Stoneman Douglas and others.
ROBERT

THOMAS
HARDY, Inc.
Jane Hardy, President
55 W. 42nd Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

SUPER-TYPING
at regular rates! Let me do the accurate PROFESSIONAL
TYPING job for your ms. that I did for HARRY STEPHEN
KEELER’S 34th mystery novel, “THE MAN WITH THE
WOODEN SPECTACLES” (publ. Sept. 1). 35¢ per 1°
words
Special rates on
k-lengths. Free carbon.
Mimeographing.
MARTIN T. KEAVENY
541 Deming Place,
Chicago, IIl.
Send

1 to
New
sales
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Us Your...

SONG
POEMS!
Don’t hide your talent under a barrel! You may have a
sensational hit and not know it. Send us_ your original
poem at once for our proposition and FR
Rhyming
Dictionary.
RICHARD BROS., 25 Woods Bidg., Chicago, Ill.
“GETTING

AHEAD

IN

SONG-WRITING"
iseverythe ambitious
title of a writer
new booklet
should which
have.
WRITEMailed
TODAYgladly on request.
for your free copy
SONG SERVICE
OEPT. 407
43 PARK PLACE,
BROOKLYN, WN. Y.

SONGWRITER
“THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITING.”
SEND ORIGINAL SONG POEMS.
FREE CRITICISM—NO OBLIGATION.
VARIETY SONG SERVICE

Writer’s Digest {8 your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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WIN
$10,000!!
Leading the Parade of New Fall Contests is
P & G’s Big Crisco Statement Contest offering 226 cash prizes! Decide NOW to WIN
ONE OF THESE PRIZES
— perhaps the
$10,000 Grand Prize. YOU CAN! Our
students win thrilling awards every week!
IT'S FREE!!!
The Gala Crisco Issue of “Prize Ideas,”
recently voted AMERICA’S FAVORITE
CONTEST BULLETIN, is yours! Accept
this FREE GIFT. It’s full of the kind of
ideas and aid that have helped our students
win hundreds of prizes in previous Procte
& Gamble Contests and dozens of awards in
the last Crisco Contest! Plus other late
contest news and special exclusive features.
Containing an intriguing array of winning
entries you won’t want to miss!
WRITE TODAY
— RIGHT AWAY!
It’s easy! Just jot your name and address
on a penny postcard—send to the address below—and your FREE COPY of “America’s
Favorite Contest Bulletin” will be sent to
you by return mail. But do it NOW—before
you forget! There’s no obligation.
ALL-AMERICAN CONTESTAR SCHOOL
(Endorsed and recommended by more than 30
All-American Contestars and Two National
Contest Judges.)
Willow Grove, Penna.
Dept. D-10
ANEW
INVENTION
IN
WORD
FINDING
ADJECTIVE-FINDER—439 pages of the World’s choicest adjectives assembled with the NOUNS which they modify. An
amazingly simple method of ‘‘finding,’’ for your nouns, the same
superior adjectives so capably used’ by famous authors, $2.50
Postnai
VERB-FINDER—A storehouse of over 100,000 dynamic verbs
arranged under the NOUNS with which they have been used by
noted writers. Rex Beach says: “‘A valuable aid to any writer.”
512 Pages $2.50 Postpaid
ADVERB-FINDER—Good adverbs are rarely used by the average writer. This hook automatically suggests the appropriate
adverb to add sparkle to your verb—such as “‘‘avoid scrupu
fousiy. ’* “lavish immoderately,”’ etc. 148 pages $1.50 Postpaid
All 3 Books (Cloth-Boxed) $5.90 Postpaid.
Money refunded within 5 days.
RODALE PRESS, Dept. W. D. 4, Emmaus, Pa.
SONG

POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To Music
Send your poems of all types to a thoroughly trained and
well-known composer. More than 150 of my songs and
arrangements have been accepted for publication. Details of
Collaboration and Agreement will be sent, should your
material be adaptable to music.
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. 8. Master of Music
510-M So. Alexandria,
Les Angeles, Calif.
MELODIES ON APPROVAL
te your forsonglatestpoems.
Publication about
of complete
pianocontests,
parts. winWrite
information
radio song
ners
to receivenowfreefreehave
publication
and chance
royaities
Songwriters
a
better
for
success
ever
before
songs from new writers have been than
accepted.
Correct and
werk many
guaranteed.
Successors to National Songland
GREAT EASTERN SONG BUREAU
Dept. 41, WD-10,
Thomaston, Me,

DIGEST
Famous Crime Cases, Greatest Detective
Cases. Editor, William Brown-Forbes. “True
detective stories, particularly Canadian. IIlustrated. Preferably by some law officer involved in case or relative of victim or criminal accused. $1 is paid for each photograph
to illustrate story. Report within four weeks,
and payment is by arrangement.”
Smashing Western Stories. Editor, William Brown-Forbes. “Exciting action stories,
3,500 to 12,000 words. Serials, 17,000 words,
and book lengths, 35,000 words. No poetry
or photographs.
Report within four weeks,
and payment is made by arrangement.”
Real Romance, Real Love. Editor, Wil.
liam Brown-Forbes.
“Short stories with
slight sex interest, 3.500 to 6,000 words,
Serials, 15,000 to 20,000, and book lengths
35,000 to 40,000. Report within four weeks,
and pay ¥2 cent a word, sometimes less, on
publication.”
Other Canadian pulps follow:
Five-Star Publishing Company, 78 Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Canada, issue
the following:
Five-Star Detective, Five-Star Western,
Factual Detective Stories, Personal Expeniences, and Handy Novels.
Adam Publishing Company, 78 Welling.
ton Street, Toronto, Canada, are publishers
of: Dynamic Western Stories, Laff, Romantic Love Stories, Stag, and Uncanny Tales.
The editor is M. R. Colby.
Dare-Devil
Detective,
78
Wellington
Street, West, Toronto, Canada.
Yarns, 78 Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Canada.
Air Adventures, Gordon Publishing Co.,
222 Front Street, East, Toronto, Canada.
Editor, Leslie Morand.
Super Publications, 73 Adelaide St., West,
Toronto, Ont., Canada, issue the following
magazines under the editorship of L. W.
Ruby:
Big Western Stories, monthly. Fiction of
4,000 to 6,000 words. Report in 30 days.
Big Detective, monthly.
Fiction, 4,0006,000 words. Report in 30 days.
True Detective Stories, monthly. Actual
crime stories, around 4,000 words, Report
in 30 days.
Mystery
Detective,
monthly.
Fiction,
4,000
- 6,000 words. Report in 30 days.
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Scribner’s

Commentator

The first of the eleven cash prizes is $1,000;
second prize, $200; third prize, $100, and eight
prizes of $25 each.
cribner’s Commentator believes that “an informed public opinion is proving a dynamic force
in keeping America out of the turmoil of European
and Asiatic power politics and that this contest
will help to crystalize the thinking of those who
put America first.”
The subject: “George Washington’s Foreign
Policy Today.” Are the enduring principles of our
Founding Father just as applicable today as in
Colonial times?
Washington’s views on American foreign policy
are clearly outlined in his Farewell Address,
which is printed yearly in the February 22nd issue
of the Congressional Record. The Record may be
obtained at your public library or by writing your
congressman.
AND CONDITIONS

1. The essay must be upon the subject specified ;maximum length, 3,000 words.
2. Keep a carbon copy of your manuscript.
Acknowledgment of manuscripts will be made, but
no manuscripts will be returned, so do not enclose
return postage.
3. The judges will be the editors of Scribner’s
Commentator, and their decisions will be final.
4. Announcement of winners will be made in
the issue immediately following the closing of the
contest, December 1, 1941.
Address all manuscripts to Contest Editor,
Scribner’s Commentator, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
Manuscripts may be submitted at any time until
closing date of contes, which is December 1, 1941.

ROOMY, NEW LOG HOUSE for rent in
near Zion and Bryce Parks, Grand
tered valley, open winter, alt. 5,200,
4 large rooms, bath, electric kitchen,
Nov. 1-May 1. For details, photos,
Dixon, Mount Carmel, Utah.

Southern Utah
Canyon. Shelvillage 1 mile.
garage, cabin.
write Maynard

THESE ARE PRACTICAL RESULTS
Client A—Sales to THIS WEEK and COSMOPOLITAN. The first is a Series, now running; it was
planned and executed in my Saturday morning
group. The second, soon to be published, is a
60,000 worder. The editors congratulated her on
revisions which they required, and | showed her
how to make.
Client B—First and repeat sales to McCLURE SYNDICATE. Just as much of my personal interest and
detailed attention to this beginner on the way up.
Client C—gypped by a so-called "agent"; | started
the machinery that forced the return of her fees.
Client D—Not satisfied with the way a publisher
wanted her first book to be written. | ironed out
the matter, cleared her mind, started her creatively
at work again.
These specific examples could be duplicated and
varied many times. |! can do the same for you.
How about it?
HERE'S HOW
New Clients—you may include an extra story of equal
length (must be over 3000 words) with any Mss. accompanied by my regular fee ($1 per 1000 words, plus Return
Postage). Or two Short-shorts can be sent for the m.nimum fee, $3.
Old Clients—if you submit more than 5000 words a month,
there will be a 10% discount. Above 10,000, 20%. (And
remember: the word rate on individual stories over 50-0
words is 75c per 1000, which further reduces the cost.)
WORKSHOP CLASSES
Two Intensive groups (detailed analysis, practical instruction, successful selling) in both Cambridge and Bos on
are starting at once. Others in Worcester, New York
and New Jersey are on the fire.
REWRITE Magazine
Plot Trouble? Then read my specific Self-Help articles In
REWRITE. Three sample copies, 25c. Regularly, $! per
year (12 issues). Special trial offer, 7 issues for 50c.
WILLIAM
E. HARRIS
Writer's Counsel Service
44 Langdon St., (Tro. 4858) Cambridge, Mass.
Writers’
Typing
Bureau
"Professional Service for the Profession"
Plays -Parts- Scenarios- Radio ScriptsNovels
Moderate Rates
NEW YORK, N. Y.
1650 BROADWAY
NEW
FRIENDS
Through our PERSONAL SERVICE dedicated to the promotion of friendships. Discriminating clientele, without
regard to religious affiliation. Write or telephone, Grace
Bowes, Director.
AMERICAN SERVICE
236-WD West 70th St?.,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Endicott 2-4680

give a damn for anything but learning how to hit the ball
YOU'RE
A
QUITTER!
and who is willing to stay in there swinging until he
does hit it.
And I've got no use for you or any of your doodle-headed
tribe if you're the type of writer who believes that riches
I offer a full INDIVIDUAL and PERSONAL course in
should shower down without plenty of hard work and
fiction technique moulded differently for EACH student,
know-how.
patterned to cover YOUR weaknesses. Also ms. criticism.
But I've plenty to offer the serious student who doesn’t
No marketing. Write.
DON
MORRIS
Box 1573, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Writer’s
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$1,500 Contest

The publishers of Scribner’s Commentator
Magazine announce a prize essay contest, con-,
ducted as part of this magazine’s campaign for a
rebirth of continental Americanism—a “revival of
the principles upon which this Republic was
founded.”

RULES

1941
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YOUR POEMS SHOULD SELL
It’s my correspondence course pupils that sell to all the
top markets. Can you figure out why? For 25 years, I
have taught poets, versifiers, song-writers, how to perfect
their verses and get the fullest returns from them, including my work as instructor in Versification at New York
University. Most of my work with private pupils, who
range from beginners to Pulitzer Prize winners, is done
by correspondence. My The Glory Road, Complete Rhyming Dictionary and Poets’ Handbook are now standard.
Why neglect longer the many profits from versification?
Rates reasonable, considering how precisely my work
answers your needs. Write today.
Send $1 for trial criticism of 1 poem.
CLEMENT WOOD
Bozenkili, Delanson, N. Y.
HAVE
YOU
A
PLAY...|
... full-length, comedy or drama? I'd
like to read it! Reasonable fees for
full analysis and criticism. No punches
pulled!
Rewriting suggestions and
marketing aid. Postcard brings you
full particulars.
REUBEN
9609 66th Avenue

HANSER
Forest Hills, N. Y.

FRANCIS
ARTHUR
JONES
63 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
LITERARY AGENT
SERIALS, SHORT STORIES, BOOKS
(Representing Mazo de la Roche and other well-known writers)
No Reading Fees on Short Stories
TO

SLICK

PAPER

SHORT STORY
WRITERS
I am a short story analyst specializing on scripts aimed
toward the slick markets. Have you a story which doesn’t
uite make the grade? . . . Or are you working on something which doesn’t quite satisfy? . .. Then send ine
our scripts—or write. I don’t charge for reading.
-ositively ono other service than short story analysis.
JAIME PALMER
Short Story Specialist
Hollywood Hotel,
Hollywood, California
HAVE

YOU

THE "V" IN YOUR WRITING?
Three Vital Steps to
SUCCESS!
Learn characterization, motivation and plot structure. Learn
to analyze and strengthen your stories.
Send $3.00 now for
“Three Vital Steps.””
R. ROGERS
915 So. Alvarado
Los Angeles, Calif.
“WHAT EVERY WRITER SHOULD KNOW”
is a new, privately Printed Course every writer should
read. It shows how and why some remain mediocre
while others soar to great heights.
Send for Free descriptive literature.
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
Box 3630,
Mdse Mart Sta.,
Chicago, Ill.
Writer’s

DIGEST
One Moment, Mr. Hilton, Please!
e
sir:
In the September Dicest Mr. Hilton describes
the dilemma of the current novelist who is torn
between the need to write novels having in their
heart a world-conscience in terms of today’s headlines and the need to compete on equal terms with
those headlines. And Mr. Hilton says that a problem in fiction concerning a love-affair between a
governess and her employer (as in “Jane Eyre’)
would cause the modern reader merely to yawn,
“So what?”
I have seen this said countless times by authors
and editors, but in actual practice it doesn’t seem
to be true. We're still vitally interested in boy
meets girl, Hitler and Kaltenborn to the contrary,
We are socially conscious in that we all have our
definite ideas about the war and the tragic muddle
in which the world now wallows, but that has not,
I believe, killed our interest in the relationships of
ordinary people living ordinary lives and doing
most unspectacular things.
Recently Collier’s printed a yarn about a fellow
who hunted up his runaway wife on a South Sea
Island, had a symbolic duel with the wife-stealer,
and departed, satisfied that his frau was in good
hands. No one of the three characters so much as
mumbled a brief “Luftwaffe !”
A new book which has arrived in the office of
the agency in which I play an humble role is
about deep-sea treasure salvage and is written by
Lieutenant Harry Rieseberg, whose interest in the
war at sea has not progressed much beyond the
Spanish galleons of the early sixteenth century
which lie moldering on the floor of the Caribbean.
And I’m pretty darned sure we’ll sell this book.
A current best-seller by Sally Benson, who writes
for the New Yorker, is “Junior Miss,” which deals
exclusively with the goings-on of a Manhattan
14-year-old whose elephantine approach to sweet
womanhood had the critics misty-eyed. Eleanor
Dark, the Australian novelist, has (in the midst of
a war-minded country) produced “The Timeless
Land,” which tells about nothing more contemporary than the first contacts between the British
and the Australian blacks nearly two hundred years
ago!
The governess-and-employer set-up is still good
for some fat royalty checks. Mr. Hilton is right.
If you’re an author, you’re alive to the tragedy in
the world and you’re probably the kind who would
like to do something actively about it. But also, if
you’re an author and not a tub-thumper only,
you're going to stay alive to the precious corners
of living, to the mystery of the old lady wha
always feeds pigeons on Riverside Drive at dusk,
to the way a pair of lovers link their arms as they
stroll through midnight Manhattan, to many and
many a matter which will always take human
precedence over wars and rumors of wars.
Incidentally, I think Hilton’s a grand writer!
Denis PLIMMER,
1639 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Catholic Markets
(Continued from page 34)
ten days, if unacceptable, the material is returned. If acceptable, manuscripts are held for
possible future publication. We make no guarantee in this matter but it is the general rule that
held material is eventually published.
“May I emphasize that our market is open for
good articles? Along those lines we receive comparatively little material that meets our requirements.
As far as St. Joseph Magazine is concerned, the article should be fairly simple, yet
instructive.
If written in the first person and
based on personal experience, they have a tendency to become more lively in style and more
readable than the discussion or editorial type.
One of the mistakes commonly made is that the
writer endeavors to be netirely too literary and
the result is a classroom essay rather than an
aticle. The writer should be encouraged to use
a simple direct style along the line of conversation. It has bee nour experience that an article
which shows a great deal of studied effort usually
turns out to be heavy and difficult to read.”
The Sign, Monastery Place, Union City, N. J.
Rev. Theophane Maguire, C. P., editor. Monthly.
A review of high intellectual standing.
“Our
rates are one cent a word. Length for articles,
1,200 to 3,000 words; for stories, 1,200 to 4,000
words. Payment on acceptance. No manuscripts
accepted in advance of reading by editor. The
Sign is a magazine of general Catholic literature
carrying articles of fiction, apologetics, history,
live discussions of industrial, social and economic
questions, as well as pertinent articles on presentday issues.”
Spirit, 386 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. John
Gilland Brunini, editor.
Bi-monthly.
Official
publication of the Catholic Poetry Society of
America. “Uses all types of poetry but only by
members of the Catholic Poetry Society of America, national organization for the encouragement
of poets interested in the spiritual, as opposed
to the matrialistic aspects, of poetry. Requirements of membership, open to all irrespective of
faith, can be obtained from the editor. Pays 20c
a line, and maintains a free Bureau of criticism,
services of which are available on request.”
The Stigmatine, Elm Bank, Wellesley, Mass.
Rev. Joseph P. Riley, C. P. S., Ph. D., editor.
Monthly. Short stories and articles.
The Torch, Catholic Magazine, 141 East 65th
St., New York, N. Y. Rev. Richard E. Vahey,
O. P., editor. Monthly.
Short stories, articles,
and poems. Moderate rates.
The Vincentian, Perryville, Mo.
Rev. J. E.
McIntyre, C. M. Monthly.
Short stories and
articles.
Young Catholic Messenger, 124 E. Third St.,
Dayton, O. Don Sharkey, editor. Short stories
of about 1,200 words appealing to girls and boys
of junior high school age. Rates, $25 per short
story. Puzzles and poems also desired.
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TORYCRAFT
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Learn

to

Write

Moneymaking
QUICKLY,
THROUGH

EASILY

Stories
|
«= @

THIS

INEXPENSIVE
TRAINING—
TALENT
TEST
FREE!
Certain basic principles of
story craftsmanship are behind
FREDERICK PALMER
~— that crack the moneyHis highly personal
making
markets —these
prin- [ra'ning may start
py i
LACKING in font Gditors’ checkat "Write
scripts that reap rejection slips. *°¢4¥NOW, via Frederick Palmer's New, Personalized Storycraft course, you can learn to use these vital principles
— QUICKLY, at home, in your spare time, for
only 17¢ a day! Quickly, surely, step by step, you see
100 currently published stories analyzed in detail. You
see clearly and easily how the authors constructed
these paid-for-and-printed stories.
You learn professional writers’ secret tricks of the
trade. You actually WRITE—and Frederick Palmer
personally analyzes your work, guides you all the way.
No wonder so many big-name writers and editors endorse Palmer training. No wonder so many Palmertrained authors enjoy brilliant, lucrative writing careers!
Why don't you determine to have such a career, too?
Discover right now whether you have a genuine aptitude for writing. Send for Frederick Palmer's astonishingly accurate writing Talent Test
— Free! You simply
answer a few easy questions, and write a sample piece.
With no obligation to you, Frederick Palmer personaily
analyzes your answers and your work, and gives you
an honest, complete report. If you pass, you are
eligible to take the famous Storycraft course.
Don't wait— each passing day may be a day of lost
writing income.
Take the first important step toward learning to write
salable magazine stories.
MAIL

THIS

COUPON

NOW!

Frederick Palmer, President STORYCRAFT
Academy Bidg. (Dept. 02)
5617 Hollywood Bivd., Hollywood, Calif.
Send me FREE, without obligation to me:
1. Storycraft Writing Talent Test and First Writing Assignment.
fou agree to analyze my answers and my first Writing Assignment and send
me your personal report on my aptitude.
& “Your Writing Career’’—32 pp. detailing your
Storycraft Course.
Name.......

All inquiries confidential.
SECT
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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New

BOOKS
TOO!
Because my MAGAZINE MAP lists over
400 magazines but does not have room to
include the 300-odd publishers of booklengths, I'm sometimes asked:
“Do you sell book manuscripts
too?”
Emphatically yes! And now that people
have more money to spend for books, the
publishers are anxious for more good
book manuscripts to publish.
But unless you know the market and the
type of books needed by the various
publishers, you can waste considerable
money and time by haphazard submis,
sions.
Maybe the only reason your book has not
sold is due to your failure to contact the
right publisher!
If it's a salesman you need, whether for
short stories, articles or books, query me.
A penny postcard will bring you the MAP
and tell you how I handle the job of getting you your share of editorial checks.
DANIEL
RYERSON
155 East 39th Street, New York City
In the HEART of the publishing district. Specializing
in personal submission to editors.
IF you
ol8” COPY “E25* CARTOONS
You may earn up to $35.00 or more, spare or full time,
or office, in a New Dur jlicating Service for Advertisers rout
name on a postcard will bring full particulars
CARTOON-AD-SERVICE
ARGYLE
WISCONSIN
WRITE STORIES TA
i
Editors
seek
their
of
ae kind ee
FREE,
Yor
professional
writers
FREE to Market
Test
which
shows
thewhilewas
write
. D i
‘or
pay.
Act
now,
you
have
this opportunity. No odligation.
2
Mail postcard for test—FREE.
Comfort Writer’s Service, Dept. 741. St. Louis, Mo.
New,
Easy
Way
Writes MRS. L. DEARING, Western
Springs, Ill.: “I won a Ist Prize of $°00.00
in the Palmolive contest! To say that my
family and I are happy would be
it mildly. This is the first prize
ever won. I am very much pleased with
yous lessons and without your winning tips
he have been at sea. So thank you
again
HELEN KING, CONTEST yORGS of
many Literary Contests, writes
have
gone through your lessons quite Guscuie.
and find you ee covered all the important
features . .
very compact, concise, and
conscientious” effort as
NATIONAL
Dept. D,

York Market Letier
(Continued from page 38)

Lawn and Garden Handbook, and 40 Homes
and Plans for Building. Just address manuscripts to the magazine considered most suitable. This is a time-saver—but it will be read
for possible use in others, too.
For Boating Annual, Roland Cueva is in
need of plans for building unusual smal]
boats, where all construction details are
available, photographs, drawings, specifications, etc. Address: 1501 Broadway.
For the new Goodman magazines, Joker
and Gayety, Editor Robert Solomon is looking for the happy medium in pretty girls and
clever gags. The magazines want to get away
from the double-entendre. He would appreciate artists submitting roughs in size 8x11
inches. Too many have come in so small that
details are not clear. Gayety uses wash cartoons, as well as humorous material. Joker
is a market only for pen-and-ink cartoons.
Payment on cartoons is $5 each. Address:
330 West 42nd Street.
In the love pulp field, the demand for
Army and Navy heroes varies with the individual editors. All-Story and All-Star Love,
of the Munsey group, want some heroes in
the Services. But stories must have real locale and real conditions, plus a really appealing emotional drama. Stories of spies, sabotage, and war are not wanted. There’s no
market here for short-shorts.
The best
lengths are between 4,000 and 6,000 words,
with an occasional shorter one of 3,500 words.
Address: 280 Broadway.
Street & Smith’s Sport Story Magazine has

To
Win
Prize
Contests!
EXPERT, PERSONAL CRITICISM OF YOUR CONTEST ENTRIES
BEFORE YOU SEND THEM TO THE CONTEST JUDGE IS THE
QUICKEST, EASIEST WAY FOR YOU TO WIN!
My course is APPROVED by contest judges and ENDORSED by
International Contest Headquarters. $1,000 Checks, $100 Checks, Automobiles, Refrigerators Watches, Radios—exciting, valuable prizes of
every description are being won by my students.
Your name on a postal will bring you ABSOLUTELY
FREE
FREE a special copy of CONTEST FLYER (only one of
the many features of my EXCLUSIVE, LOW-COST course) which will
show you HOW TO WIN in many current contests | |!

SCHOOL of CONTEST WRITING
JOSEPH LAWRENCE, Director
Philadelphia, Pa.
4627 FERNHILL ROAD
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a very small open market at present. Articles
are written on assignment. The inventory on
fiction is fairly high still, but some is being
bought right along. Novelettes run no higher
than 15,000 words.
Shorts vary between
5,000 and 7,500 words. These are mostly on
the major, spectator sports, with a few on
golf, motor-cycling, etc. Payment is a cent
a word and up, on acceptance. Address: 79
Seventh Avenue. Charles Moran, editor.
Here are the current requirements fo:
Romance, one of the Fictioneers, Inc., magazines, as announced by the editor, Peggy
Graves. The magazine is using modern love
stories in the pattern of Vew Love, with
emphasis on exotic backgrounds.
But no
“costume” or period stories are wanted now.
Heroines are modern girls—usually American, though occasionally an English or
Spanish-American heroine is being used.
Their problems are those of modern girls.
The backgrounds for them give the color
that differentiates this magazine from the
other Fictioneers and Popular love pulps. For
instance, the lead novel in the first issue is
laid in Rio. Stories must be well written,
too. The top length is 10,000 words, but
shorter novelettes
from 8,000 words up—
will be more acceptable, as the contents will
include several. Also wanted are shorts of
5,000 to 6,000 words, and the very short
length of 2,200 to 2,500 words. Verse up to
16 lines will be used, also. Payment is
promptly on acceptance, at rates from a half
cent up to one cent a word. Twenty-five
cents a line for verse. Romance, now a bimonthly, is one of the grand old pulp titles,
published for many years by Butterick, before being sold to the present owners, Address—205 East 42nd Street.

WRITERS!! LOVE PHRASES!
collected from all sources—30 years reseach work. Thousands to choose from to put fine “‘finishing touches’’ to
your delicate ‘‘scenes”’
society life and ‘‘hearts-andflowers”’ passages. 25c per legal size, single spaced page
(average 35 phrases per page). Min. 4 pages.
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
Box 3630, Mdse. Mart Stc.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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PROMPT TYPING SERVICE
Elite or Pica Type
Neat, accurate and technically perfect. First copy on Hammermill, 20-pound bond; carbon free. Minor corrections in
spelling, punctuation and grammar, if desired. Every page
proof read. Mailed flat. Forty cents 1,000 words, 20% discount over 10,000. Mimeographing.
FLORENCE CASPER
Hotel Pfister
Milwaukee, Wis.
A complete course.
WRITERS: HERE'S HOW!
One technical ,one forWRITERS: HELP YOURSELVES!
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Evanston (Chicago), fil.
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HEALY'S
CONTEST
BULLETIN
Box 413, Oklahoma City, Okla.
features a list of winning entries to give you a “slant”
on how to write others.
$1 a year monthly; 20c a copy.
T. A. MULLEN, Editor
Work

with Actual

FICTION
WRITERS
We have a limited number of actual authors who are available to you for individual instruction, advice and collaboration.
Write for Free Descriptive Folder
THE WRITER'S GUILD
509 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

ge
rs : ine
Sutsel.
GROW BIG! SYNDICATE
Start with a localized column, expand. Work
with me—I syndicate, produce resu'ts. Reasonable. No reading fees. Send for details.
Don Summers @ 1641 Ohio Ave, @ Youngstown, 0,
"CONSIDERING TWO SHORT SHORTS
For $1 (until Nov. !st.) Been handling them 15
years . . . Said Mark Lish, Sheridan, Wyo.: “Am
sending this second one mainly because of your
doub'e offer. As you see, it isn't meant for
COLLIERS." Then, after it's sale to STREET AND
SMITH: “Heap tickled, not a little surprised at
such quick action.” . . I've just sold another for
him, with an urgent request for some 5,000 worders
also. (Yes, | place all lengths and types, having
sold books, articles, serial material, etc. Journalism
grad., U. of Ill, many personal sales. General
reading fee: $1 for Ist | ,000 words, 25¢ each 1,000
additional.)
JOHN KIERAN, 114 Chester Ave., Danville, Ill.
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PERSONALS
The circulation of WRITER’S DIGEST is much greater
15
than that of any other writers magazine. Each Issue
i
read by beginning writers, professional writers, editors, publishers, publicity men, theatrical producers, advertising agencies, and newspaper men throughout
ates, Canada
and writers colonies in a score of for ign countries
Rates for the Personal Column are seven cents a word
Using a box number counts the same as five words. Advertisers report unusually fine results
No stationer, literary critic, literary agent, typewriter,
correspondence school or typist copy accepted by the column
Payment in coin, stamps, or check. Send copy with cash
to cover the November issue on or before October 13
We ask anyone who has a complaint on an advertiser
in our ‘‘personal’’ department to get in touch, please, with
WRITER’S DIGEST promptly.
POMPANO, FLORIDA. Block from ocean. Comfortable
cheap room for writers. Kitchen privilege. Box 623.
“HASH HOUSE LINGO”"—By Jack Smiley. The
“slanguage”’ of the short order diners. Authentic.
Elaborate. Resourceful to writers doing urban locale.
Valuable to collectors of Americana. “Crammed with
odd names for food
sprinkled with terms to
describe customers,” writes Clare Swisher, nationally-known columnist. Booklet, 12mo, postpaid, 50c.
Forrest H. Miller, 462 Berwick, Easton, Penna.
21 MOST BEAUTIFUL XMAS GREETINGS you have
seen for $1. Money back unless you agree! Lee
Gooch, Hernando, Miss.
$10 A WEEK writing poems Full instructions and
50 best markets sent for 25c. Charles Olive, Wiilmar, Minn.
HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS—32 pages, 10c.
Bison Research, Buffalo A-1, Minnesota.
SOCIAL
CORRESPONDENCE
CLUB=—Make
new
friends through the world’s foremost select correspondence club. Confidential, painstaking service for
refined but lonely men and women. Established
1922. Members everywhere. Sealed particulars free.
Evan Moore, Box 988, Jacksonville, Fla.
DRAMATIC SALABLE, detailed short story plot,
50c; 3 for $1. Novel plot $1. Box H-4.
STUDY FOR DEGREE in Psychology, Metaphysics,
Theology; and for Spiritual Unfoldment. Home
study. Chartered college. Free catalog. College of
Universal Truth, 20-M East Jackson, Chicago
SELL YOUR “REJECTS” by slanted re-styling. Details free. Marksman, 103042 Fedora, Los Angeles,
California.
BOOK BARGAINS. Catalogue Free. Renseb PressWD, 30 Church, New York City
8MM and 16MM CAMERAS, Projectors and Films.
Lists free. (Art film samples, 10c.) Box. 108, Leffert’s Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
NEED CHARACTER NAMES? Three hundred names
male or female. 30c each list; 50c both. No stamps.
Nida, 967 Geers, Columbus, Ohio.
HISTORICAL NOVELS—Old, New, Out-of-print and
Unusual, from all periods of History. Thrilling facts
of History combined with the art of story writing
Classified descriptive list booklet 10c. Historical
Novel Service, Middleville, New York.
JOIN THE FRIENDSHIP CLUB. Dollar memberships
Write Charlotte Kay, Box 670, Seattle, Washington
Enclose postage.
NEED A REMINDER—birthdays, anniversaries, etc.?
Let me remind you in advance. Each date listed a
dime. Nida, 967 Geers Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
FOR MORE THAN 10 YEARS we have been training
men and women to analyze handwriting—and make
money. More opportunities now than ever before.
Increase your earning power. Test lesson free. 303
Foundation, Noel, Mo

DIGEST
CARTOON IDEAS WRITTEN.
ens, Chicago.

Frankel, 3623W Dick-

OVERCOME INSOMNIA without drugs. Ten practical
and effective ways. $1.00. Box 60. University Station, Seattle, Wash.
GOOD FILLERS EASILY SOLD. New booklet. Instructions, market list, 25c. E. Orbert, LaFeria,
Texas.
GET ACQUAINTED, Men and Women. Friendly.
Romantic. Stamp appreciated. May Kennedy, Box
1443, Indianapolis, Ind.
COUNTRY PLACE
able. Box X-10.

IN SOUTH

FOR SALE—reason-

“THE SECRET HOW TO PROSPER.” 25c coin or
stamps. Lightning Speed Mfg. Co., Streator, Illinois.
GHOST WRITING—Publicity—Research by AuthorEditor, Thirteen years experience. Confidential papers, reports prepared. Louis Marlett, 5403 Black,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
RESEARCH: CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY, GOVERNMENT BUREAUS. Experienced. Accurate, Reasonable. Six languages, Ghostwriting, all kinds. John
Crehore, Washington Grove, Maryland.
WANTED: Late editions state statutes of California
or any northeastern state, books on criminology.
Jack Campbell, Buchanan, Kentucky.
TO “H’’. Okay hon. G. S.
ASTROLOGICAL ANALYSIS—3 questions $1.00 and
your birth date. Mrs. Hilda Smith, Rt. 1, Boy’s Hill,
Newberry, S. C
GAG-WRITER will collaborate with cartoonists. Trade,
sex, straights, army, sports, etc. I hit Saturday
Evening Post four times in month. David Kohnhorst, 310 E. College St., Louisville, Kentucky.
2500 NEW AND USED correspondence courses, books.
Large 52-page bargain list, 10c. Wanted, books,
courses. Thomas Reid, Plymouth, Penna.
VALUABLE INFORMATION and advice for amateur
song writers. $1.00. Box 60, University Station,
Seattle, Washington.
WRITERS: Six questions answered about the Okefenokee Swamp, $1.00. C. H. Huey, Box 774, Waycross, Ga.
WIDOW
AND WIDOWERS
CLUB. _ Non-married
eligible. Some wealthy. Registration $5.00. Confidential details free. Write: John Rankin, Box 430-W,
Springfield, Missouri.
LADIES ONLY: Exquisitely fragrant perfume and
perfumed novelties. New and different. Not sold in
stores. Write for free catalog. You will be delighted.
Palmer and Co., Box 352-R, Bath, Penna.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT MAKES STORIES ABOUT
DOCTORS AND NURSES SELL?
he answer for
25c in coin. Eve St. John, Box 14, Palatka, Florida.
WRITERS WANTED: Branch managers for cities of
over 100,000 population. No investment, but should
be able to open an office, manage files, and direct
others. This is the Martin Method of certified-references-credentials. Complete plans for $1.00 and
then 10% royalty on the business-contract plan.
Write a letter to: Noble B. Martin, 569, Redmond,
Oregon, and tell something about your experience.
WRITERS—Cabins.
Board. Batch. Rural Ozarks.
Typist present. River Road Camp, Jack’s Fork, Mo.
YOU’LL WRITE SALABLE HUMOR after reading
Frankel’s Gag-Joke Book. Exciting, stimulating! 13c.
Frankel, 3623W Dickens, Chicago.
FEMME WRITER driving California late October;
wants. Write for particulars, or send 50c for
Kansas City; share driving, expenses. New car.
Details, please. Box P-4.
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PEN MATES CLUB. Select your own. Give me your
wants. Write for particulars, or send $0.50 for
immediate contacts. Box E, 250 West 10 St.,
N. ¥. ¢C.
USED WRITERS BOOKS. Dwarfish prices. Others.
Write: Monroe Sales, Springfield, Ohio.
LETTERS WRITTEN to secure positions in advertising, publishing, editorial, radio. $300. Les
Lewis Finkel, 1013 So. Los Angeles Street, Los
Angeles, Calif.
YOUR POEMS printed in souvenir form. Estimates.
Roe Printing Co., Weidman, Mich.
SELL JUVENILES. Anyone can who really tries.
“Shortcuts,” dime stamp. Brown, 1226 47th, San
Francisco.
“KEY TO CHARM.” $1.00. Albert North, Box 1152,
Greensboro, North Carolina.
WRITERS—Artist and engraver, 30 years experience,
will illustrate your books. Syndicate Features, etc.
Reasonable Prices. G. N. Thompson, 5337 Atlas St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
AM COLLECTING odd spoons. Give description and
price. Lilliace M. Mitchell, 808 East 58th Street,
Chicago.
GAG-CARTOONING! Laughs! Markets! Read “The
Cartooning World” 25c¢ copy. Porcelli, 1335 South
California Blvd., Chicago.
STORY DIGEST SERVICE—I will save you time and
keep you up-to-date on the market for which you
are slanting your story. Accurate digests of stories
furnished for any magazine you choose. Lizette
Fehrlin, 317 East 18 St., New York, N. Y
WANTED: Friendship of interesting personable Jewish gentleman in New York City or vicinity, 28-35.
Box P-1.
“THE PAY SIDE OF POETRY WRITING,” tells Kind,
How and Where to sell poems. Examples and 205
revised markets, 50c. Gloria Press, 192642-D Bonsallo, Los Angeles, Calif.
PROFITS! Analyze handwriting! Grapho anneree all!
25c. Details, stamp. Shaw, 441 E. 81 St., N. Y. C.
THEATRICAL MIND READERS pocketed money at
World’s Fair Professional instructions $1. Have a
hobby! Premier, Box 1608, Hollywood, California.
CALIFORNIA TODAY—3374 Mission, San Francisco.
Romance, everyday jobs, business opportunities.
Health, Climate, Living costs, etc. Realize your
dreams! Information, (Sealed) 30c.
FOREIGN WRITERS—Sovelling, punctuation, sentence
structure corrected. Expert prompt service. 50c
thousand words or less. Add return postage. Loys
H. Kennedy, 77 E. Chester, Kingston, N. Y.
“EARN $35.00 WEEK. No canvassing. $1.00 information.
Isaac McKenzie, 720 Lethen St., Muskegon
Hts., Mich.
SOME MEN PREFER plump ladies. Cultural correspondence club for fat folks. Send Sapremes 25c.
Jolly Stouts, Box 1608, Hollywood, Calif.
25 BEAUTIFUL French Christmas folders, envelopes,
50c. Name _ imprinte
Free. Usable sample, 3c.
Camas Press, 1226 47th, San Francisco.
H—OK, poet.
SAMUEL 5S. GREENE’S English Grammar, 1868.
Laura Fleming, 452 Perry St., Marseilles, Ill.
SHORT PARAGRAPHS SELL READILY. Send 25c for
details and markets. The Writer’s Service, Box 1355,
Lubbock, Texas.
WRITERS!!! No. 4 Underwood Tvpewriter, looks and
writes almost like a new one. Only $30.00. Ramsey,
R. 1, Monticello, Kentucky.
LATEST MARKETS—50
of each —Short-shorts,
Humor Quality, Detective, Love, Juvenile. Comics,

1941
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Play, Radio markets—Chain Publishers, Syndicates,
10c and stamp, each. M. Rowland, 518 Fort Washington, Ave., N. Y. C.
TIMESAVER—furnishes right “said” at right moment.
Easel-supported, neat, handy. 50c, Timesaver, 2102
Grove Street, Roanoke, Virginia.
LONELY? Interesting, optimistic Mo. correspondent.
Confidential, 13c. Box 2154, K. C. Mo.
WORRY AND ANXIETY the result of every day problems, often cause headache, stomach disorders, indigestion and nervousness. It is possible to remedy
and prevent many physical ills, by solving Personal
Problems by Psychological Techniques. Dr. Smith,
former Public Health Surgeon, and author of “Hypnotism and Epilepsy’’ will analyze your problem
and give advice how to solve it. Write your problem
in detail, enclose $1.00 fee and mail to Dr. C. F.
Smith, Secane, Penna.
GONE STALE FOR SOME GOOD FRESH PLOTS?
Send now for How to Write Any Kind Original! Plot
from Sears, Roebuck Catalogue, $1. This is no
hokum—it actually works! Mailed Postpaid. Plotamatic, Box 1272, Columbus, Georgia.
WRITERS: Need housekeeper, typist, file-clerk researcher, what-not? Lady, sixtyish, unencumbered,
experienced, including news writing, would like position with shelter and eats. Box P-3.
MEN WANTED—to study my book, “Success!’’ Shows
how to earn an income without investment; how to
abolish poverty, wars, dictatorships, etc. Details
free. Address: Box 5386, Chicago.
V FOR VICTORY! List of best war markets for fiction
and non-fiction. 15c coin. Also, “Beginners’' Ten
Commandments.” 10c. Tully, 62 Division, Danbury,
Conn.
DESERT ACRE. Water, Electricity, Daily Mail, 100
miles L. A. $20 down, $10 month. Box P-2.
NEW CONTACTS—thru our Personal Service dedicated to the promotion of friendships. Discriminating
clientele, all faiths. Write or telephone Grace Bowes,
American Service, 236-WD West 70th St., New York
City, Telephone ENdicott 2-4680.
SURPRISE friends with Kansas City, Mo., postmark.
13c. Box 2154, Kansas City, Mo.
BATTING AVERAGE—1000—on all problems. Let
my skill help you. Postage and quarter. W. c.
Brush, Counsel on Human Relations, 18 Kearney
Street, Newark, N. J.
WANTED: Publisher with guts! Court records eliminate risk, Startling facts revealed. Contact author
thru Miss Hovey, 2944 Pine, Everett, Washington.
GAG CARTOONIST wants ideas on percentage. Enclose stamped envelope. Box 1661, Charlotte, N. C.
JOIN NATION WIDE WRITERS’ CORRESPONDENCE CLUB. Exchange ideas with fellow-writers
in selected section of country. Send dime and stamp
for circular and address of one enthusiastic writercorrespondent. State sex, locality and writing interest preferred in correspondent. Buckeye Writers’
Service, Box 105, North Georgetown, Ohio,
SOUVENIR fom Missouri, 25c postpaid. Box 2154,
Kansas City, Mo.
MAKE YOUR MEDICAL stories authentic. Complete
accurate information on medical and surgical procedures. Let us help you give that ‘doctor’ or
“hospital” story the twist to make it sell. Only $1.
Box 47, Monroe, Wisconsin.
GET CHECKS from smalltown publications. Rural
Writer and Special Correspondent Plan, 25c. Press
1926'% Bonsallo, Los Angeles, Calif.
“HARNESSING THE SUBCONSCIOUS.” Learn how
to change failure into success. 10c. Louise White,
42 East 50th St., New York.
TRANSLATIONS from German, French, Spanish into
English. Authentic foreign phrases. Box P-5.
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THE FASTEST WAY TO PRINT! “Selling Shortcuts”
PLOT OUTLINES, $2 per doz.; singly, 35c. Name
(10,000-word text) explains filler writing—teaches
list, 150 characters, $1.00. Sheldon Worth, 2314
quick sale technique. 50c, stamp brings it from
Spruce St., Phila., Pa.
Hailack McCord, 727 Pearl, Denver, Colo.
INCREASE YOUR INCOME—New ways. Newspaper
EDITORS: Articles, Fillers, done to specification on
research, writing, reporting, typing, clipping, mailassignment. College graduate, psychology major,
ing. Stamp brings literature. Hinkle Press, OWmewspaper experience. Subjects: home, children,
907, Joplin, Missouri.
domestic problems, everyday living, popular psychology. Box P-6.
THE FLORIDA AND MIAMI REAL ESTATE BOOM,
an event in the career of mankind, as prophesied,
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
about Texas!
Facts:
Chapter 13th, Verse 18th, book of Revelation, a
figures; statistics; people; customs; history; geogphotostatic copy of Certificate Number “666” $1.00,
raphy; anything, 50c per question; 3 for $1. Money
wanted publication to carry narrative. J. O’Callaghan,
returned if unable to answer.
O. Box 20062,
2118 N. W. 33rd Street, Miami, Florida.
Corpus Christi, Texas.
YOU MEN (CR WOMEN) who think nothing of placing
COMPOSE LETTERS—any form promptly and effisizable bet on a horse’s nose! Why not wager on a
ciently ec per word, confidential. Mary Dorsey,
man’s life ambition. Require $500.00 provisions and
406 Harrison St., Portsmouth, Va.
equipment eight months prospect for tungsten, magnesium, gold, silver, etc. Geological survey unusually
PROFESSIONAL Magician answers questions on Magic,
favorable. I guarantee nothing but determination
Spiritualism, Mind-reading. 50c each. Goldini, 436
and faith in project. Share fifty-fifty; deposits
Woodlawn, St. Paul, Minn.
found. Character and credit references to interested
parties. Box P-9.
INDEX TO WRITERS’ DIGEST ARTICLES for past
ten years, including Year Books; cross-indexed.
JOIN “THE VAGABONDS” OF AMERICA. The Social
$1.00. Latolia L. Hillyer, 1207 N. Cheyenne, Tulsa,
Correspondence Club for the mentally isolated. Have
Okla.
friends everywhere. Not a matrimonial club. Caters
to discriminating men and women. Founded 1928,
OPPORTUNITIES GALORE!!! Worried??? We can
Sealed particulars free. Confidential. Joseph Vallon,
help you. Fifteen years helping people everywhere.
Secretary. G. P.O. Box 262, New York City.
Testimonials. Send $1.00 with questions, personal
problems, birth-date, etc. W. Billings, Consultant
SCIENTIFIC “SPINE-SWING” tremendously increases
——
705 Railway Exchange Bldg., Montreal,
capacity for brain work. Secret only 50c—worth
anada.
fortune. Health Service, Rt. 4, Box 880, Tucson,
Arizona.
QUESTIONS ANSWERED, Scripts Revised, Southern
Mountain Customs, Speech, Smoky Park TVA, Vol101 IDEAS FOR JUVENILE ARTICLES. Dime and
untary Fee. Hugh Allen, Newport, Tennessee.
stamp. Miller, 305142 W. 11th St., Los Angeles,
California.
“PRESS
CARD”—“TAGS’’—SUPPLIES.
Complete
press supplies, exclusive market bulletins. Wire or “HOW AND WHERE TO SELL POEMS”, 25c. Foster
write for official press supplies catalogue. Press SupHays, Waynesburg, Ky.
plies, 1934 Eleventh, Washington, D
HAIL!
BOHEMIANS ALL! The Bohemian Parade,
BEEN MISSING OPPORTUNITIES? Send 10c for
a beautiful magazine, sponsors a brilliant array of
“Your Idea May be Worth $1,000,000.” Louise
congenial contacts, interesting correspondence for
White, 42 E. 50th St., New York.
male and female, all ages. Copy and facts, 10c.
Geo. O. Gullock, Vineland, N. J.
ALL TYPES printing for writers, others. Reasonable.
Herald, Albany, Wisconsin.
UNHAPPY? TRY a personal letter campaign for one
year. No list or magazine. World’s Simplest Method.
PERSONABLE BACHELOR, 40, assailed by monotony
Guaranteed. Free, sealed particulars. Wesley Roseseeks attractive female companion 28-32 in Newark,
now, Box 86, Shelbyvi le, Tenn.
N. J. or suburb, send snapshot. Box P-7.
Good Typing Pays
RADIO—How I got into it by myself. One year writing and giving program in San Francisco. Send
Sir:
dollar bill, my experience may help you. P. O. Box
Do editors appreciate neatness in a manuscript?
286, Santa Clara, California.
Well, John Shuttleworth, editor of True Detective
PROF. LEGAREN reveals “Secrets of Mastery.’ Free
does.
circular!! 2039 E. 21st Street, Oakland, Calif.
Kecently, in accepting an article, he wrote: “I
EXPERIENCED NEWSPAPERMAN desires to edit
want to comment on what is probably the best
small publication; do ghost writing. Box P-8.
piece of typing that has ever come into this
PLOTTO BY COOK AND KEYBOOK: Have perfectly
new Plotto, no time to write. Will sell for $8. I. office in the fifteen years I have been here.”
Fifteen years is a long time. But even if the
Gladstone, 1801 Loring Place, New York, N. Y.
compliment isn’t wholly deserved, the point worth
RESEARCH, ghostwriting, story titles. Accurate connoting is: It pays to keep them neat and attractive.
scientious service. Reasonable rates. Pierson of
Chicago. Research Merchant, 30 W. Chicago AvWriters Digest has stressed this fact many
enue, Chicago, Illinois.
times. I thought perhaps this instance of an editor’s
FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH writing Fillers, Facts,
appreciation might interest some of your readers,
Figures, Methods, Markets, 25c. Gloria Press,
particularly those beginning writers who think
192614-D Bonsallo, Los Angeles, Calif.
that appearance doesn’t count.
BEGINNER’S FREE LANCE MARKETS, 25c. Briggs,
Gerorce E. CLark
1322 Commonwealth, Boston, Mass.
< THERE ISNO EXPEDIENCY TO WHICH MAN WILL NOT GO TO ESCAPE ©
“THERE IS NO EXPEDIENCY TO WHICH MAN WILL NOT GO TO ESCAPE
THE REAL LABOR OF THINKING"—Edison wall motto.
Unless you're willing to work like hell, I don’t want you as a student. But if you are willing, I
ffer a full INDIVIDUAL AND PERSONAL course in fiction technique moulded differently for
EACH student, patterned to cover YOUR weaknesses. Also ms. criticism. NoN marketing. Write.
DON
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BOOKS
Get It Right
$3.50
ohn B. Opdycke
Desk Standard Dictionary
Index
2.50
The Correct Word and How to
Use It
1
j. Turck Baker
Roget’s Thesaurus
1.00
Peter Mark Roget
Webster’s Dictionary
1.25
Write It Right
1.00
Ambrose Bierce
Commonsense Grammar
2.00
Janet Rankin Aiken
English Grammar Simplified
1.25
James C. Fernal
Writing Good English
2.00
5 Berg Esenwein
Verb Finder
2.50
Soule’s Synonyms
3.50
Don’t Say It
5.00
John B. Opdycke
PLAYWRITING
Write That Play .
3.00
enneth T. Rowe
Theory and Technique of
——e.
2.75
Lawson
So You"re Writing a Play?
1.75
Clayton Hamilton
Radio Dictiona
ais
50
eonard Lewis
Radio Writing
2.50
Peter Dixon
Gateway to Radio
2.50
irth and Erskine
Radio Sketches and How to
Write Them
,
2.00
Peter Dixon
Do’s and Don’ts of Radio
Writing
“
1.00
Ralph Rogers
New Technique of nae
riting
5.00
Lamar Lane
How to Write and Sell Film
Stories
3.50
Frances Marion
Hollywood’s Movie
Commandments
2.75
O. 7 Martin
Radio Writing
3.75
Max Wylie
POETRY OR VERSE
Poems Editors Buy...
. 2
Edith Cherrington
First Principles of Verse
2.00
Robert Hillyer
Rhymes and Meters
75
Horatio Winslow
vem
Boe Dictionary 1.75
How h Revise Your Own Poems 1.25
Anne Hamilton
Points About Poetry
‘
50
Donald G. French
Complete Rhyming Dictionary 2.00
Clement Woo
Verse Writing Simplified
1.50
Robert Kingery Buell
The Rhymer’s Lexicon. .
2.75
Andrew Loring
The Seven Principles of Poetry. 2.50
Anne Hamilton
Poet’s Handbook
4.50
Clement Wood
PLOT CONSTRUCTION
Analysis of the Short Short Story 1.00
Plotto .....
;
9
. 25.00
Wm. Wallace Cook
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After @ conscientious survey of over a@ score of publisher's heok
catalogues, WRITER’S DIGEST recommends the following books
to its readers. All books selected make interesting reading and
are authoritative. All are s old on a money-back guarantee.
MISCELLANEOUS
Plot of the Short§if
Henry Albert Phillips
Thirty-Six Dramatic Situations . 2.00
Plots and Personalities
Georges Polti
j. E. Downey & E. H. Slosson ,Writing the Magazine Article
2.00
—_
arles Carson Salable
MARKETING. MANUSCRIPTS
| Making Manuscripts
2.00
The Writer’s Market
3.00 ;
Walter Des Marais
A. M. Mathieu
<< a nee wad Property 3.75
ilip Wittenberg
1
=
eee ae Sete
.35 Modern Criminal Investigation 3.00
Photo-Market Guide
50
Dr. Harry Suderman
John P. Lyons
: ne Ses
ay
3.25
Alr al
1
. rennecke
1.00
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Contest Gold
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ne
ow
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at
i| Welting Novels to Sell
2.50
SONG WRITING
aurence D’ Orsay
| Murder Manual
. 1.00
—S
weaned Gong
1.50 Underworld and Prison Slang... 1.00
Sigmund Spaeth
Sea and Navy Writer’s Guide
25
Doctor, Nurse and Hospital
= a @ tes wien
1
Vocabulary Writer’s Guide
25
So You Want to Write a Song 1.00 Air Story Writer’s Guide
25
2.50
| Cowboy Lingo
Robert Bruce
yBisemng R. Adams
CAMERA PROFITS
|This i oa
1.75
:
dward Weeks
SS
ved
50 ' The Profit in Writing
3.00
H. Rossiter Snyder
Laurence D Ursay
Fifty Dollars a Week with Car __| Psychology for the Writer
2.50
and Camera
;
Prof.
K. Nixon
Paul G. Holt @ H.R. mica HThe Writer’s Book
2.50
james Knapp Reeve
2.75
| Chas = Feature Writing
SHORT STORY WRITING
t
Plotting—How to Have a Brain
The oan on
1.50
d . Hil ke
3.00 |
Ali Synonyms for “‘said”’
jack Woodford
| How to Prepart Mss. and
Short Story Technique
1.25; Contest Entries .
35
David Raffelock
| The Gag Builder
1.00
Narrative Technique
Don Ulsh
Thomas H. Uzzell
| Learning to Write
1.00
Contin Sieed
3.00 |
Trial & Error .
1.00
tooning
| The Art ol
jack W eodford
Chuck ‘I horndike
3.00
Stories You Can Se .
1.00
| The Secrets of Cartooning
Laurence D Orsay
Chuck Thorndtke
3.00 |
Profit. .
Writing . forWilhelm
Turn jnend apo —_ Money 1.00
is ee on tdne
Laser ay of aun Writing. . 1.75
Ml 4 decreeargolis
Ei
a
d
The Writis of Fiction. ........ 3.00| _ WritingWhat you Write. .
2.00
Selling
pon ad Ss. Medanans
Fundamentals of Fiction Writing 2.00
Donald MacCampbell
| Prize Contests—How to Win
Arthur S. Hoffman
2.50
Cie’,
Them
2.00
Juvenile Story Writing. .
Robinson
Helen King
My Juvenile Success Secrets
2.00 |Business Paper Writing
2.
Pauline @ Wilfried Redmond
Will Herman
2.00 |Writing and Selling Special
The Story’s the Thing..
3.65
“7
omeee
Agnes Parsons
atterson
elen
2.00
A
Writi
1.00
The Mind “gh md —. hemes He Dee
M
Ww
d Editin
3.25
james Harvey Robinson
2.00
The Art of Useful Writing
a | lt °
ee
Wetting, the
Se Juvenile Story
2.00
Walter B. Pitkin
ay Emery Hall
Writers—Here’s How!.
1.00
Mildred 1. Reid
2.50
:
eten
Hesrsinn
wii Walter
$. Campbe
:
,
1.00
Yourself
Writers—Help
.
i
How ee See ee Stories 1.25
Mildred I. Reid
Dynamics of Drama
;
3.00 |Putting ‘‘It” in the Column
.300
George Armin Shaftel
Ben Ari
WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 E. 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Gentlemen: Please send me the following books prepaid:

For which I enclose $
Name
Address
City
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American Farm Youth, Jackson at Van Buren,
Danville, Illinois. Robert Romack, Editor. Issued
monthly ; 10c a copy; 75c a year. “We use fiction
stories with a farm setting or appeal to farm boys
in lengths from 1000 to 2500 words.
We buy
photographs. No poetry. Reports are within one
month. Payment is 4c per word.”
Boy Life, Box 5, Station N, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Maud V. Rouse, Editor.
Issued weekly; 80c a
year in advance; five or more copies to one address, 15c a copy per quarter. ‘We use fiction
material in the late spring and early summer in
lengths of about 2000 to 2200 words. We are
somewhat overstocked now with articles.
We buy
a very small amount of poetry.
Reports are in
several weeks.
We pay %c a word, after acceptance.”
Boys’ Life, 2 Park Avenue, New York City.
James E. West, Editor.
Issued monthly; 15c a
copy; $1.50 a year, “We use only exceptionally
strong stories, 2500 to 4000 words suited to boys
fifteen or sixteen years of age. They may be stories
of adventure, the out-of-doors, sports or scouting.
Our articles are usually ordered. We seldom buy
photographs except for illustration.
No poetry.
Reports are made in two weeks. We pay 1c a
word, on acceptance.”
Boys’ World, David C. Cook Publishing Company, Elgin, Illinois. Kenneth L. Wilson, Managing Editor.
Issued weekly; $1.00 a year for
individual subscription.
“We use short shorts,
1200 words; short stories, 2500 words. Action
should predominate in these stories, but there
should be also: moral teaching involved.
The
‘moral’ should grow out of the situation rather
than the opposite. Characters should be boys of
high school or early college age. We use picture
stories, 5 or 6 photos in a connected series,
with up to 500 words of text. Also short, illustrated inspirational articles for boys. No moetry.
Reports are in two to three weeks. We pay $20
flat rate for short shorts; 1c a word for straight
fiction; Yec a word for non-fiction; $3, up, fo
photos.”
38

Children’s Activities, 1018 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Frances W. Marks, Managing Editor. Issued September through June; 50c
a copy; $3.00 a year. “We use stories for children
between the ages of three and twelve years. At
the present time our main need is two or three
series of stories for the different age levels. Stories
in each series must be complete episodes but each
story should be built around central character
or characters. No photographs. We are overstocked
on poetry. Reports are in one month. We pay Yc
to 1%c a word, on publication.”
Dew Drops, David C. Cook Publishing Company,
Elgin, Illinois. Mary Lou Taber, Editor. Issued
weekly ; $1.00 a year. ‘“‘We use short stories for
primary children from six to nine, not exceeding
1000 words. Also puzzles, games, poems and very
short articles. We pay flat rate of $20 for short
short stories; $15 to $25 for photo features.
Reports are from one to four weeks. Payment is
on acceptance.”
Famous Funnies, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York
City. Harold A. Moore, Editor. Issued monthly;
10c a copy; $1.50 a year. “We use stories of
1500 words in length, packed with plenty of
action and adventure and designed for youngsters
between the ages of ten and fifteen years. Reports
are within a few days. We pay $25 up, on publication.”
Girlhood Days, Standard Publishing Company,
8th and Cutter Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio. Maud
V. Rouse, Editor. Issued weekly; 80c a year in
advance ; five or more copies to one address, 15c
a copy per quarter. “We use fiction in the early
spring and summer. We are somewhat overstocked
on article material. We very seldom buy photographs or poetry. Reports are in several weeks. We
pay 1c a word, after acceptance.”
The Girls’ Companion, David C. Cook Publishing Company, Elgin, Illinois. Darrel) Huff, Editor.
Frances Dolfin, Managing Editor. Issued weekly;
$1.00 a year for individual subscriptions. “We
use wholesome stories of vital interest to teen-age
girls. Short shorts, 1200 to 1500 words; short
stories, 2500 to 2700 words. We buy photo-stories
—6 pictures. Reports are in two weeks. Payment
varies according to length—regular is Ic a word—
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flat rate, $20 on short shorts. Payment is on
acceptance.”
Junior Catholic Messenger, 124 East Third
Street, Dayton, Ohio. James J. Pflaum, Editor.
Issued weekly. “We use stories suitable for third,
fourth and fifth grade pupils. Length should be
800 to 1000 words. We use all types of stories. We
buy photographs for which we pay $3 to $5,
on acceptance. We use poetry at a 16 line maximum—25c a line. Reports are in three weeks. We
pay $10 to $15, on acceptance, for stories.”
Junior Life, Box 5, Station N, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Maud V. Rouse, Editor. Issued weekly; 60c a
year; 5 or more copies to one address, per quarter, 14c each. “We use fiction in late spring and
early summer—about 1800 to 2000 words. We
buy very few articles. Reports are in several weeks.
We pay 4c a word, after acceptance.”
The Little Folks, Hector, Minnesota. Mrs.
Edith Cling Palm, Editor. Issued weekly; 35c
a year. “We use stories for children from four to
eight years of age. Stories should not exceed 450
words. We use a few short ‘what to do’ articles.
We buy photographs occasionally. Verse should
not exceed 20 lines. Reports are within one week.
We pay low rates; payment on publication.”
Little Learner's Paper, David C. Cook Publishing Company, Elgin, Illinois. Mary Lou Taber,
Editor. “We use stories for children from four to
six years, not exceeding 600 words. Occasionally
we use simple puzzles and games. Payment is on
acceptance. Reports from one to four weeks.”

BOOK

AUTHORS

COMPLIMENT OF THE MONTH: "Your letters are thorough,
very helpful, and to the point," writes Frank Young of
Chicago, a coming book author. "Without undue flat ery
and exaggeration, they are remarkably helpful to the new
writer, The best expression | can think of to explain them is
that they ‘put the aspirant straight’, They not only point out
his mistakes in detail but suggest, also in detail, paths he
should take to hasten his future.’
LATEST NEWS: Another sale to Doubleday, Doran's Crime
Club! Look forward to the swell mystery THE ALARM OF
= BLACK CAT by D. B. Olsen— another click by this
client.
TREND OF THE TIMES: Recently | told you about a firm
which was increasing its yearly book output from 20 to 40.
Another book firm is falling in line, the fall list carrying {0
more books than usual. In spite of everything, heavier investments and commitments on the part of publishers can have
only one meaning. And the market for books by beginners
was never better.
LATEST CALLS: New contest, prize $1,000 plus royalties for
writers under 35. Wanted: A literary book dealing realistically
with the problems of adjustment
— social, economic and
gaia face the young men and women of America
ay.
The work of my authors appears on the lists of such
houses as DUTTON, DODD-MEAD, APPLETON, DOUBLEDAY-DORAN, VANGUARD, FUNK & WAGNALLS, SIMON
& SCHUSTER, LONGMANS-GREEN, DAVID McKAY, MORROW, PHOENIX, ARCADIA, GREENBERG, and many ‘others.
| am particularly interested in seeing book length manuscripts, either complete or incomplete, by writers who have
fot yet had books published. The market for first books is
better now than at any time during the last few years.
| shall be glad to discuss your book possibilities at no
obligation to you.

194]

There must be — and there is — in your own
background, in your own experiences, plenty
of material for fiction
— even though those
experiences may be so routine that you never
give them a second thought.
Don't make the mistake of so many beginners, who waste their energy running in the
wrong direction. Picking the wrong markets
for yourself can waste years for you; give
you an incalculable setback. Remember—
right now you are at the beginning of what
you hope will be a CAREER in writing. And
when you start, TELL ME ALL ABOUT YOURSELF. Only in that way can you build ON
YOUR OWN LIFE
— the surest bet of all!
"Your air mail letter and check was a wonderful
thrill," writes Marguerite Jacobs of Chicago. ‘Your
hints for revision were important in making the manuscript salable. | can state this with feeling and some
authority, because | have tried other agents, and not
one of them has ever criticized constructively.” Sales
as we go to press: $537.
Sales by my clients (stories, articles and serials) range
from AMERICAN, LIBERTY, ESQUIRE, CORONET, THIS
WEEK, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, and other slicks to top-notch action magazines
like ARGOSY, THRILLING ADVENTURE, BLACK MASK, etc.,
and into other fields represented by ALL STORY, LOVE
STORY, RANGELAND ROMANCES and the syndicates.
My successful authors told me about themselves when the
came to me.
hen you send me your first manuscript, tell
me all about yourself; the more you tell me, the better ‘iu
| know what markets you are suited for, and how to help
you reach them in the shortest possible time.
After | make a couple of sales for you, | drop all fees. My
sales commission is 10%. My rates for personal, detailed
analysis, suggested revision, and experienced marketing of
your manuscripts are: $1 for the first 4,000 words of each
manuscript; 50c per thousand words thereafter. All books
over 50,000 words, wy Poems, 50c each. No other fees.
No ‘‘collaborations." Resubmissions free . . . always. The
thorough help | give you in outlining and revising might be
called collaboration, but comes to you at my regular fees.
| report in two weeks, Remember that my work with
thousands of authors has made every one of your writing
difficulties familiar to me. Send me your best manuscripts
now and be sure to tell me about yourself.
A.
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Storytime, 161 Eighth Avenue, N., Nashville,
Kan
Tennessee. Agnes Kennedy Holmes, Editor. Issued
BENEFIT BY MY EXPERIENCE
Issue
weekly. “We use fiction between 600 and 700
‘use §
words. Also things that children can make written
Send your stories to me. I have
three
up in 100 to 350 words. We buy photographs. At
a background of writing, ediin e
present we are overstocked on poetry. Reports
torial and sales work.
are made monthly. We pay Yec a word, on acceptand
word
ance. No material purchased during the months
«
are
of July and August.”
per.
Young America, 32 E. 57th Street, New York
EVE WOODBURN
men!
City. Morris Weeks, Jr., Fiction Editor. Issued
Y
weekly during school year; 5c a copy; 85c a year.
Literary Agent and Critic.
lishiz
“We run one story per issue only. Must be very
Terms on Request.
mer,
close to 1200 words; interesting and if possible
333 East 43rd Street, New York City
in lo
educational, for boys and girls of ages 10 to 16
sing]
Good plots, action and characterization is reword
quired. No love interest or crime. All non-fiction
unm.
is staff written. No photographs or poetry. Reports
POETS
situa
are in about two weeks. We pay $25 per story,
Sond self-addressed stamped envelope for 1941 PRIZE PRO3;RAM; Quarterly prizes, $25; Poetry Book Contest, etc
vinci
on acceptance.”
veou will receive also description of HELP You RSELF
HANDBOOKS ($1 each) containing 999 PLACES TO SEND
shor!
The Young Catholic Messenger, 124 East Street,
POEMS
stori
Dayton, Ohio. Don Sharkey, Editor. Issued weekly.
KALEIDOGRAPH, A National Magazine of Poetry
of a
(Published monthly since 1929; 25c a copy; $2 a year)
“We use one short story in each issue. Length
624 N. Vernon Avenue
Dallas, Texas
age
should be between 1000 and 1200 words. Must
shar]
have strong plot and a moral, although moral
repo
should seem incidental to the plot. We use one
Hollywood Writers and Studios Prefer
fc a
serial story in from two to ten chapters with not
Our Manuscript Service
more than 1000 words per chapter. Suspense, if
You, too, will find it superior!
possible, should conclude each chapter. We pay
Fr
Expert typing _and editing based on 10 years of script production for STAGE, SCREEN and RADIO, as well as for
$25 for short stories; $50 to $125 for serials; Ica
City.
publishers. Accepted forms at our fingertips. Criticism, revision when desired. Write for rates or
word for fillers; $2.00 and up for poems. Paymon
For prompt service send script fo
ment is made on acceptance. We should like to
ly s
RUSTY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
add that timely material should be submitted
cent!
6715 Hollywood Bivd.,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
at least six weeks before the date of the issue in
Telephone—Granite 1157
arei
which it is to appear.”
tion.
The Young People, 317 West Broadway, Little
Ic
Falls, Minnesota. Rev. Emeroy Johnson, Editor.
Loui
Issued weekly; 5c a copy; 80c a year for single
quar
subscription; 5 or 6 to one address, 65c per
storit
subscription. “We use a limited number of short
prefe
stories, 1500 to 3000 words, on themes interesting
writi
to young people. Stories should be on a high moral
a sh
plane, but not ‘preachy’. We already have all
tions
the Thanksgiving and Christmas material we can
ture,
use. We also have all the serials we can use for
erary
We
this year. We use nature articles, popular science,
biography,
missions,
and
similar
material,
preferbe 1
FRENCH, GERMAN OR ITALIAN
“Learn by listening” to Cortina records, the NATlogic
ably less than 1000 words in length. We buy
URAL way-—quickly, easily, cheaply.
photographs occasionally, especially if they illusto tl
trate articles. No poetry. Reports are generally in
Ti)
Sent on 5 Days’ Approval
three weeks. We pay up to $3 per one thousand
cinn,
Most fascinating, most satisfactory method ever
known for learning or perfecting yourself in a
words, after publication.”
terly
foreign language. Investigate!
Young People’s Journal, 2923 Troost Avenue,
want
Kansas City, Missouri. S. T. Ludwig, Editor. | The
Booklet
FREE
for|
Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year.
“The Cortinaphone Short-Cut’’—tells just what you
“Although we are overstocked at present our
write
want to know. Interesting. Get it!
do 1
usual needs is for short stories of 1500 to 2200
Write Today--NOW
words ; serials 3 to 9 chapters, each chapter 2000
send
to 2500 words. We use biography, history, travel
We
CORTINA Academy (Language Specialists for 50 Yrs.)
Suite 3710, 105 West 40th St., New York City
and nature material in lengths between 800 and
or a
Please send me— without obligation— your free
1000 words. We buy photographs and poetry.
are
booklet. I am interested in (mark):
Reports are at least within 60 days. We pay $2.50
0 Spanish
C French
CD Italian
0 German
book
Payr
per 1000 words for prose; 10c a line for poetry;
PE id eteederbubsi
parr esuscelncsbeswnaeteesceewece
on
acceptance.”
licat
Address
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hville,
Young People’s Standard, 2923 Troost Avenue,
;
i
Issued
Kansas City, Missouri. S. T. Ludwig, Editor.
1 700
Issued weekly; 5c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We
THE
yritten
use short stories of 1500 to 2200 words; serials of
hs. At | three to nine chapters with 2000 to 2500 words
STORY-MARKET —
eports
in each chapter. We use biography, history, travel
a.
cceptand nature articles in lengths from 800 to 1000
CLINIC
10nths
words. We use poetry not over 16 lines. Reports
are at least in sixty days. We pay $2.50 for prose
York
per each 1000 words; 10c a line for poetry; payoffers to writers what has long been recog[ssued
ment on acceptance.
nized as essential in nearly every other field:
year
Young People’s Weekly, David C. Cook Pub|| THE POOLING OF SPECIALIZED
> very
lishing Company, Elgin, Illinois. Florence B. Pal| KNOWLEDGE.
»ssible
mer, managing Editor. Issued weekly; 17c each
We offer not only thorough and expert
‘o 16
in lots of five or more, per quarter; $1.00 a year,
| criticism of your story’s structure and style,
.
single subscription. “We use short stories of 3000
| but we also secure, when the story is close to
ae
~
a
ee
3
| market requirements, a Secret Service report,
iction
words, Principal characters preferably should be
| Some am edlene or editacial sendee. en eee
ports
unmarried college-age young people; wholesome
|| your story lacks and needs for Ghee eunaien:
story,
situations, character building. Stories must be con|| There is no additional charge for this secret
vincing, fast moving, and have strong plots. Also
| market report.
treet,
short stories of 2000 words are used, We use photo| PP ABC COURSE has been discontinued. It will
eekly.
stories with one to eight photos telling the story
lazy, hapetdh, “and denned’ canes Gea =
ength
of an event of vital, up-to-date jnterest to college| PLOT by Ed Bodin).
Must
age young people; 500 words. Only photos with
a
for ROYALTY BO. out Png month.
noral
sharp contrasts are acceptable. No poetry. We
nohennadin, nD agg ys
(style). “Ale
. one
report in six weeks, sooner if possible. We pay
| oe to build a salable short story.
» ant
lc a word; $3 ehch for photo on acceptance.”
| _
Send for Clinic Circular, —
|
°
VIRGIL MARKHAM
LOUIS DEJEAN
se, if
Miscllaneous Markets
ED BODIN
pay
Free America, 112 East 19th Street, New York
|| THE STORY-MARKET
CLINIC
lca
City. George F. Havell, Managing Editor. Issued
]}
;
Paymonthly ; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year. ‘““We use highBaedbernedennetStreet, —
New Yor
York City |
ce to
ly specialized material: subsistence farming, de—
—
——
itted
centralization. No photographs or poetry. Reports
NON-1-PROFESSIONAL WRITERS
1e in
are in one month. We pay 2ca word, on publicawhose stories are not selling need expert revision
qualifies ofmetheirto
scripts. Twenty years’ editorial exper‘encestories
r
. ”
‘‘doctored”
render that assistance. Agents welcome
ton.
Little
Iconograph, 732 St. Peter Street, New Orleans,
by me ait ae
a ta ee
ae go
litor.
Louisiana. Kenneth L. Beaudoin, Editor. Issued
one story if you mention Writer's Digest.
ingle
quarterly; 35c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use
MAITLAND LEROY OSBORNE
per
stories preferably from 1000 to 3000 words. We
23 Green Street
Wollaston, Mass.
short
prefer experimental prose, fiction or regia.ad
————SS——————S>=
——
sting
writing. We plan to devote one issue a year to
Let me type it and
10ral
a short novel. We use reviews of current publicaGIVE YOUR MANUSCRIPT
> all | tions, critiques of specific phases of art, architecTHAT PROFESSIONAL LOOK!
can | ture, poetry, prose technique, style, motives, lit30 cents per 1600 words. Corben Copy. Spelling corvected.
» for
erary ethics and new symbols. No photographs.
Extra outside pages. Verse Ic per line.
ence, | We use a bit of poetry, but that that we use must
Ann
Reynolds Typing Service
efer- | be tightly written and mechanically as well as
8231/2 Heliotrope Drive
Hollywod, Calif.
buy | logically coherent. Reports are within one week
lus- | to thirty days, payment in copies of magazine.”
THE
MANUSCRIPT
DOCTOR
y in
The Little Man Press, 3747 Hutton Street, CinWriters! My creative rewriting » oor stories and books
sand
cinnati, Ohio. Robert Lowry, Editor. Issued quarwill pave the road to success for
My clients tell me
a
9
a 4
OW,
continually that they are selling —s work which have
terly; 50c to $2.00 a copy ; $5.00 a year. We
professionally prepared ior publ’ on I ——,
oT ant:
riti
j
ali
S12)
>
give your writings new life, interest and appeal, and return
ars
wane experimental writing of high quality suitable
to you faultlessly typed, with extra copy. One doilar per
itor. | There is little use submitting anything unless the
thousand words. Write me for lower rate and convenient
ear. ‘ | for: publication
a
A
os in pam hlets and bound : volumes ’
EDITH M.eeNAILL, Box 72, Edgerton, Missouri
our
titer ts fanilliar with what we are doing, We
|.....cssscsseusesaueeenieeiassemmeee
200
do not issue sample copies but forse 50c we will
‘
1000
send you one of our pamphlet editions to study.
AUTHORS
ADVISER
.
:
:
Z
=
We seldom use articles. We might use biography
Constructive help designed to fit your individual needs on
, aca
3
;
boo short Revision.
story or article
manuscripts
accurate
“on
or yee ;
ee & See what fere
criticism.
Rewriting.
Marketing.rien
ails on
try.
are doing belore submitting.
e Duy poetry 10)
request.
2.50
book publication. Reports are in three weeks.
o
‘ RALPH W. WHITE
isis in r royaltiesies O on copies
Langdon Tel.
Avenue,WATertown 7620
Watertewa,
Mass.
try;
§ Payment
yment
pies sold,
sold, aft
after pu blication.”
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US

LAST

REJECTED
MANUSCRIPT?
HE very next time you receive a rejected
"Tsaanuseripe send it to us. Find out why
your manuscript was rejected. Certainly
there was a reason. It wasn’t sent back for fun.
We will carefully read your manuscript and
tell you point blank why your script was returned, where its greatest fault lies, where it
must be changed, where it may be sold, and
how it can be bettered. You will find our
criticism constructive, friendly, honest, and
eminently satisfactory.
For over a decade the Criticism Department
of WRITER’S DIGEST has been our most important division.
It’s our business to help
writers sell. We know the current magazine
market trends and we know how to make you
understand where your faults are and how to
correct them.
If you have never before patronized the
Criticism Department of WRITER’S DIGEST,
do so this month. Send us your manuscript,
and, if you wish, the rejection slip of your last
magazine to which you sent it. Our fees are
most reasonable.
We guarantee satisfaction
Most of our criticism checks are made out for
less than ten dollars, a small sum to find out
information that may prove invaluable to you.
Possibly we can re-route your talents for
you, and direct your literary energies to a
different type of work. The commercial literary field is so broad that a talented failure at
articles may prove a famous success at novels.
We are interested in your own individual problem. Let us help you to a firm literary success.
Write TODAY.
FEES
These fees include complete constructive
criticism, revision suggestions and specific market information about your own individual
manuscripts.
Me 60 TO00 WEIS. .66cccsscccecs 000 091.00
HOGG OO ZOC0 WOIGS. 0. cc ccccseceove .- 2.00
BP AO
WON is tcevcroesedecee Ste
3000 to 4000 words........... ieee en ee
4000 to 5000 words............ coccee 5.00
after 5000 words, the fee is only 60¢ per
thousand words.
Poetry, 4c the line.
Minimum fee, $1.00.
Criticism Department
WRITER'S
22 East 12th S¢t.,

DIGEST
Cincinnati, Ohio

Writer’s Digest is your
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The Parents’ Magazine, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York City. Clara Savage Littledale, Editor
Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We
rarely use fiction; only occasional pieces dealing
with some phase of child development; 2500
words in length. We have a limited market for
2500 or 3000 word articles, scientifically correct,
concerning care and training of children from
birth through teens ; also mental hygiene for
parents. Shorter personal experience articles telling how particular and typical problems were
handled. No juvenile material is accepted. We
buy photographs occasionally. Reports are in two
weeks. We pay about 1c a word, on acceptance.”
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Confession Markets
Life Story Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New
York City. Ruth Marrow, Editor. Issued monthly;
25c a copy. “We use first person confession stories
dealing with the everyday problems of real people.
Length, 5000 to 7000 words. We use fact stories
with byline and pictures of confession type. W
buy photographs and poetry. Reports are in tw
weeks. Payment is 2c a word on acceptance.”
True Experiences, 122 East 42nd Street, New
York City. Henry Lieferant, Editor.
Issued
monthly ; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use 3000
to 9000 word stories dealing with everyday problems in a clean, wholesome way. Emphasis is on
romance rather than sex. No sordidness or melodrama is wanted. Serials, 20,000 words; novelettes,
16,000 words. No photographs or poetry. Reports
are made as soon as possible. We pay approximately 2c a word.”
True Love & Romance, 122 East 42nd Street,
New York City. Henry Lieferant, Editor. Issued
monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use
stories dealing with everyday problems in a clean,
wholesome way. Emphasis should be on romance
rather than sex. Short stories, 3000 to 9000 words;
serials, 20,000 words; novelettes, 16,000 words.
Reports are made as soon as possible. We pay 2c
per word.”
True Romances, 122 East 42nd Street, New York
City. Henry Lieferant, Editor. Issued monthly;
10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use the same type
of material and the same lengths in this magazine
as in True Experiences.”
Trade Journal Markets
Arizona Highways, Arizona Highway Department, Phoenix, Arizona. Raymond Carlson, Editor.
Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We
use travel articles pertaining to Arizona, and historical and personality articles pertaining to Arizona people. Length, 2500 words. We buy photographs. Reports are in one week. We pay Ic
a word, on articles; from $2.00 to $5.00 for
photos.”
Commercial Car journal, Chestnut and 56th
Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. George T.
Hook, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00
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a year. “We feature articles dealing with the operation and maintenance practices of truck fleet
operations—laundries, dairies, department stores,
utilities, coal dealers, bottlers, newspapers, petroleum takers, meat packers, motor freight haulers,
etc. We buy photographs. We pay $25 to $50,
depending upon articles. Usually payment is made
on publication.”
Ford Field, 407 E. Michigan Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Walter W. Belson, Editor. Issued
monthly ; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We want
stories about Ford tractor dealers—how they are
merchandising the tractor and implements—service
technique. We do not want success stories as such.
Novel, ingenious, and successful merchandising and
promotion programs are what we want. We buy
photographs. Reports are in two weeks. We pay
lc a word, on acceptance ; $1.00 for photos, small
snapshots, 50c.”
Ford News, Dearborn, Michigan. William A.
Simmonds, Editor. Issued monthly; 5c a copy;
50c a year. “Our present supply of material is adequate. We occasionally purchase short stories with
photos possessing Ford angle and having unusual
interest. Reports are in two weeks to one month.
Payment ranges for $35 up, according to material.”
National Motorist, 216 Pine Street, San Francisco, California. Gene Hogle, Editor. Bert Stewart, Jr., Associate, Editor. Issued monthly. “We
want California historical articles from 1500 to
2500 words, including illustrations of proper type.
We buy a few photographs. Reports are within
two weeks. We pay 2c a word with maximum of
$15 on one story, including illustrations, payable
on acceptance.”
Scholastic, 220 East 42nd Street, New York City.
Kenneth M. Gould, Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a
copy; $1.00 English or S. S. Edition, $1.30 combined Edition, $2.00 Teacher Edition. “We use
short, vividly written informational articles on such
subjects as English composition, government, social
problems, history, etc. Other material is supplied
by staff writers. Reports are within one month.
We pay minimum of Ic a word, after publication.”
Lost Plug
Sir:
Wish I’d known you were going to use “Plant!”
in advance, as I have a new novel out now—
published by Appleton, Century, called “Destroyan”, and we probably could have gotten a plug
for it. Ah well.
Life is still very nice here, and I am working
hard; expect to stay on here with the company.
“I Wake Up Screaming”, now called “Hot Spot”
is already filmed, and is being released in a few
weeks as one of the 4 big productions on our Fall
list. Have a Marine picture going in next; and
am now working on a musical for Alice Faye.
Have Mark Hellinger for my producer—he’s a
wonderful, really wonderful guy!
As ever,
Steve FIsHER,
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.
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Beginners
Only

aK
N the 15th of each month WRITER’S DIGEST enrolls a selected
group of students in its Beginner’s Indtvidual Course in Short Story Writing.
Experienced students or writers with
a good record of MS. sales are not
eligible. A monthly group of sincere
students will be accepted and trained.
The purpose of this Beginner’s Course
in Writing ts to show plainly the elements tn writing and painstakingly explain how to write short stories. The
course lasts four months.
RADUATES
of the Beginner’s
Course in Writing will not suddenly become professional writers, nor
will they be able to do stories offhand
for the smoothpaper magazines. They
WILL,
however,
understand a few
secrets of professional writing, and be
able to compose good readable English
in the approved editorial form. Only
sincere students desired.
The price of this course is quite reasonable.*
You will have opportunity
to study under experienced, professional
editors who will take an individual interest in your progress. Complete details and an outline of the Beginner’s
Course in Writing that will intrigue
and inspire you await sincere inquities.
We

urge you

to reply at once.

WRITER’S DIGEST,
22 East 12th Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in Writing. This puts me under no obligation.
Name ....
or
ee
ne
Address
‘
‘evan ne>
dawedee
City
ste ;
ey
... State
*We believe this to be the lowest priced short
story course sold by a reliable institution. Money
back agreement on ALL enrollments.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.

Warirer’s Dicest
Courses
MAGAZINE

in
WRITING

Fiction — Non-Fiction
practical home study training for
those who must work in spare time
The Magazine Institute, a private school owned
and operated by successful writers and editors,
offers practical, up-to-date training in story and
article writing. You work in your own home.
Every assignment you send in is returned with
detailed criticism.
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
An experienced writer or editor takes you in hand, an—
all your questions, helping you find the type of
work for which you are naturally suited. Before long
you are writing in your own home fiction stories, essays,
short sketches, whatever you are best fitted to do.
SSSSSESCREE
REESE eSeeeEe
SEND THE COUPON TODAY for the free booklet
which tells about opportunities in magazine writing.
THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE .. . Dept. ED-10,
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
Please send your booklet, without obligation, to:
Name
ADDRESS
,
(Inquiries confidential. No alnae will‘call).

SPEND
YOUR
TIME WRITING
Are you one of the alleged writers who reads magazines
when he knows he should be writing? I will save you
that time, and bolster your conscience. Subscribe for my
service and keep informed on current market slants.
Accurate digests of magazine stories $3 a year for monthlies, $12 a year for weeklies. Send postcard for full —
mation. Lizette Fehrlin, 317 East 18 St., New York,

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE!
! !
**You did a remarkable work on the script and the Editor
of the magazine to whom it was submitted accepted it
for publication at his regular rates. Congratulations.”’
The Pacey noo
is one
of the several
recet
rom ourcommendation
satisfied clients
everywhere
We cantestimonials
help you.
We
jalizenovels,
in rewriting
and sermons,
ghost-writing
of short
book sg length
radio plays,
speeches,
lectures,stories,
etc.
Send
your
stories
for
professional
eencing
analysis
and
criticism
Enclose
for short-shorts
2,000 words and $3.00
from 3,000$1.00to 8.000
wordage. up
Markets are brisk.
wae be. Freemarketed
po
U. S. ave
A. on 10%scripts
commission.
marketingin
advice. andFree thecirculars.
Continental Writers and Speakers Bureau
705 Railways Exchange Bidg.
Montreal

Fit Your Abilities
ToThe Opportunities
You have unused talents
and mental powers. Learn to
develop those faculties of mind
which today’s world of dusiness
demands. Start life anew—without changing your affairs. Write
the Rosicrucians for free Sealed
Book telling how you may receive age-old
teachings to achieve personal power.
Address: Scribe O.72
The ROSICRUCIANS, (Amorc)* San Jose, Calif.

(Continued from page 24)
2. Use a good ribbon on your typewriter,
put your name where it belongs, proofread
for errors in typing and leave the standard
margins.
Take the time to look at a publication befor you start querying or writing for it.
That’s all for now—it’s your turn.
Play Contest
Sirs:
The Tributary Theatre of Boston wishes to report that their schedule for the season includes
Shakespeare’s “King John,’ William Saroyan’s
“Love’s Old Sweet Song,’ John Webster’s “Duchess
of Alfi,” and Henrik Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt.” The
“Trib” has also recently announced their sponsorship of a playwriting contest.
The play selected will be produced by the
Tributary Theatre in May, 1942, as part of its
regular season. The author will receive the usual
amateur royalties of fifty dollars each performance.
1. Plays should have regional theme, i. e., Boston
or New England. Plays must be of sufficient
length for full evening’s performance. Plays
must be reasonable in production demands and
must be original.
). Plays must be typed on one side of paper and
must be accompanied by an entry blank.
Please enclose stamped self-addressed envelope
for return. Otherwise manuscript will be returned express collect. To assure complete
fairness of judging, name of author must not
appear on manuscript but pseudonym must be
used instead. Author’s real name must appear
only on entry blank. The entry blank and the
self-addressed envelope should be enclosed
a sealed envelope, on the outside of which is
written the pseudonym.
3. The closing date will be January 15, 1942.
Further information may be obtained by writing
the Playwriting Contest Department, Tributary
Theatre of Boston, 739 Boylston Street, Boston,
Massachusetts.
Wititiam C. Mooney
Gag Panels
Sir:
We are also in the market for two-column gag
panels on aviation; payment is on a 50-50 basis,
less cost of production. Newspaper promotion ideas
are also wantted.
Enclose stamped addressed
nvelope.
Peter C. Dinos,
Allied Features Syndicate,
512 5th Ave., N. Y. C.

Sir:
On page 32 of the September, 1941 issue of the
DicEsT it is stated that “College Life has been
suspended.” This is an error. College Life has
been temporarily suspended.
Rosert A. Pings, Collegian Press, Inc.,
10 East 40th St., New York City.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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The Comics are a Real Market
Sir:
I was very impressed by the article by Mr.
Turner in the October DiceEstT.
Of our three comics, Calling All Girls and Real
Heroes are bi-monthlies, and True Comics is a
monthly.
There seems to be an idea among script writers
that truth is long winded. Our greatest difficulty
is that writers are sending material which they
evidently don’t clearly visualize in their minds.
You would think that we were paying by the
word. Secondly, the “True” comics field, at the
present moment, is particularly interested in people
who have research material at their fingertips.
The payment does not allow for much time spent
in checking facts. As a result we are flooded with
scripts which need to be verified from step to step
and which fail to have the authenticity that careful research gives. I know of no solution to the
problem except to find people with dramatic and
pictorial sense who do a lot of non-fiction reading
on their own.
We pay $3 per finished page; that is, if the
artist develops your material into a six page feature, we will pay the writer $18.00.
WituiaM D. ALLEN
Tue Parents’ MaGAzZzInE Press, INnc.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
Fawcett Comics
Sir:
Trying to be as brief as possible, will outline
my demands as follows:
I’ll state my rates as $2.50 per page minimum.
I prefer experienced writers, able of handling plot
and characterization.
One flaw is that we'd
rather work with writers right here in New York.
Scripts sent through the mail are difficult because
of inconvenience of analyzing them with the
authors. My suggestion is that authors pick up a
couple of our mags and go through them thoroughly. Study them, and then submit a synopsis
(doesn’t have to be more than two or three hundred words) and two or three pages of script.
We’re always open for new ideas, but would
also like to see stories built around characters
already established.
France E. Herron, Editor of Comics,
Fawcett Publications, Incorporated,
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Writer

*160,000

New book by Famous
you how to write

Writer will show

for profit
— or it

COSTS YOU NOTHING!
—John R. Tunis, famous contributor to COLLIER’S, THIS WEEK, SATURDAY EVENING
POST, and other magazines, tells how he has
created and sold articles and stories for over 20
years, and includes actual samples.
RE you puzzled because stories and articles
you KNOW are good come back with rejection slips—instead of checks? Then this new book,
THIS WRITING GAME by John R, Tunis, can
give you the help you need!
John Tunis has sold more than 800 articles and
stories to national magazines—at an average price
of better than $200.00 each! From his long experience, Mr. Tunis says: “Anybody can write—but
writing for money is a business. Whether or not
you sell depends on your knowledge of business
methods—of how to give editors what they want!”
Stop "Shooting in the Dark"!
Instead of confusing you with tiresome rules and
definitions, Mr. Tunis shows you—with 35 complete articles and stories—the exact steps he goes
through; where he gets his ideas; how he does his
research; how he makes certain (even before he
starts writing) that an editor will be interested.
All writers agree that you must
study published stories and articles
to discover what qualities your own
writing must have. But never before
has any book given you an opportunity to observe - step. If you
want to write FOR PROFIT, fill out
the coupon below—mail it today!
PARTIAL
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SEND NO MONEYvce
an
money2 with00: thecentcoupon
here. When your copy of this book arrives, deposit only $3.00
(plus small C.O.D. charge) with postman. YOU ARE. NOT
OBLIGATED IN ANY VAY—you need not keep the book
unless you really want it. If you do not agree at once that
it will be worth far more to you than its modest price, send
it back—your money will be promptly refunded. Mail coupon
NOW to A. S. Barnes & Co., Dept. b, 67 W. 44th St., N. Y.
A. S. BARNES & CO., Dept. D
67 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Send C.O.D.
me THIS WRITING
GAME. I If willnot deposit
$3.00 (plus
small
with postman.
completely
after
days’ becharge)
examination,
may return the book
to you —
and
money 5 will
promptly refunded.
NAME ..w ce rccrccrererecseseeessseeseeessesesesseese
AGGreBS 2... cece cece rere researc seserer ss esseessete
ty CHECK HERE if enclosing $3.00 Sta nae or money order)
WITH this coupon, in which case WE PAY POSTAGE.

The Writer’s Digest, 22 East 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. Published by the Automobile Digest Publishing Co. ag ge
$2.00 the year. Vol. 21, No. 12. Entered as second class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post Office, Cin., O., U. S.

WRITER’s
Inexperienced—Yet Earns
$1,000 on Writing in
18 Months
“Since finishing your course I have
sold articles to the N. Y. Times, Central Press Assn. and various magazines. My writing netted me over
$300 my first year and almost $700
the first six months this year. Despite
a serious physical handicap, I am now
making my living by writing.”’—Andreas Dorpalen, 206 W. 95th &., New
York City.
What

makes

WRITING
ability GROW?
For a number of years, the Newspaper Institute of America has been giving free Writing Aptitude Tests to men and
women with literary ambitions.
Sometimes it seems half the people in America who are
fired with the desire to write have taken advantage of this
offer to measure their ability.
What the tests show
Up to date, no one who could be called a “born writer’
has filled out our Writing Aptitude Test. We have not yet
discovered a single individual miraculously endowed by nature
with all the qualities that go to make up a successful author.
ss One aspirant has interesting ideas—and a dull, uninteresting style. Another has great creative imagination but is
woefully weak on structure and technique. A third has a
natural writing knack—yet lacks judgment and knowledge of
human behavior. In each case, success can come only after
the missing links have been forged in.
_ Here, then, is the principal reason why so many promising writers fail to go ahead. Their talent is one-sided—
incomplete. It needs rounding out.
Learn to write by writing
EWSPAPER Institute training is based on journalism
—continuous writing—the sort of training that turns
out more successful writers than any other experience. Newsaper-trained writers are numbered not by dozens but by
undreds.
One advantage of our New York Copy Desk Method isthat it
starts you writing and keeps you writing in your own home, on
your own time. Week by week, you receive actual assignments
just as if you were right at work on a great metropolitan daily.
All your writing is individually corrected and criticized by
veteran writers with years of experience ‘‘breaking in’ new authors. They will point out those faults of style, structure or
viewpoint that keep you from progressing. At the same time,
they w'll give you constructive suggestions for building up and
developing your natural aptitudes.
ee
_In fact, so stimulating is this association that student members often begin to MENNOTICE—
OF DRAFT
sell their work before they finish the
AGE
course. We do not mean to insinuate that
they sky-rocket into the ‘‘big money,”’ or
No
need
become prominent overnight. Most begintate to testto hesiyour
nings are made with earnings of $25, $50,
writing ability
$100, or more, for material that takes
even though you
little time to write—stories, articles on
tion age. a
business. fads, travels, sports, recipes,
A. agrees to reetc.—things that can eas‘ly be turned out
fund in full the
in leisure hours, and often on the impulse | f/tion efanyone
of the moment.
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s
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Yor mile
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VU for
Armed
If you really want to know the truth
about your writing ambitions, send for
our interesting Writing Aptitude Test. This searching test of
your native abilities is free—ent'rely without obligation. Fill in
and send the coupon. Newspaper Institute of America,
One Park Ave., New York. (Founded 1925.)

DIGEST
An Open Market, But a Tough One
Sir:
Following is a complete list of the magazines
comprising the SUPERMAN DC Comic Group.
Please note that the left eight magazines are edited
by Whitney Ellsworth, at 480 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N. Y., and the right six by M. C.
Gaines, at 225 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y.
All-American Comics
Action Comics
Flash Comics
Adventure Comics
All-Flash Bi-Monthly
Detective Comics
Sensation Comics
More Fun Comics
All-Star Comics
World’s Finest Comics
Green Lantern Quarterly
Star-Spangled Comics
Superman
Batman
As you probably know, this is the largest-selling
comic group in the country, comprising about 11%
of total titles in the field and selling approximately 35% of all comic magazines sold in the
United States.
Our so-called “lead” features are handled by
staff writers, but there is still, however, an open
market for the comic strip writer who can deliver
the goods—the experienced craftsman who can
slant intelligently, who realizes the necessity for
sincere and careful analysis of a new medium, and
who is willing to give us of his best.
Writing for this group is not a pushover affair.
Inasmuch as we pay better than most pulp houses,
we have attracted many established pulp fiction
writers. And not even all good pulp writers make
good comic writers; this is a highly specialized
field, and requires ability to express story through
a visual medium. Anyone who makes the mistake
of “writing down’ to the medium is licked before
he starts. We require all the elements of a wellplotted action story: colorful locale, strong characterization, an original basic idea, tricky picturemaking action, and heroes who work with their
wits as well as with their weapons.
The average script accepted here is edited as
carefully as a magazine story, and a rewrite is
the rule rather than the exception—at least until
a writer has done enough scripts for us to get
himself “into the groove.” Our three-man editorial board “talks” stories with writers, helping
them to plot and slant, and almost never does a
script go to an artist without one or more of the
editors doing a polishing job on captions and
dialogue.
This is an open market—but a tough one. Stuff
has to be definitely superior to click here.
Mr. Turner says in his article that there should
be a gold mine in animated cartoons of comic
magazine characters as soon as the movie producers get wise to the idea. Paramount Pictures
is now releasing the first of a series of at least
twelve such shorts based on the inimitable Superman.
WuitNney ELiswortu, Editor,
Detective Comics, Inc.,
480 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Avenue, New York
Send me, without cost or obligation, your writing
Aptitude Test and further information about writing
for profit, as promised in Writer’s Digest, November.
Miss
Mrs.
?
Address .
ee
All correspondence confidential. No salesman will call on you.
SSSSSSSSSESSESSESS
SSS SS SSeeeeeseeS
Copyright 1941 Newspaper Institute of America
7T431
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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We were very highly interested in the article
written by Robert Turner. We find that it meets
.
x
with our thorough approval.
.
In fact this is the precise policy we have been
.
’
pursuing for more than a 2 and we are only
too happy to note that others are recognizing
:
the necessity for change.
Interested writers may contact Harry Shorten,
Editor, for our group of comics which include
Pep Comics, Zip Comics, Top Notch Comics,
Blue Ribbon Comics, Fackpot Comics and Shield
Wizard Comics.
Louis H. SILBeRKLEIT,
M. L. 7. Magazines, Inc.,
160 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y.

terly
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Our requirements may be summed as: Read Our
Pocket Comics and Speed Comics to gain working
familiarity with the characters and the type of
stories we use. We demand strong plot, strong
.
.
menace, and characters that live.
Only ¥ writers
living in or near New York City have any chance
to write for us as most of our material is decided
during editorial conferences.
ALFreD Harvey, Publisher, Comic Group,
67 West 44th St., New York.
© For more news on comics see page 34. For list
of all comic magazine publishers see the DicEest
for October.—Ep.
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461 Eighth Ave., New York
Sir:
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We are in the market for detective fiction. The
usual Ziff-Davis editorial policy must govern all
stories—swift action, thrills, adventure, romance,
etc.
Lengths from 3000 to 45,000. We will also use
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STORIES
BOOKS
PLAYS
rofessionally corrected and typed. No erasures.
Fine20-bsag-content Bond. Cashes <r on white 1S.
beens —— 30c bg mm lengths ac; radioplays
50c. Verse Yc line. Plus postage. Minimum $1.
for extensivecenter
revisiondink
and criticism,
on request.
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Hollywood Studios Need Stories!
Purchase of originals has reached a new high—
é
z
‘
Are You Neglecting This Lucrative Market?
To reach it you must have an accredited agent. I offer
you personal representation—since 1919 I have had my
offices in Hollywood, contacting studios daily.
Beginner or established author, your work may be my
next sale! Write today for free booklet.
ADELINE
6605 Uoiyweed Bivd.
a ar

M.

PROFESSIONAL

YEARS A NEWSPAPERMAN,

ALVORD
Hollywood,
aes

Calif.

WRITER

EDITOR, MAGAZINE
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Author of short stories distinguished by recognition in several editions of the annual
“O. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories” book.
WRITE ME A LETTER ABOUT YOUR WRITING HOPES AND PROBLEMS—ABOUT YOUR REASONS FOR
READING THIS AD. I'LL REPLY BY PERSONAL LETTER, AND | WILL ALSO MAIL TO YOU A
COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF MY COPYRIGHTED BOOKLET ON THE ANATOMY OF THE SHORT
STORY: “IT'S A FORMULA—PLUS A FLAIR." NO OBLIGATION WHATEVER!

.
”
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BOSBOROUGH
: |
|_!780_West 100th Street
Chicago, Illinois|

Sir:
I am very sorry but we don’t buy any free-lance
material for our comic books. All the material
is supplied by the office force.
Fiction House, Inc.,
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WRITE YOUR NOVEL—
Here is a time-and-work saving Plan which also assures
a soundly built novel. a day by day guidance through |
the preliminary note-taking, plotting, writing, and final|
revisions of a novel. There is nothing like it anywhere |
else. The fifteen Sections, each ten or more pages long,
include Organizing the Novel Project into an orderly,
| simplified Plan; Finding and Expanding the Idea; As|combling the Characters; Making up the Chapters, etc.,
etc. A Novel is the quickest way to literary success and
this Plan cuts the labor almost in half.
Write for free particulars.
more
ANNE HAMILTON
Literary Specialist
Instruction and Criticism: Novels, Poetry, Short Stories
745 So. Plymouth Bivd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Writer Consultant to Writers
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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some non-fiction of a thrilling sort and also of a
scientific or psuedo-scientific type. The rates will
be the same as our other magazines, Amazing Stories and Fantastic Adventures, promptly on acceptance. Immediate reports guaranteed.
We will also welcome humorous cartoons, suitable for a detective magazine.
R. A. Parmer, Managing Editor, Fiction Group,
608 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago.
Bible
Sir:
To know there are so many enthusiastic readers
of Writer’s DicesT has been a pleasing discovery.
It certainly is far reaching, and surely is an
effective medium for the dissemination of ideas
among writers. In other words, the Dicest appears
to be the Bible of the writing profession.
I want to apologize to you who have written me
regarding that letter of mine published in the
September issue.
There have been so many letters that to answer all of them in a personal manner would
keep me busy for days.
Also I want to thank all of you for the friendly,
enthusiastic comments. It plainly indicates that
a great many of us are confronted by the problem of pointing out to Editors that we who live
out here in the West know best our own wide
open spaces.
Lup LANDMICHL,
Riverton, Wyoming.
Background of an Artist
Sir:
I read the letters you published by Lud Landmichl, and Gunnison Steele in the Dicest for
September and October and cannot dismiss this
with a slighting “old stuff.” But, you will want
to know who the hell I am, because I’m going to
call a spade a spade.
I went to work at twelve. At sixteen I rode
a buckskin pony from the Pecos country of Texas
to the Judith Basin country of Montana.
I
wrangled horses, punched cows and broke broncs
to ride and drive. I drove stage, too, and
freighted with a jerk-line. I have spent all of
fifteen years in the saddle and rode range from
the Canadian border down into Old Mexico.
I hooked up with some big cow outfits in that
long ago—Miller and Lux of California, the Carry Brothers outfit in Route county, Colorado, the
Two Dot Wilson outfit of Montana, the old
Hatchet and Half Circle outfit below Pueblo,
Colorado. I crossed the 101 in Oklahoma, and
the old XIT down in Texas, too. I was in Old
Mexico when the Madero revolution broke out,
and I wound up owning a ranch in the foothills
of the Big Snowy mountains of Montana. There,
I was right-hand witness to several bloody gun
fights, and I helped to dig graves when the fracas
was over. I fought in the trenches of France
during the World War and was wounded twice in

action. After that I studied art and became a
commercial artist here in Chicago.
During the last seventeen or eighteen years I
sold hundreds of drawings to newspapers, book
publishers, magazines and advertising firms while
in the meantime my Western stories and Western
articles graced the pages of the Lariat, Big Book
Western, All Western, Chicago Blade & Ledger,
Two-Gun
Western Stories, Black Mask, ete.
There’s my salute, old-timers. There’s more to me.
I was close to hell twice; but that introduction
will suffice to allow me to ride with you down
the writer’s Trail of Hope.
Mr. Gunnison Steele mentions that in the old
Westerns, blood flowed by the bucketfulls and
men died by the dozens, while the grammar in
most of the pulp stories would make a grade school
pupil blush with shame.
Bucketfulls of blood are still dashed into the
picture, only a bit more artistically—they sprinkle
it on instead of pouring it over. As to poor
grammar used then in the Western pulps, well,
not a few of the editors preferred unpolished yarns,
from cowpunchers.
I sold chuck-wagon yarns
then to Mr. Kelly of the Lariat magazine. And
Mr. Steele you must consider that a cowpuncher
had little time for schooling. I know —I had to
get mine later. And the editors of the late ’20’s
did not expect to find a purist amongst a group
of flea-bitten waddies.
Mr. Lud Landmichl said in his letter: “A lot of
stuff they publish today is faked up by swivelchair
westeners who live in N. Y. C.” There’s a lot of
truth to that. Not so long ago I happened to be
in on an editorial office and had a good chance
to look over several scripts written by two of
our most prolific pulpateers. When I got through
reading their yarns, I shivered in my boots. One
of the writers had his setting in Montana. The
rancher run out of hay, and—as the story went—
the rancher fed his cattle sorghum stocks and
mashes. The other yarn had the boys—as the
story went—go up to the boss every Saturday
night to get their pay-check . . . Well, in all my
travels up and down the wide range, I have
never seen a pay-day. You could draw your money
anytime or just leave it ride until you went to
town.
Mr. Gunnison Steele, you mentioned something
about top-notchers, who lived in the West and know
the West inside-out
— Walt Coburn, Harry Olmstead, Ray Nafizier, Chuck Martin, Ed Earl Repp
. . . Did you ever ask them, in what time they
could bull-dog a steer? Sure, they are good
writers.
A writer can live in the West and know nothing
about a cow camp, cowpunchers or range. Mr.
Gunnison Steele, you say the “old stuff is out,
forever.” Well, that’s taking in a danged lot of
territory. Even a pulp editor would feel reluctant
in leaping to that conclusion. It is not improbable
for the Old Westerns to come back with a blast...
I agree with Mr. Lud Landmichl that many
Westerns written today lack the real Old West
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we General Cornwallis surrendered to Washington his troops marched
out with bands playing. The tune they chose was “The World's Turned
Upside Down." . . . What tune would be appropriate to the events of
today? Here is a world not merely turned upside down but falling apart
—and a new world being built at the same time. What an opportunity for
the writer who can see past the headlines into the hearts of the peoplel
Never has there been so much to write about.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED.
And never has there been such a market for the writer's work. Never
has the demand so far exceeded the supply. And so we are telling you—
you writers,
new and d old—that
all kinds
kinds of of manuit
old—that we want 77manuscripts,
ipts, all
scripts—Short Stories, Books of Fiction and Non-Fiction, Plays, Motion Picture and Radio Material. Our twenty years experience of handling all kinds
of manuscripts in all markets enables us to get the-best possible results for
our clients, for we cover all markets. We want the following:
SHORT STORIES.
Material for the big markets must be of high quality, but we are often
able to introduce a new writer to some of the lesser markets while he is
learning. There is an eager demand for good Short Stories in all markets.
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BOOKS.
While some writers devote themselves entirely to the Short Story others
are attracted by the greater freedom of the Book field. There are fewer
restrictions here and the form is less rigid. In addition to novels there is
a strong demand for works of non-fiction, and one of the most important
literary prizes is now being offered for a work of non-fiction.
PLAYS.
The Theatre is an even freer field, though
3 a more difficult one. In a
play the writer can say almost anything, present almost any point of view
—always provided, of course, that he tells a story with originality, vigor,
and sincerity. A high quality of craftsmanship is required.
MOTION PICTURES.
Picture rights of all the above—Short Stories, Books, and Plays—are
commonly sold to the Hollywood studios. There is also a demand for
original screen stories. No special technique is required. The effectiveness
of our own connections on the West Coast is indicated by our frequent
and large sales of picture material.

The Love Duel
,
The Play’s the Thing

RADIO, TELEVISION, ETC.
The market in these fields is still limited, but is developing,
and we are
Pp
in constant touch with all the major P producers and with the Advertisin 8
Agencies that originate programs.
TO WRITERS: If
tablished
fessional
writ
!
submission of nome io om be ie on ton, We a cuore te af “a
them. There is no charge for examining your work, provided you send us information establishing your professional status.
If you are a beginner, or a new writer not yet established, we charge a fee
for examining and reporting on your manuscript. If your writing work shows promise
we will be glad to work with you. Our departments of instruction and collaboration
provide edequately for all the needs of the new writer, whatever his state of development may be.
Writers are cordially invited to send for our booklet. It gives full information
about this organization. There is no obligation, of course, but nine cents in stamps
should be enclosed to cover postage.
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PAUKER,

Dept. D-11, Capitol Theatre
1639

BROADWAY,

INC.
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WrRITER’S DIGEST
THE

EDITOR

OF

URGES
“Buy,

beg,

copy

ESQUIRE

WRITERS
borrow

of this

or steal

a

book...”

He's referring to Jack Woodford's famous TRIAL
AND ERROR which has helped more writers sell than
all other book on writing put together.
And readers of Woodford's latest: PLOTTING—How to Have A Brain Child are saying
the same about that one. “INVALUABLE TO THE
BEGINNING WRITER," says FAITH BALDWIN,
famous slick magazine author.
Unquestionably the two most useful books for writers ever published. The complete writer's library.
Coupon below will bring your copy of PLOTTING or
TRIAL AND ERROR, or both. 5 day refund guarantee applies on both books.
Mail —— Department, Carlyle House Publishers
P. O. Box 162, Grand Central Annex, New York City
1] Send me TRIAL AND ERROR, price $3.00
[CJ Send me PLOTTING, price $3.00
| may ie books within five days for complete refund
if | am not satisfied.
Name
Address
oO Gacioond find dock

0 Send C, O. D.

TYPING!
Says a well-known writer: ‘‘Everythin vee for me—
sells.’’ It may do the same for you. She pe 000 words.
Carbon, postage free. Minor psoas: oy ‘aa markets
suggested. Inquiries invited. Try me.
V. GLENN CASNER
REPTON,
KENTUCKY

BIG

atmosphere. It just seems to me that these Eastern
Pilgrims have pulled the West right into their
back-yard .
Surely, I’m not going to bark at
them for that. If they can convince editors that
sorghum stocks are fed to Montana range cattle,
and the boys play bridge in the bunk-house, and
cow outfits pay off every Saturday night so the
boys can go to the movies, you’ve got something!
Pulp editors don’t know the West, and they are
taking a long chance, hoping nothing is wrong
with the story’s background. True, the Westerns
can be faked, and that faking makes the readers
rebel . . . What then is the outcome? The editors
of the Western pulps know that answer only too
well, and the old blind nag is gently led to the
cannery to be shot at sunrise.
Jor E. Dasu,
1439 N. La Salle Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Calling Boone County
Sir:
I see that Mr. Follansbee of Brooklyn was able
to get in touch with a writer’s club in his locality
through the Forum. I am wondering if the Forum
could do the same for me. There are writer's
clubs in Chicago, but I live approximately seventy
miles from there.
I would like to get in touch with writers in my
neighborhood and plan for a club here, in the
Belvidere, Boone County area.
FLORENCE J. JOHNSON,
Garden Prairie, Illinois,
Route 1.
Sir:
Last night at The Monteleone Hotel here, we
organized the Writers’ Club of New Orleans, with
48 members, both experienced writers and beginners. I was elected President of the club, and
Mr. Dan Monroe, of the Standard Oil Company
staff, Secretary.
Having just gotten under way, we are looking
around for suggestions. One of our ambitions is
to make visiting writers welcome and to aid them
in any manner possible while in our city.
Incidentally, the second item in the Personal
column on page 54 of the Writers’ Dicest for
September, reading “BEGINNERS—New Orleans
—Let’s form writer’s club,” started the thing off.
I called Dan Monroe on the telephone, we lined
up a program, and The Writers’ Club of New
Orleans, is now a reality.
Georce H. TrnkKer,
Consulting Engineer,
1121 Crete St., New Orleans, La.
® The Dicest gladly extends space to writers
forming local clubs, as well as to established clubs
that desire more members.—Eb.

DIME'S
WORTH!
Here's pins New For Writers!
Take your choice of any of these twelve new brochures by
Wycliffe A. Hill, author of ‘Plot Genie’ and “‘Article Writing
Made Easy’ *—for a dime each! Stamps or coin.
1. Genie Formula for Radio or Stee Play Plot
2. The Article Writing Formula
3. HowTo Syndicate What You Write
4. How To Criticize Your Own S$
5. How To Protect Your
I
6. How To Write A Book In Six Days
7. Plot Ideas From The Subcons
Mind
8. Story Writing Self Taught
9. How To Write Your Life Story
10. How To Choose A Success Pen Name
Personal Guidance Articles
9 How To Market Your Story
2. Interesting Story Openings
Sir:
All Tweive for $1.00 Descriptive literature on The Plot
Genie System, including sample plot demonstration, and on
Your readers should be interested to learn that
‘Article Writing Made Easy’ sent free upon request.
Write today
this is an open market for articles on sex, psycholTHE GAGNON COMPANY, Inc.
ogy and marriage. Where formerly most of our
Dept. 27, 541 S$. Spring St.
kesLanger, Calif.
material was staff-written, we are now planning
(Please state if you ewn Piet Gen
Writer’s Digest {s your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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to buy the greater quantity of our articles from
free-lance writers.
Sex Guide, Marriage Guide and For Married
People Only, as always, require helpful, frank and
authoritative pieces on marriage, sex and the art
of marital happiness.
Medical doctors are preferred, but other writers will be accepted.
Your Guide and Popular Psychology Guide
(which has been repurchased and is once more
under our banner) require self-help, personal guidance and popular psychology articles which are
simply and intelligently written, with a really
helpful message.
All lengths should be between 1500 and 2000
words.
While our beginning rate is low (onehalf cent per word), payment is prompt and
terms improve as a writer becomes established
with us.
Your Guipe Pus.uications, Inc.,
Juves Carter SALTMAN, Editorial Director,
114 East 32nd St., New York, N. Y.
Boston Writers
Sir:
I wonder whether there are other authors in
Boston, like myself, who would be interested in
forming a Writer’s Club. I have in mind scribblers who have on occasion cashed an editorial
check; yet who couldn’t get past the information
desk in the Authors’ League. Such a group of
Beantowners might be of tremendous help to
each other. In any event, we could always pool
our own ignorance.
Jack CHARLES,
36 Hansboro St., Dorchester, Mass.
Sir:
We shall appreciate your running this announcement which, we believe, will be of interest to your
readers.
;
“Continuing with its Non-Royalty Play Series,
Greenberg will issue, next Spring, a volume of
Non-Royalty One-Act American Comedies. Writers who may wish to contribute to this volume
should submit their plays.
Prize winning and
Festival plays are especially welcome.”
J. W. GreensBere, Publisher,
67 West 44th Street,
New York City.
"Inspired—if that's the word"
Sir:
About years ago I saw my first WrITER’s DIGEsT.
It got into my blood and I’ve never been quite
the same since. When I was in high school I sold
a story to the old St. Nicholas. Followed that with
a few other children’s stories. Then I married,
and spent my time raising children past the helpless stage all the time wishing I could write, but
not doing a darned thing about it.
Then I bought a Writer’s Dicest, my whole
world changed. I began writing every day. Fixed
up a room on the third floor (sounds better than
attic) and it has been my haven or (hell) which
Writer’s
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PREPARE
THAT
Via

Trial

and

FUTURE!

Error

Assignments

Here's an amazing instance of the value of
SSW training: 3 years ago a midwestern girl
started working with us. We made her first
sale for her when she was up to her 5th assignment—less than half through with this course.
Since then she has sold regularly, and is now
featured in 2 leading weekly magazines. For
each story she sells now she receives more
than twice her entire investment in SSW!
About a year ago her eyesight failed. But
that didn't stop her. Using a dictaphone and
a stenographer she continued with her sales—
and now me uses this system regularly.
And to SSW goes much of the credit—
because, cut off from reading magazines, all
she has to fall back on is her training and our
constant interest. She is selling as well as
ever, in spite of a handicap that would put
most writers down for the count!
So there's no excuse for youl If you are
temporarily discouraged, get your SSW story
insurance now. REMEMBER—THIS SUCCESSFUL WRITER CAME TO US AS A
BEGINNER!
PRACTICAL — INEXPENSIVE
Our story selling fundamentals are not merely theories. They are based on Jack Woodford's famous
TRIAL AND ERROR. Some years ago the author was
asked by readers to develop the ideas in the book at
greater length, so that they might be used in practice.
TRIAL AND ERROR is famous because it is the absolutely frank, rea istic and practical result of the author's
experiences in selling 2,000 stories and 35 books.
THE NEW, ENLARGED AND COMPLETELY REVISED
SEVENTH EDITION OF TRIAL AND ERROR IS INCLUDED
WITH THE ASSIGNMENTS.
The Supervised Story Writing Assignments carry a 30-day
money-back agreement. We are willing to gamble a month
of our work on your satisfaction—but we reserve the right to
refund your money within that time if we feel you are not
qualified. In addition, we attempt to market those stories of
yours we consider salable on a 10% commission basis; we
consider sales the object of your work.
Send for complete information. TRIAL AND ERROR is included with ithe course; if you already have the book, we
make a special allowance. Coupon below brings you details
of both offers.
SUPERVISED STORY WRITING SCHOOL
N
| East 44th Street
New York, N. Y.
Please send full information about SUPERVISED STORY
WRITING at no obligation to me. | have [ do not have [J
TRIAL AND ERROR.
Name

(Approved as a correspondence school under the laws of the
State of New York)
Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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BOOKS

We are established General Book Publishers. We offer you friendly editors and
MS readers; able artists, punctual printers; agents for Great Britain and the
Continent ; distribution at home and abroad.
If you have a typewritten book MS on any subject—prose (30,000 words and up,
juvenile slightly shorter) or poetry (book-size collections for CONTEMPORARY
POETS OF DORRANCE)—you are cordially invited to submit it with the complete certainty on your part that it will be read without delay, and of course free.
On the Book Lists of DORRANCE & COMPANY have appeared, among others,
Colonel Philippe Bunau-Varilla, General Smedley D. Butler, Colonel Clarence D.
Chamberlin, Winston Churchill, Lord Dunsany, General John A. Lejeune, Dr.
Clarence Edward Macartney, Hon. Theodore Marburg, Dr. Simon N. Patten,
Judge Henry A. (“Plupy”) Shute, Lincoln Steffens, Mme. Tetrazzini, and
Thurston the Magician. New writers are particularly welcome. Write first if
you prefer about your work.
If unavailable, your MS will be returned promptly and carefully. If accepted,
your book will be published promptly and adequately. Just address MS to:
DORRANCE
&
COMPANY
(INCORPORATED 1920)
DEPT. WD, 364-376 DREXEL BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA

- - - - - - - = = = - PENNSYLVANIA
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ever you want to call it. Sometimes I’m not
sure!
I sent out material for months that I’m ashamed
to admit I wrote, but the amazing thing, it sold.
At first I used a different signature for each one.
The Dicest kept me inspired, if that’s the word.
Then I began selling newspaper features, children’s stories, and started a Story Hour at the
K. C. Art Institute with three original stories a
week.
I had that for seven years and had to
give it up because my other writing kept me busy.
And between us, I’d run out of ideas for children’s
stories. Now I’m trying to select the best out of
the hundreds I read over the radio for a child’s
book.
It has been loads of fun and now I’m striving
for larger and better markets. I know magazines
read unknown writers!
Because, after all, the
fact that I’ve received $250 for a couple of stories
in confession magazines, and sold lots of articles,
also many children’s stories and “worthwhile” skits,
I’m still one of the “unknowns,” but was more so
when I started.
This year I’ve got a goal for myself, and if I
do not make the grade—I’ll go on trying. That’s
what writing does to one. Continued success to
you and your splendid Dicest.
Frances Woop SHEPHERD,
2401 Washington Blvd.,
Kansas City, Kansas.
"So Long Below"
Sir:
e@ I’m eight years old, and wrot “Three Hearts
In The Same Place” and “So Long Below.” This
is what “Three Hearts in The Same Place” is
about.
There were two men and their was a women
that was an actress, and they both loved the
same women, they both tried to get her and in
the end the best one got her.
“So Long Below” is about a man who’s in a
air port and goes to the R. A. F. And diffrent
things happend to him, and I’m not done with
that story yet.
Here’s a Short Short Story I made up, called
“All Quiet.”
Three men were going on a trip to Arizona,
and all three of them went in the car. This trip
they were going to get money, because the last
time they were in Arizona they had a job, and
the man wasn’t there to pay them, so they were
coming out again to get the money.
They always went fast because they always
like feeling money.
One time while they were going 70, two of the
men were asleep, they were quiet, they were still
quiet, and then CRASH, and they were still quiet.
My October Digest came late.
Bruce HEeRsSCHENSOHN,
1708 Pandora Avenue,
Westwood Hills, Los Angeles, Calif.
@ iF onley poeple wuld stope writine me letters
I could edit more.
Wrintinge sure is Fun,
bruce.—Ed.
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Are

You

Market
Minded?
Of Course
WHAT

You

Are
— But

Market?

We've sold to GOOD HOUSEKEEPING,
to LIBERTY,
to the
syndicates and the pulps, and
to the book publishers (like E. P.
Dutton & Company)—in
good
times and bad. But in all our
nine years of business, we have
never had so many calls, for so
wide a variety of material—in
the slick, pulp and book fields.
Without question, some of these calls
are right up your alley. IF YOU
ARE REALLY MARKET MINDED —
business minded—and not writing for
the fun of it, you will find it worth while
to get in touch with us. Others have.
A California writer has just written.
“I am coming to you because I know
that if necessary you will hold material
until a publisher calls for that kind of
thing.” But right now there isn’t any
holding. WE FILLED THE CALLS, AND
NEED
MATERIAL
FOR
THE
NEW
ONES!
You'll
us—not
on your
market
enough
off with.

get honest reports when you come to
only on your individual stories, but
writing ability—which means your
ability. When we know you well
we select the markets for you to start

Criticism fees (until we make two sales for
you): $1 for each 3,000 words or fraction
thereof up to 40,000 words and $15 for any
length above. Advised resubmissions free.
Sales commission 10%.
WE'RE WAITING FOR YOU WITH THOSE
MARKET CALLS!
INTERNATIONAL
PUBLISHING SERVICE
307 Fifth Avenue

New
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Short!

NOVEMBER
OFFERS
YOUR LAST CHANCE
TO EARN
LENNIGER
HELP—F REE!
. .
This is the final month of my
Eighth Annual Beginners’ Contest. If you act immediately,
you can still earn a free period
of the same authoritative guidance and leading agency sponsorship through which I have
for 19 years developed new
writers like you into leading
names in every literary field.
Month after month you see a
few of their current appearances in the illustration on this
Page; you see their serials, short
Stories, articles in magazines
ranging from Satevepost, American, Liberty, This Week, Ladies’ Home Fournal, Harper’s,
Esquire, etc., down through the
smaller and specialized “slicks”
and every type of “pulp” magazine...
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A few of my clients’ October
magazine appearances.
Dial—Slicks. Frame—Pulps.

In my seven previous Beginners’ Contests, over 80% of the winners
were developed into regularly selling professionals. Some of the winners in the first month of this year’s Contest have already been
launched on successful literary careers, as mention ed at the right.
That’s the kind of result-getting help you can earn by sending me
one or two of your best manuscripts this month.
MORE PRIZES WORTH $1, 000.00
DURING NOVEMBER
As in September and October, I will this month select eight more
new writers whose manuscripts indicate the most p romising possibilities and will give them my help as indicated bel ow, entirely free
except for my regular agency commission on sales:
Ist Prize:
My help on 500,000 words submitted within! year(value) $ 500.00
250.00
** 6months "
" 250,000 °°
“
2nd Prize:
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4th Prize:
50.06
Sth and 6th: " "' "* 25,000 "* (2 prizes, each worth $25.00)
25.00
Jth and Bth: " " " 12,500 ‘* (2 prizes, each worth $12.50)
EIGHT

Total Value Prizes for N ovember $1,000.00
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
The Beginners Contest is open to all writers who have
not sold more than $500 worth of manuscripts during
1941. All you need do to enter is to submit at least
2000 words of fiction or non-fiction for agency service
at my regular rates of $1.00 per thousand words on
manuscripts up to 5000. On scripts 5:00 to 11,000
the fee is $5 for the first 5000 words and 75c for each
additional thousand. Special rates on novelets and
novels. For these fees your unsalable stories will
receive detailed, constructive criticism, as well as
revision and replot advice on those that can be made
salable; your salable scripts are of course immediately
recommended to actively buying editors. Commissions:
10% on American, 15% on Canadian, 20% on
foreign sales.

THESE SEPTEMBER BEGINNERS' CONTEST WINNERS
HAVE ALREADY MADE GOOD
During the week
this copy is written,
I put over five of
the new writers
who participated in
my September, 1941,
Beginners’ Contest
—Katherine Keeley,
Ist prize winner,
with Romance; Morris Hull, 3rd prize
winner, with Popular Western; Gladys Katherine Keeley
Maddocks, Sth prize
winner, with Startling Stories; Evis
Joberg 8th prize
winner with New
Love. And C. P.
Donnel,Jr. 2nd prize
winner in the September Contest, received my check
for his first big slick
sale, to Country
Gentleman, at a dime
Cc. P. Donnel, Jr.
a word.
Full Contest information, my
booklet Practical Literary
Help and current Market
News Letter, on request.

ChugustLenniger

56 West

Literary Agent
45th Street, New

York, N. Y.
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